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Abstract
This thesis represents work performed by the author on the development of the

High Resolution Fly's Eye (HiRes) detector for the study of extremely high energy

(> 1018eV) cosmic rays. Chapter 1 begins with an review of this field. This chapter

details the development of the field, the physics questions we seek to answer, and our

current understanding based on experimental and theoretical results. It provides the

basis for understanding why detectors such as HiRes are being constructed.

This review leads into chapter 2, which discusses the development of cosmic ray

induced extensive air showers (EAS) and the techniques used to study them. Particular

emphasis is placed upon the air fluorescence technique utilised by HiRes. The two site

HiRes prototype detector is then discussed in detail in chapter 3. This covers the

different components that form the detector, together with details of the calibration

performed to extract useful information from the data.

Chapter 4 discusses the installation and subsequent testing of GPS based clock

systems for the two sites that make up the HiRes prototype detector. The entire

timing system was checked, and some previously hidden bugs fixed. This chapter

concludes with work performed on the time to digital ocnverter calibration for the

second HiRes site.

The high relative timing accuracy provided by the GPS clocks allowed the use of

timing information in programs to reconstruct the arrival directions of cosmic rays.

Chapter 5 covers the development of a program to use geometrical and timing infor-

mation to reconstruct EAS viewed by both HiRes sites. This chapter concludes with

an evaluation of the likely reconstruction accuracy of the new HiRes (stage 1) detector.

A well reconstructed EAS trajectory is the first step in the determination of more

interesting parameters such as primary particle energy. Chapter 6 covers the collation

and analysis of EAS viewed by the both sites of the prototype detector. This includes

an evaluation of effects such as the atmosphere, and an estimation of the performance

of the new (stage 1) HiRes detector based on results with the prototype detector.

Finally the conclusions from this thesis are summarised and suggestions made for

further follow up work.
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Chapter 1

Cosrnic Rays

Cosmic rays are highly energetic particles arriving from space. They cover a huge

range of energies - from below a 10eeV (1 GeV) up to, and possibly beyond 1020eV

(100EeV). This large energy range requires the use of many different techniques to

probe the entire range, and the different subranges provide information on different

astronomical phenomena. This thesis will primarily be concerned with the extremely

high energy range - particles with energies above 1017eV which place them in the

joule range (1 Joule:6 x 1018eV). Significant questions exist about where these

particles originate, and the processes or environments that produced these particles

with macroscopic amounts of energy.

An abbreviated history of cosmic ray physics will first be presented. This will set

the scene for a discussion of the current physics questions we seek to answer, and how

the observational evidence we currently possess has been interpreted.

1-.1- A History of Cosmic Rays

The discovery of cosmic rays has its origins in the discovery of natural radioactivity

by Becquerel in 1896124]. One of his key discoveries (for cosmic rays) was the fact that

the radiation from uranium could discharge electrosopes. An electroscope contains

two pieces of gold-leaf (or similar material) which may be charged by an external

source, which causes the two leaves to repel each other. When the electroscope is

irradiated, the rate at which the leaves come together provides a measure of the amount

1



2 CHAPTER 1. COSMIC RAYS

of ionisation from a source.

By 1901, research into natural radioactivity had discovered three particles capable

of causing ionisation of air and discharging electroscopes. The three particles were

characterised according to their penetrating power: n particles were stopped in about

0.05m of air, B particles traveled longer distances, and 7-rays were very penetrating

requiring several cm of lead to drop their intensity by a factor of 10. The discovery

that a charged electroscope kept away from natural souïces of radioactivity would still

discharge was a major mystery. In 1910, Wulf climbed to the top of the Eiffei Tower

and showed that the ionisation was not due to 1-rays from the earth[174]. However the

breakthrough was made by Hess who made a series of balloon flights during 1912[98]

and 1913[99]. In 1914 Kolhörster ascended to 9km and confirmed Hess' findings[llT].

They measured the amount of ionisation as a function of height and found that above

a heighi of 1.5km, the average ionisation increased with respect to the sea-level value.

The conclusion was unambiguous - the source of the highly penetrating radiation

was extra-terrestrial. In 1926, after a series of measurements in California, Millikan

proposed that these 'cosmic rays' were ,y rays of a much higher penetrating power than

was observed in sources of natural radioactivity[1a9].

Whilst the name may have stuck, the association of the radiation with gamma-rays

did not. In 1927 Clay made a series of measurements of the intensity as a function

of geomagnetic latitude, as he traveled from Java to the Netherlands[55]. He found

the intensity increased as he increased his (geomagnetic) latitude from the equator.

His results were confirmed by Compton in 1932 in the southern hemisphere[fA]. fhis

behaviour fitted the theory developed by Störmer for charged particles entering the

geomagnetic field of the earth[164]. Further evidence for cosmic rays being particies

came from experiments done by Bothe and Kolhörster in 1929 who used the newly

developed Geiger-Müller detectors in coincidence to show that the radiation was prob-

ably particles with energies of around 10eeV[41]. In the same year Skobelsyn produced

the first pictures of cosmic ray tracks using cloud chambers and noted the existence

of multiple tracks in some pictures[157]. Improved cloud chambers were developed

leading to the discovery of the positron by Anderson in 1932[14]. This was confirmed

in 1933 by Blackett and Occhianlini who used Geiger counters to act as a coincidence
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trigger for a cloud chamber[39]. Rossi used three Geiger-Müller detectors in triangular

arrangement such that they could only be triggered by the passage of multiple par-

ticles. He also found that by placing lead above his detectors he could increase his

coincidence rate - maximising it at with about 1.5cm of lead[153]. Around the same

time Johnson and Street[107], Rossi[154] and Clay[56] all detected an east-west asym-

metry in the cosmic ray intensity about the vertical. This is best explained by the

cosmic rays being particles and whose trajectories are affected by the earth's magnetic

field. The positively charged particles will be deflected to the west whilst negatively

charged particles will be to the east. The east-west asymmetry could be explained

if the primary cosmic ray beam was predominantly positively charged. Thus by the

early 1930's the evidence was clear - cosmic r&ysweÍe in fact almost entirely positiuely

ch arg ed p arti cI esll06].

The use of cloud chambers to detect cosmic rays led to a number of important dis-

coveries for particle physics. The positron was detected[14] soon after it was proposed

by Dirac[70]. Muons were then found in 1936[136] and were initially thought to be

the pions predicted by Yukawa[l78] around the same time. However these were not

found until the development of emulsion chambers 1947[138]. Following World War

II the use of cosmic rays to discover elementary particles boomed. In Lg47 Rochester

and Anderson detected the decay of two previously unknown neutral particles via 'V'
events[148]. In the next few years Kaons (o+, oo) and Lambdas (A) were found when

cloud chambers were taken to high altitudes. These new particles were classed as

heavy mesons and hyperons and possessed strange and puzzling properties that could

not initially be explained. The use of bubble chambers led to the discovery of the E-

hyperon in 1952[15] and the I hyperon in 1953[40]. BV this time, particle physics had

developed to the stage where particles could be accelerated on demand, with known

energy and directions. This proved a significant advantage and thus after 20 years as

the primary window into sub-atomic phenomena, particle physicists set aside cosmic

rays for accelerators[78] [152] [128].

However particle physics was not the only area of research on cosmic rays. The dis-

covery that particles came in showers led to the birth of current cosmic ray research.

In 1938, Auger, Maze and Robley[l8] made a pioneering series of measurements to

3



4 CHAPTER 1, COSMIC RAYS

measure the coincidence rates as they separated their detectors. They made the re-

markable discovery that cosmic ray showers had lateral extents out to at least 300m,

r.ecording an average of 1.5 showers per hour. From this they inferred they were secing

the secondary particles due to cascading effects caused by the interaction of a highly

energetic primary particle high in the atmosphere. Their measurements indicated that

these extensive air-showers (EAS) \ryere caused by particles with energies of - 1016eV

[18][106][152].

Following the discovery of EAS caused by such high energy particles, there was

significant interest in the primary particle's composition, the energy spectrum, the

maximum energy and if any anisotropy or astronomical sources could be found. Early

research into EAS indicated that the primary particles were predominantly protons

and heavy nuclei. These particles interact with the atmosphere initiating a chain of

nuclear interactions that form the core of the shower. Neutral pions are created in the

interactions which decay to produce further electromagnetic cascades and charged pi-

ons produce penetrating muons. As the shower develops, scattering by the atmosphere

causes shower particles to spread out laterally. The density is highest at the centre

and the lateral extent is determined by the initial particle's energy. This lateral spread

of the showers compensated for the reduced flux rates allowing detection. Advances

in hardware made large scale detector arrays feasible in the 1950's, and arrays were

constructed by many research groups throughout the world (many of the groups are

still working in the area of cosmic ray research).

Important work was performed by Bassi, Clark and Rossi at MIT who used three

liquid scintillators in several configurations to develop techniques to measure shower

size and direction[22]. Scintillator detectors produce a detectable light pulse when

a particle passed through them, and they were able to show that whilst the lateral

extent of the shower was large, it was only of the order of a metre thick. By recording

the arrival times at different parts of the array as this shower front passed they could

determine the arrival direction of the shower. Given that all the particles quickly

passed through a given detector, shower density measurements were possible. By

combining information from separate detectors, the lateral distribution of particles

and the total number of particles in the shower can be obtained, and this information
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can be used to estimate the primary particle's energy[22]. Following demonstration

of the EAS reconstruction technique, it was employed on an array at Agassiz from

1954-7 to try and detect any anisotropy in the arrival directions of cosmic rays. The

array consisted of 15 plastic scintillators (each 0.9m2) within a circle with a diameter

of 460m (0.2km2) and was successful in detecting EAS generated by particles with

primary particles in the range from 1015eV to 1018eV. The integral energy spectrum

was measured as J(> E) : 26(E ll0t5)-2't7 m-2 Ar-7 sr-l over their detection range -

ie. for every 10 fold increase in energy, the flux above that energy drops by a factor of

1gz't7 ry 150. No detectable cut-off was observed as they were limited by the low flux

at high energies. Analysis of the 652 largest events yielded no detectable anisotropy,

leaving the question of possible sources or acceleration mechanisms open[53][54][152].

The success of the detector array at Agassiz, and the isotropy observed paved the

way for the first detector for extremely high energy cosmic rays (> 1017eV) at Volcano

Ranch, New Mexico, in 1959[124]. It was built primarily to gain information on the

highest energy cosmic rays, as it was realised that for a 1018eV proton the Larmor

radius in the galaxy's magnetic field would be greater than the thickness of the galaxy.

Thus detection of a significant number of extremely high energy particles might show

anisotropy and possibly point to extragalactic sources. The detector consisted of 19

stations, arranged in two hexagonal grids, initially covering an area of 2km2 (1959-

60 run) before expanding to an area of 8lcm2. Each station ïrr'as a 3.3m2 scintillator

detector which made measurements of particle density, and the time each detector was

triggered enabled determination of the EAS direction within 5". The threshold was

estimated at = 1017eV and the detector was run for 13000 hours between 1960-2. The

integral energy spectrum over the range 1017eV to 3 x 101seV was estimated using the

simple relationship E :2 x lOe/rr (where N is the estimated number of particles in the

shower at ground level). Linsley claimed an average value for the integral exponent

'y: -d(IogJ)ld(log.E) as being intherange 1.7 to 2.0, less than the 2.2found using

the Agassiz detector at lower energies. It was proposed that this change in the spectral

slope was due to a cross over between galactic and extra-galactic cosmic rays[125].

In February 1962 the Volcano Ranch array was triggered by a particle with an es-

timated energy of 1020eV[126]. Such a high energy particle was significant because its

b



6 CHAPTER 1. COSMIC RAYS

trajectory was unlikely to be affected by ihe magnetic field of the galaxy. The full

importance of such a discovery was not realised until 1966 when Griesen[93] and Zat-

sepin and Kuzmin[179] independently realised that cosmic ïays above about 4 x 101eeV

would interact with the 3K cosmic microwave background given a sufficiently large

path length. This implied that such high energy cosmic rays (like the 1020eV event)

had to come from sources within a few hundred megaparsecs rather than cosmological

distances.

The results from Volcano Ranch, and the prospect of detectable anisotropy helped

to drive the push for more experiments to detect extremely high energy cosmic rays.

The Sydney University Giant Airshower Recorder (SUGAR) consisted of 47 detec-

tors comprising a collecting area of x 70km2 and ran from 1968-79[43]. It has been

the only southern hemisphere experiment in EHE cosmic rays, and was located in the

Pilliga State Forest in New South Wales, Australia (149"43/E, 30"32'5). Each detector

station comprised two 6m2 liquid scintillators separated by 50m which were buried

to a depth of 1.7m to make measurements of the EAS muon density. Energy was

estimated from the total muon number and the angular resolution for most showers

was 6o x sec d.

The University of Leeds operated the Haverah Park detector (longitude 1o38.2/W,

latitude 53o58.2/N, and mean sea level (MSL) altitude of 200m) from 1968-87[121].

Haverah Park used 32 water Cerenkov tanks to provide a collecting area of x 72lcm2.

These tanks were 1.2m deep with sizes varying from Imz Lo 34m2 and detected

Cerenkov light as the EAS particles passed through. This gave a particle density

measurement and energy was estimated based on the density 600m from the core

B: Bp$00)". This method is known as the p(600) method (or sometimes 5(600))

and B æ 1017 and a = 1.0[102][103]. p(600) r,vas measured to an accuracy of better

than 30%. The angular resolution was dependent upon the zenith angle d of the EAS.

The error in the zenith angle was estimated as o0:2.5" x secd for 0 < d < 90o, and

the error in the azimuth angle S as o6 :2.5" x cosec 0 for zenith angles 15o < d < 90".

The Yakutsk array located in Siberia (I29.4"8,61.7"N, 100mMSL) began as alkm2

array in 1969. It was expanded to l8lcm2 in 1973 to enable detection of the highest

energy showers. In 1990 ten outlying stations were shutdown reducing the array size
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to 70km2ll0]. The array utilises plastic scintillators, underground muon detectors

and atmospheric Cerenkov light detectors to determine primary particle energy and

composition (esentially a variant on the p(600) method, see[9]). Meaurements of p(600)

have a resolution of 25% at 1017eV which decreases to - 20% for energies above

1018eV[10]. Angular resolution is nv 2o for zenith angles < 60o at an energy of 101eeV

(see Table 3 of [10] for resolution as a function of energy and zenith angle).

The Akeno Giant Air-Shower Array (AGASA) grew from the Akeno Air Shower

Experiment (138"30/tr, 35o30/N, 900mMSL) in 1990. The 100kræ2 arcay consists of

ItI 2.2m2 plastic scintillators and 27 muon detectors (2.8m2, 10rn2 and 25m2) ar-

ranged in 4 branches which operated independently until they were unified in Decem-

ber 1995[177][95][97]. Energy is determinedby the p(600) method with the accuracy

of p(600) is - 30%. Muon information is used in composition studies. Angular resolu-

tion is 1.6o for energies above 4 x 1018eV. Figure 1.1 illustrates the intensity of cosmic

rays (as a function of energy) measured by the Akeno Air Shower Experiment and

AGASA. It illustrates the sharp decrease in intensity with energy which is why Akeno

was increased from llcm2 to 20lcrn2 to l00lcm2 to probe higher energy ranges[1?7].

The Fly's Eye detector w.as the first successful experiment to utilise the air fl.uores-

cence technique for detection of extremely high energy cosmic rays (an unsuccessful

attempt had been made by Greisen and Bunner in 1966[44])[21]. It ran from 1981-93

with a collecting aperture of æ 1000km2sr at the highest energies, although unlike the

ground arrays previously mentioned, it could only be operated during clear moonless

nights which restricts the duty cycle to xl}%. The technique measures the amount

of fluorescence light from the EAS as it develops in the atmosphere and provides an

almost model independent estimation of energy, as well as allowing good composition

measurements. Energy resolution rwas x30% for showers viewedby a single site, and

x 20% for showers viewed by both sites. The angular resolution varies from event to

event due to the EAS-detector geometry and ranges from 10o down to 1"[46]. In 1991,

the Fly's Eye detected a particle with an energy of 3.2 x 1020eV - the highest energy

event seen by any detector to the present time[33]. The High Resolution Fly's Eye is

now being constructed at the site of the original Fly's Eye, and this thesis will deal

with data from the two site prototype.

4
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Figure 1.1: The intensity of cosmic rays as measured by the Akeno Air shower exper-
iment and AGASA (zenith angles from 0 to 45").[177].

L.2 Physics of Extremely High Energy Cosrnic

Rays

The purpose of studying Extremely High Energy (EHE) cosmic rays is to understand

nature at its most energetic. EHE cosmic rays have macroscopic amounts of energy -

the highest energy particle observed possessed 51 Joules. The underlying aim of the

freld is to understand the processes in nature that may generate particles with such

huge energies.

To understand how these particles are created, we first need to know what they are,

and where they are coming from. Observationally, we seek to answer these 'what' and
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1,2. PHYSICS OF EXTREMELY HIGH ENERGY COSMIC RAYS

'\,vhere' questions so that appropriate theoretical models can be derived to explain the

question of thowt. By making measurements of the cosmic ray energy spectrum, the

mass composition as a function of energy and the anisotropy in arrival directions, we

can compare observations with different competing theories. In addition to generating

EHE particles, theories must take into account the propagation of the particles to the

Earth. Production theories must take into account the intervening medium, as this

can directly affect the observed spectrum, composition and anisotropy.

At present no theory adequately explains the production of extremely high energy

cosmic rays[104][52][140]. The most basic problem is the need for the size of the

accelerating region to be at least twice the size of the gyro-radius of the particle in

the magnetic field of the region. In a uniform magnetic a charged particle will spiral

around the field lines with a constant radius known as the Larmor or gyro radius. The

gyro-radius for a a cosmic ray nucleus of charge Z and in a magnetic field B¡"c, in

units of micro Gauss, with an energy -E1s in units of 1018eV, is:

RI, ENo"=ff.) (1'1)

This confinement requirement can be stated in terms of the maximum energy E1s

that a particle of charge Z rr'ay be accelerated to in a region of size ,L¡o" (units of

kiloparsecs) with a magnetic field of Bpc as:

Ets: 13 z Lxo" Bpc 
e.z)2

The factor P (< 1) is the fraction of the maximum energy that can be obtained

within the region and is related to the details of the acceleration mechanisms at the

particular site (in simple shock acceleration þ: u"f cwherc u" is the velocity of the

shock)[104][17][60]. At the highest energies synchrotron losses may prevent particles

from reaching the maximum possible energy given in equation 1.2 - lor a perpendicular

shock moving at 0.1c, a proton is limited to 4f,"* : 4 x lgzzg-r/2.V[140]. The

soutces capable of accelerating particles up to 1020eV are illustrated in Figure 1.2

from Hil1as[l0a]. This diagram clearly indicates that few sources are viable, and that

most require efficient acceleration mechanisms (large B) to generate EHE particles.

Whilst several acceleration schemes may be viable, no detailed scheme satisfactorily

explains the acceleration mechanism. Hopefully the situation should improve when

9
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Figure 1.2: Size and magnetic field strengths of possible acceleration sites for EHE
cosmic rays[104]. Objects below the solid line cannot accelerate protons to 1020eV and
those below the dashed line are unable to accelerate iron to 1020eV. The edge of the
shaded region represents a value of. B : 1/300 which is probably typical for pro[orts
being accelerated by diffuse shock acceleration. Note the few possible acceleration
sites and the large values of B needed to accelerate particles.

more data is obtained. More data should allow us to rule some schemes out, and allow

us to concentrate theoretical efforts on the remaining schemes. As no current scheme

exists, the way is also open for the discovery of new physics to explain the acceleration

of such extremely high energy particles.

Prior to considering source theories it is worth examining the effects of intervening

media between a source and the earth. An important effect is that due to the presence

of magnetic fields, which cause charged particles to spiral around field lines. The

magnetic field of the galaxy consists of a large scale ordered component and a small

scale random component[23]. The ordered component of the magnetic field extends

through the plane of the galaxy and undergoes a series of reversals in direction as a

function of galactic radius. To a first approximation, the field can be considered as

a set of concentric rings in which the magnetic fi.eld lines are directed purely in the
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azimuthal direction. Reversals in field direction occur between adjacent rings and have

been measured at galactic radius of 5.5kpc and 8.1kpc[143]. The strength of the field

in our local region is - 2pG which may or may not be aligned in the direction of the

the spiral arm, within which it is thought to be stronger. The field strength is also

thought to increase to x 5-6p,G in the inner region (R < 5.5kpc) of the galaxy. In

addition to the ordered component, the turbulent nature of the interstellar medium

gives rise to a random component to the field. The random component of the magnetic

field has a strength of - 5/.¿G and is correlated in direction with a scale of = 50pc,

although this is probably overly simplistic and that there will be irregularties on many

scales[l44]. In addition to galactic fields in the plane of the galaxy, there may also

exist a magnetic field in a spherical halo around the galaxy. Halos have been observed

in several edge on spiral galaxies, and probably arise through dynamo effects arising

due to chaotic motions and differential rotation of gas in the halo[42]. The actual

situation is probably more complex than that presented here with active research

being performed to extend and clarify our current understanding of magnetic fileds

in the galaxy[23]. The extragalactic field is less well known but estimated as being

æ 10-s Gauss[17]. Magnetic fields tend to scramble the trajectories of cosmic rays,

as non-uniformities will scatter cosmic rays by different amounts, thus randomising

their trajectories. However at extremely high energies, charged particles (especially

protons) are less affected by magnetic fields. Photons are of course unaffected, directly

pointing back to their source, but observational evidence suggests that EHE cosmic

rays are predominantly charged particles.

IJniversal Source Theories Universal source theories generally predict that the

cosmic ray intensity is homogeneous and isotropically distributed. These theories

propose sources such as shock acceleration in large scale structures such as in the jets

or lobes of radio galaxies, galaxy cluster accretion shocks or perhaps via the decay

of topological defects such as cosmic strings. Such theories predict a predominantly

protonic composition above 101eeV (topological defects models are the exception and

predict a predominance of 7-rays[26]), u cut off in the energy spectrum at around

5 x 101eeV and an isotropic distribution of arrival directions (due to the isotropic
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nature of the sources)[162]lI7l.

Infrared photons and photons from the 2.7 K Cosmic Microwave Background radi-

ation field (CMB) cause photo-disintegration of cosmic ray nuclei as in the rest frarre

the nuclei they appear to be high energy Tray photons. For cosmological age cosmic

rays this effect should produce a nearly pure proton spectrum above 101eeV. The CMB

photons also affect the propagation of EHE protons, with effects dependent upon pro-

ton energy Eo (since this governs how energetic the CMB photon will appear in the

proton's rest frame). For E, Z 5 x 1017eV the CMB photons appear as 7-rays with

sufficient energy to undergo electron-positron pair production. The proton loses a

small amount of energy in this interaction but the losses are cumulative[162][17]. For

E, Z 5 x 101eeV the CMB photons appear as ?-rays with energies in excess of the

pion restmass so interactions lead to pion photoproduction degrading the energy of the

proton by æ 20%1179]. The mean free path for a 1020eV proton is about 30Mpc[119]

- which is a small distance on the cosmological scale. These interactions lead to the

Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmim (GZK) cutoff in the spectrum at around 5 x 101eeV for

sufficiently distant sources[93][179]. The actual shape of the spectrum is dependent

upon the spatial and temporal source distribution used by the different models, but

the general features are essentially model independent.

Quasi-local Extragalactic Sources These theories propose that there may be

relatively local extra-galactic sources. The sources are likely to be similar to those of

universal source models such as the lobes of radio galaxies. These sources are close

enough that the effects of propagation through the background radiation fields will

have limited effects on the spectrum or composition of EHE cosmic rays. Thus the

strength of the GZK cut-off, and any associated pile-up of energy degraded cosmic

rays prior to it, will depend on the source distance.

The closeness of such sources should also lead to some level of anisotropy. The

effects of magnetic fields is dependent upon the energy and charge of the particle (see

equation 1.1). High energy protons should be relatively undeflected by intergalactic

or galactic magnetic fieids. Iron (or heavy) nuclei will be more greatly affected, as will

lower energy particles. Thus large scale anisotropy is expected at the highest energies
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(1020eV), and may also be present at lower energies (1018eV) if the composition is

light.

Galactic Sources Galactic sources are classed depending on whether the source is

within the galactic disk or not. The most prominent theory for sources outside the

disk involves acceleration in the termination shock of the outgoing galactic wind[108].

Interestingly the wind is powered by supernova explosions - which are thought to

accelerate lower energy cosmic rays through Fermi acceleration in supernovae rem-

nant shocks[80][71]. The large scale nature (200kpc) of the galactic wind wouid allow

acceleration up to extremely high energies and, as heavy nuclei are most effectively

accelerated, it would suggest a heavy composition in the high energy spectrum. Due

to the large scale involved, anisotropies are likely to be relatively small, but may be

detectable[108] [162].

Galactic disk sources for EHE cosmic rays are possible but few theories are capable

of accelerating the particles to the EHE range. One-shot acceleratioî rnaA be possible

in sources such as pulsars. It may be possible to accelerate EHE cosmic rays in binary

systems containing a neutron star or black hole. Without details it is hard to know

what the effects of galactic magnetic fields will be so that the spectrum and composition

are model dependent. However such sources may also produce 7-rays or other neutral

particles, in significant numbers to allow a point source detection. There are some

models for diffuse acceleration by clusters of supernova remnants in the galactic disk -

somewhat similar to that in the termination shock in the galactic wind[l9]. However

size constraints (the galactic disk is only 300pc ihick) limit the possible acceleration

to 101eeV with a heavy composition again being favoured. Anisotropy will depend

upon the galactic magnetic field structure, but, given the heavy composition, and the

confinement of the accelerating region to the spiral arms, any anisotropy is likely to

be very small[162].
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1-.3 Observational Extremely High Energy Cos-

mic Rry Physics

The different models predict different characteristics for the EHE comic ray spectrum,

composition and anisotropy. Observations are needed to determine these observable

quantities, as they can be used to rule out particular classes of models. Many of the

fine details are still missing (especially at the highest energies), and observations can

be used to develop and refine models, and hence allow us to to determine what the

sources of EHtr cosmic rays are. In this section I will outline recent results which

will be used to illustrate our current level of understanding and what experiments are

needed to improve and extend our knowledge.

Over the last thirty years several experiments have measured the shape of the cosmic

ray energy spectrum in the trHE range. The differential energy spectrum is usually

expressed in the form

J(E) : g'N ldE)E : ,^ ( E \' (t.t)
" \D ) - A;ñ@T - "o \8")

where Jo is the intensity at the energy Eo and 7 is the spectral index. The differen-

tial form takes into account the number of observed showers as a function of energy

(dNldE) and each detector's exposure which is defined as the effective arca (A.¡¡)

x solid angle (ç¿) x running time (?). This allows a comparison of the measured

spectrum between different experiments.

The spectral index 7 is = -3 from the energy range 1015eV to 1020eV, where

statistics become too poor to determine the spectrum. As the spectrum is largely

featureless it is commonly multiptied by a factor E3 to enhance any features present.

Figure 1.3 shows the individual and combined spectrum obtained from the four most

recent experiments - AGASA, Fly's Eye, Haverah Park, Yakutsk[l77]. The different

spectra have been normalised to the Fly's Eye at 1018eV. Table 1.1 lists the differential

intensities at 101eeV.

It is encouraging that the normalisation factors (at 1018eV) between experiments

(0.8, 1.0, 0.9, and 0.8 respectively) are all close to unity. This implies that despite

clifferent techniques used to detect EHE cosmic rays and estimate their energy, the
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Figure 1.3: The EHE cosmic ray spectrum as measured by AGASA (o), Stereo Fly's
Eye (o), Haverah Park (o), Yakutsk (x) and all experiments combined (O). Spectra
are normalised to stereo Fly's Eye at 1018eV, with energy normalisation factors of 0.8,
0.9 and 0.8 respectively. After S. Yoshida et al,lI77l.

Experiment n-¿-, s-L sr-'eV-t
AGASA
Fly's Eye
Haverah Park
Yakutsk

2.9L x 10-rr
2.38 x 10-33
2.22 x 10-33
3.39 x 10-33

Table 1.1: Differential Intensities at 101eeV for different experiments[l7]

results from the different experiments are consistent. This gives us confidence that

common effects seen are real effects. Two points of particular interest in this spectrum

are a dip known as the "ankle" at about 1Ota's"y and the existence of events beyond

the GZK cutoff at 5.0 x 101eeV.

The ankle in the spectrum is a feature that has been observed by all experiments in

the field. It starts at about 1¡tz'0"y where the spectral index 7 steepens from -3.0 to

-3.2. The dip appears to be centered at about 1¡rs's"y after which it flattens to -2.7.
The structure of spectrum at the highest energies is limited by a lack of statistics[30].
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A total of 9 cosmic ray particles with energies above 1020eV have been collected

since the first such particle by the Volcano Ranch Experiment[126]. These events are

clearly well beyond the GZK cut-off. However whilst these events exist, the number of

events above the GZK cut-off is less than that expected if the spectral slope remains

unchanged after 101eeV. This reduction \ryas seen by the AGASA[177], Fly's Eye[32]

and Yakutsk[72] but not Haverah Park[121]. However statistics are poor - the Fly's

eye detected 10 events with energies above 101e'7eV, but expected 20.63 based on the

spectrum between 101eeV and 101s'7eV. New experiments to collect data at the highest

energies are thus needed to clarify the nature of the GZK cutoff.

Mass composition studies attempt to determine the primary cosmic ray composition

as a function of energy. Composition measurements are unfortunately indirect, relying

on the detection of differences in the way EAS develop for different primary particles.

However the exact hadronic interaction physics involved in EAS for EHE cosmic rays

is unknown, as it is beyond the energies available in terrestrial accelerators. Thus we

must use models to simulate EAS for EHE cosmic rays of different masses and energy,

and examine the results of these models to determine any observable parameters.

Comparison with experimental results can then be done to indicate the most probable

mass composition. Such comparisons must be done statistically to overcome the effects

of shower to shower fluctuations in the development of EAS and any detector biases

that may exist.

Some mass composition studies use measurements of the depth of shower maximum

(X^",) as an indicator of the primary cosmic ray composition. On average, EAS

induced by heavy particles will reach maximum development at shallower depths than

those induced by lighter particles (the absolute values must be estimated by EAS

models). Additionally not all experiments are capable of measuring absolute values

of X^o,. However they can measure the rate of change in X^o, with energy, which is

known as the elongation rate. The elongation rate is useful as it can provide evidence

for changes in composition.

Haverah Park used pulse risetimes in water Cerenkov tanks 500m from the EAS

core, as an estimator of X^o,. These estimates were used to study the elongation

rate as it was unclear how to extract absolute values from the risetimes. Their results
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implied a constant, possibly mixed (heavy and light components), composition up

to about 5 x 1018eV (the ankle) after which they saw tentative changes to a heavier

compositionIi71].

The Fly's Eye experiment measured absolute values of X^o, from shower devel-

opment profiles (longitudinal shower size vs atmospheric depth)[5O]. It was able to

make good measurements up to 101eeV and found that around the ankle, composition

changed from heavy to light[32]. A QCD Pomeron model was used to estimate the

elongation rate as a function of energy for a pure iron (heavy) composition, a pure

proton (light) composition and a composition changing from heavy to light at the

ankle. Good agreement was obtained with a composition that changed from iron at

lgtz's"Y to proton at 101eeV.

AGASA is unable to measure composition directly. However Monte Carlo studies

indicated that it should be possible to distinguish between proton and iron show-

ers by measuring the ratio of muon to charged particle densities 600m from the core

(pr(600)/.9(600))[66]. It is expected that heavy nuclei will have a larger muon com-

ponent and by studying the previous ratio as a function of energy it is possible to

verify the Fly's Eye result[95]. Measurements of the ratio were compared to those

expected from EAS simulations using the 1992 version of MOCCA (an EAS simula-

tion program) assuming the composition proposed by the Fly's Eye experiment. They

were unable to confirm the proposed composition change, instead suggesting a much

smaller change in the elongation rate between 1017'5eV and 1018'5eV[95].

Yakutsk studied composition above and below 1018eV using several different EAS

models and (measured) parameters. They examined the ratios of total charged particle

to muon numbers, total muon number and total charged particle number to Cerenkov

light flux, and muon to charged particle densities at fixed distances from the core.

They also estimated X*o, from the Cerenkov light lateral distribution function. They

obtained best agreement using the QGS-hadronic interaction model with a heavy com-

position before 1018eV, and a proton composition above 1018eV[10].

AGASA, Fly's Eye and Yakutsk all used different hadronic interaction models in

EAS simulations making interpretation of the results is difficult, and leaving the pro-

posed composition change undecided. In an attempt to resolve the issue a study
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has been performed using a new interaction model and comparing the results with

Fly's Eye data and the expected AGASA response[67]. The EAS simulation program

MOCCA, with the SIBYLL hadronic interaction model was used to generate EAS for

the comparison. These showers \/ere passed through detector simulations of the Fly's

Eye and AGASA to allow estimates of. X*o, and muon to charged particle densities.

Encouragingly, when the same interaction model was used, the Fly's Eye and AGASA

results showed good agreement (which they previously had not). However the evidence

for a change in composition was less strong using the SYBILL interaction model, with

the composition above 1018eV best described by a 50-50 mixture of iron nuclei and

protons and considerable uncertainty on the composition above 101eeV[67]'

All experiments in the field have failed to find any significant anisotropy at energies

up to ny 101eeV (where statistics become poor). This is despite the use of several dif-

ferent analysis techniques. Harmonic analysis in right ascension was inconclusive and

no signifcant galactic latitude dependences (deficiency or excess) have been found[162].

Targeted anistropy studies, where the sky is divided into expected excess and deficit

regions (such as the galactic center and anticenter) have all failed to detect isotropy

[118][48][4e][5e].

Whilst on the topic of anisotropy, searches for point sources of neutral particles

should also be discussed. So far the only likely candiate has been Cygnus X-3. The

Fly's trye[47]1491[59] and AGASA[167][134] reported significant excesses (> 3ø) be-

tween 1981 and 1988, after which the significance declined. Haverah Park[122] saw no

significant signal over the same time. Yakutsk[89] saw a slight excess but noted that

it was broader than expected and suggested the excess might be due to the influence

of the magnetic field in the local arm of the Galaxy on chraged particles. Additionally

the source is thought to be episodic. It is fair to say that there exists no strong evi-

dence for a point source of neutral particles. Detection of more showers with better

angular resolution is needed to provide the sensitivity needed to detect such sources.

The spectrum, composition and anistropy measurements made by the Fly's Eye

experiment led to them supporting the hypothesis that the change in the structure of

the spectrum at the ankle is due to a change in the origin and composition of cosmic

rays - from galactic (heavy particles) to extragalactic (light particles)[32]. The heavy
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component is favoured below the ankle, as it is easier to accelerate and confine such

particles in galactic magnetic fields. The galactic disk is only 300pc thick and thus

protons are likely to leak out of the acceleration region or out of the galaxy due to the

Iarger gyro-radii these particles have at the same energy. The lack of isotropy after

the ankle implies that the light component at the highest energies is extragalactic.

This is favoured over a galactic expianation essentially due to confinement problems.

A proton at 101eeV in a 2.2p,G field has a gyro-radius of 4.5kpc and it is difficult to

see how this can be confined for acceleration within the the galactic disk. Even the

inclusion of the galactic halo (which might extend to a few kiioparsecs beyond the

galactic plane) is probably not large enough to adequately confine protons[104].

The detection of particles with energies in excess of the GZK cutoff implies that

at least some particles must originate from nearby sources. Despite thorough souïce

searches for the highest energy events no suitable candidates have been found. Intrigu-

ingly, results have started to indicate a possible clustering of the highest energy events

toward the supergalactic plane. A study of 143 events with energies greater than 20EeV

from northern hemisphere surface array detectors (AGASA, Haverah Park, Volcano

Ranch and Yakutsk) indicated a correlation with the supergalactic plane [163]. How-

ever, a study of data from the Sydney University Giant Airshower Recorder (SUGAR),

the only southern hemisphere detector, did not detect any such correlation [114]. More

recent results from AGASA have indicated that most EeV cosmic rays appear to be

uniformly distributed across the sky. However above 40 EeV they also found that there

were 3 pairs of showers with angular separation of less than 2.5 degrees, from a total of

35 events. There is a chance probability of 2.9% that this clustering is a random effect

for a uniform distribution of cosmic rays[96]. A more detailed cluster analysis of 103

events with energies above 40EeV from AGASA, Fly's Eye, Haverah Park, Volcano

Ranch and Yakutsk was performed[169]. No statistically significant clustering was

found. However there were hints of possible clustering and future experiments with

better angular resolution and higher statistics should yield more conclusive results.

Whilst much work has been done in attempting to answer questions about the

EHE spectrum, composition and anisotropy, it is apparent that we do not yet have

enough information to conclusively distinguish between competing source theories.
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The Fly's Eye results add weight to the hypothesis that the source of EHE cosmic rays

is changing from galactic to extragalactic around the ankle, but further information

is needed. More data at the highest energies is also needed to distinguish between

different possible extragalactic sources. It is apparent that more experiments with

larger collecting areas and improved resolution are needed. Until we have more data

from the highest energies, we can not measure the spectrum, composition and anistropy

with the sensitivity needed to distinguish between competing source theories.

To achieve this goal, AGASA is currently operating with an area of 100krn2 and

1.6o angular resolution above 4 x 1018eV, and should provide important information.

The High Resolution Fly's Eye (HiRes) is the improved successor to the Fly's Eye,

featuring a much larger aperture and improved resolution. It has been operating as

a prototype (which is the subject of this thesis) and is now being upgraded to the

full detector. The full HiRes detector will improve experimental statistics around

the ankle, with a reconstructible aperture of 360 km2 sr at 1018eV which increases to

10000 km2 sr at 1020eV. Despite the 10% duty cycle it will provide much needed data

allowing us to refine and extend our measurement of the spectrum and composition

and allow more sensitive anistropy or cluster studies at the highest energies.



Chapter 2

An Introduction to Extensrve Air
Showers

The detection of high energy cosmic rays relies upon the ability of the atmosphere

to act as a transducer for cosmic rays, converting the energy contained by a single

particle into a extensive air shower (EAS) of particles, each particle carrying some

fraction of the initial energy. This conversion allows the indirect detection of high

energy cosmic rays since the large particle numbers and their lateral spread make it

feasible to construct efficient detectors for the very rare primary particles.

Through developing the theory of extensive air shower clevelopment, we can de-

termine the best observable properties to be measured in our experiments. We can

also use this knowledge to interpret our results and determine the primary cosmic ray

spectrum, mass composition and arrival directions. Much of the interaction physics

is uncertain at the high energies involved, so we must develop models to understand

the details of EAS development. Observations must be used to distinguish between

proposed shower models and so refine our theories of their development. Such a feed-

back process illustrates the importance of the interdependence between theory and

experiment that exist in astrophysics and physics as a whole.

In this chapter I will examine the processes involved in EAS development to illus-

trate how they can be studied, and what measurements are necessary to determine

the energy, mass composition, and arrival direction of the primary cosmic ray. I will

2l
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then discuss the types of experiments being performed to measure the properties of

EAS, concentrating on the atmospheric fluorescence technique employed by the HiRes

detector.

2.L Extensive Air Shower (EAS) Development

An extensive air shower will develop when a primary cosmic ray particle such as a

proton interacts with an atmospheric nucleus. This interaction will knock out a few

nucleons from the target, and the primary particle will also lose some of its energy

in the creation of new particles. These particles continue to interact as they move

through the atmosphere, forming a tight core of hadronic particles. The continued

interactions give rise to two other important components of the air shower - the muonic

and electromagnetic components. The muonic component arises due to the decay of

charged pions and kaons created in the hadronic core. Muons are important as they

rarely interact, except by ionisation in which they slowly lose energy, allowing the

majority of muons to penetrate to sea level. The number of muons can be used

to infer the energy and composition of the primary particle. The electromagnetic

component is continually fed by the decay of neutral pions (and to a lesser degree by

other particles) which are produced by interactions within the hadronic core of the

shower. The resulting 7-rays give rise to electromagnetic cascades -- an alternating

process of pair production and bremsstrahlung which continues until the ionisation

losses of the cascade electrons are comparable to the energy loss due to bremsstrahlung.

These electromagnetic cascades generate approximately 90% of the charged particles

in the EAS and it is through the ionisation losses of these electrons that most of the

shower energy is dissipated.

Prior to discussing EAS in detail it is worthwhile examining a simple model to

illustrate their general features. The model by Heitler[100][84] can be generally applied

to EAS and simply assumes that after a fixed interaction length (l) u particle will

undergo a collision and interact. After interaction it produces two particles, giving

each particle half its energy. The branching process continues until the energy of a

particle falls below some critical energy, after which it will lose energy through other
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processes. Hence as the air shower develops through the atmosphere, the number

of particles will initially rise to some maximum number after which the number of

particles will decline (in this model to zero). Figure 2.1 illustrates the development of

an electromagnetic cascade according to this simple model.
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Figure 2.I: A simple model of the development of an electromagnetic EAS. A 7-ray
starts with some initial energy Es and after a fixed interaction length ), undergoes
pair-production to produce an electron and a positron each with half the original en-

ergy. Electrons then produce a photon due to bremsstrahlung after another interaction
Iength. These processes continue until the energy of the particles decreases to some
critical value (Here E": EolS).

The number of particles after n : XlÀ branches (interactions) is

¡\/(x) - Zxlx Q.1)

where X is the distance traveled along the shower axis. X is referred to as the slant

depth and is measured in grams per square centimetre along the track from the top

of the atmosphere. The altitude of detectors is usually expressed in terms of the

atmospheric depth, and it represents the minimum amount of mass that an EAS must

pass through to reach the detectors. The (vertical) depth of the atmosphere at sea

level, also known as the overburden, is roughly 1030 g crn-2.

In this model the energy of a particle at slant depth X is

E(X\:L Q.2)\--./ ¡ú(x)
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where Eo is the initial energy of the particle.

The number of particles at shower maximum is then given by

,/v-.*: A,//x l: &= ff(Xrr,.*) : U" Q3)

where .8" is the critical energy at which particle production ceases.

Combining equation 2.1 with equation 2.3 thus gives the depth of shower maximum:

x'nu*:^t# Q'4)

This simple model illustrates two important features of EAS. First, that the nttm-

ber of particles at shower maximum is propoltional to the primary particle energy,

N^o, 6 86, and that the atmospheric depth of shower maximum is proportional to

the logarithm of the primaly particle energy, X*o, oc ln Bo. Thus this simple model

illustrates the sort of measurements needed to obtain the primary cosmic ray energy

and composition (which is related to X*or). However the model is very basic, thus we

must now consider in detail how an air shower develops, and how the physics of the

interactions shape the way air showers develop.

Z"L"L The f,Iadronic Core

When a extremely high energy cosmic ray particle entets the atmosphere, it will quickly

undergo an interaction with an atmospheric nucleus. The exact physics of such an in-

teraction is unknown, as it occurs at energies beyond those available in telrestrial

accelerators. Nonetheless, we have a good picture of the situation, based on experi-

mental data from lower energies, theoretical models of the interaction, and observed

properties of air showers.

The initial interaction of a cosmic ray with an atmospheric nucleus can essentially

be considered as occurring between the a single nucleon of the primaly particle and a

single nucleon of the target atom. The validity of this case, and how this case is applied

to more general nuclei-nuclei interactions, will be discussed later. The interaction is

inelastic, and we define the inelasticity (K¿n",, measuled in the laboratory frame) as

the fraction of energy of the incident particle that is not carlied out by the flagment.

The inelasticity is of the older of 50%, and this energy is effectivqly available for
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particle creation[87]. Particle production is normally considered in two regions - the

fragmentation region and the central region.

The fragmentation region contains the remnant of the primary particle and other

Ieading particles (such as nucleons) and accounts for the bulk of the energy. The

central region corresponds to particles with small centre of mass momentum, and it is

in this region that most of the particle production takes place. Pions form the majority

of the particles created, but a small percentage of kaons and other hadrons will also

be produced.

Particles from the two regions compose the hadronic core, and they will continue

to interact as they move through the atmosphere. These interactions continually gives

rise to new particles which feed the muonic and electromagnetic components of the

shower. The core has a width of only a few metres, as the particles possess only

small transverse momenta and are energetic and massive enough that any Coulomb

scattering is minimised. This tight core forms the shower axis defined by the arrival

direction of the primary cosmic ray.

2.l.L,L Hadronic Interactions

Understanding the physics involved in the hadronic core is key to understanding how

EAS development is related to the primary particle. It is possible to derive cascade

equations that describe the development of EAS in terms of inclusive cross-sections

and interaction lengths. As the exact interaction physics is unknown, we must rely

on particle physics models to provide inclusive cross-sections for particle production.

An inclusive interaction is one in which a specified particle is always produced - for

particle c the interaction is simply o,+ b + c + anything. The Lorentz invariant

inclusive cross section for this interaction is represented as

,r: E"W6ß,ni1,pr) = Í:Y('ß,pi1,nr) (2.5)

where .Æ i. the total center of mass energy of the initial system a t ó. At high energies

1/î x JEL"6 plj is the longitudinal momentum in the center of momentum frame

(denoted by the asterix) and p7 is the transverse momentum of particle c. Models

predict inclusive cross-sections for particles from interactions occurring within the EAS
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cole, and this allows estimations of the fluxes of measurable particles. Comparison

between the observed EAS development and the predicted fluxes allows one to reassess

the validity of the assumptions used in the interaction model.

Various models have been developed to predict the inclusive cross-sections. They

can be tested at low energies available in accelerators, but the reai challenge is to

predict the behaviour at at the extremely high energies of interest in EAS development.

Knowledge of how the cross-section changes with energy allows estimates of how the

multiplicity, that is the number of particles produced in the interaction, changes with

energy. The inclusive cross-sections also lead to estimates of the inelasticity as a

function of energy.

The first interaction models for hadronic intelactions were those based on statistical-

hydrodynamical ideas of Fermi (1951)[79] and Landau(1953)[120]. A model that ex-

plained pion production (pionisation) in terms of 'fir'eballs' \nr'as developed by Cocconi,

Koester and Perkins[57] in 1961. In this model, two fireballs follow behind the two nu-

cleons involved in a collision. The short lived fireballs decay isotropically in their rest

frames to emit mesons with an average energy of 0.5GeV. The two fireballs have differ-

ent Lorentz factors, and in the lab frame appear as fast and slow fireballs that produce

narrow and diffuse cones (respectively) of secondary particles[132]. The multiplicity

suggested by these models has an energy dependence < n >x øi[tt].

By 1969, the quark model had been proposed and observations of high energy

collisions were difficult to explain in terms of previous models. Experiments detectecl

small values of transverse momenta and large values of longitudinal momenta for out-

going particles. Even when the multiplicity was low, the momentum distributions for

outgoing particles reflected the longitudinal momentum of the incoming particle. This

was intuitively understood in terms of two extended objects passing thlough each other

t,ut breaking into fragments in the process. This observation led to the hypothesis of

limiting fragmentation by Benecke et al.[25]. They proposed that the inclusive cross-

section for a given particle approaches a limit at high energies, with different limits

for different particles. This hypothesis implies that as energy of the coilision incteases,

the fragments will have finite momenta in eithel the lab or the projectile/beam system

ancl that the inelasticity should approach a high energy limit.
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Around the same time as the above hypothesis, Feynman[8l] proposed that inclu-

sive cross-sections might approach some limit with energy, and that this applies in

fragmentation regions and the central region. Feynman scaling differs only from the

hypothesis of limiting fragmentation in that it also applies in the central region. Both

versions claim ihat if one measures the inclusive cross-sections in the high energy limit

1/í --+ oo (which should be measurable in accelerators) then the cross-sections can be

applied at higher energies.

The hypothesis of limiting fragmentation can be expressed mathematically in equa-

tion 2.5 for the inclusive cross-section (for a I b --+ c f anything) as

", = r::")(rß,ni¡,nr) 
f::r ñl)@.,pr) (2.6)

where "* 
: 2pill.uÆ and is limited to -1 < r* < 1. The condition that ø* temains

fixed as 1/î, -+ oo ensures that as the energy vÆ increases, particle c will remain a

fragment of either the incident (beam) or target particle, depending upon the sign

of pil. For pij > 0 (the particle fragmentation region), equation 2.6 implies there is

no dependence of the inclusive cross-section for particle c on the target b as energy

increases. Similarly when pii < 0 (the beam fragmentation region) the distribution is

independent of the nature of the incident particle[84].

The Feynman r scaling variable is defined as

-*- eil -2pitr:ffi=î" (2'7)

and Feynman scaling differs from the hypothesis of limiting fragmentation only in the

central region. Feynman scaling implies l:l)(0,pr): constant, and that the multiplic-

ity increases logarithmically with energy:

< "y) )x los s (2.8)

Following the analysis of accelerator data, Yen[175] suggested a more suitable scal-

ing variable in equation 2.6

E*
(2.s)r* : rR:

E*

where 16 is known as radial r (and this case as radial scaling). r¿ is simply the

fractional energy of the particle in the center-of-mass system. Yen found that the

n't,a,I( )
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invariant cross-section approached the limiting function in equation 2.6 faster than

the Feynman 1; case parameterisation. Yen's modification of z* from the Feynman r
scaling variable only modifies predictions in the central (low energy) t'egion, obtaining

better agreement with accelerator data. In the high energy limit 1fr -'+ oo, radial

scaling and Feynman scaling results are identical.

However investigation of the scaling hypothesis has shown that the inclusive cross-

sections are not invariant with energy. Results from cosmic ray experiments[176][65]

and accelerator data up to ener-gies "f \ß: 1.8TeV[13] find the cross-section is not

constant, instead increasing with energy at a rate o< log2 s.

To account for such violations, and to more generally undelstand high energy inter-

actions, QCD based quark models are used in hadronic interaction models to estimate

inclusive cross-sections and their behaviour with energy. Such models predict scaling

however such scaling is modified due to other QCD effects that becorne important as

the energy increases (such as the production of jets). Scaling appears most strongly

in the fragmentation region, with the scaling violations arising due to the production

of minijets in the central region [84].

The inelasticity is an important parameter in the development of trAS[84]. Study-

ing the inelasticity as function of energy relates the interaction betrveen the energy

consumed by minijets in the central region and the energy of the particles in the frag-

mentation region. Different models will have different inelasticity-enelgy relationships

(see Shabelski eú ø/.[155] for a comparison), and this will affect the way an trAS devel-

ops a large inelasticity implies energy is rapidly lost leading to fast EAS development.

Models must also account for nuclear effects. Cross-sections for hu.i.on-rrrrclei (such

as the proton-air cross-sectioÍr ope;r) and nuclei-nuclei interactions mtst be estimated.

Hadron-nuclei interactions are based on hadron-nucleon interactions, but take into

account possible interactions with extra nucleons in the target. The basis for this

work is the multiple scattering theory of Glauber[88]. Essentially one must allow for

possible reinteractions of the beam particle with other nucleons in the target. This

will depend upon density of nucleons and the the hadron-nucleon cross-section[8a][87].

Since we are interested in composition of EHE cosmic rays we are interested in the

differences between proton initiated showers and those initiated by nuçlei such as iron.
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We thus need to determine models for nucleus-nucleus interactions. The simplest such

model is the superposition model[69]. It simply assumes that a nucleus with energy

Eo and consisting of .fú nucleons is equivalent to Iú independent nucleons with energy

EolN. Thus the cosmic ray nucleus can be thought of as a beam of nucleons. The

effect on shower development can be inferred using our previous simple EAS model.

If we substiltúe Esf A for ,Eo in equation 2.4, we get the result

x-,* o< ^^(+o"") tr.tol

Thus EAS generated by cosmic ray nuclei will develop more rapidly than a proton of

the same energy. Nuclei induced showers should also have less intrinsic fluctuation than

proton showers. Fluctuations arise due to the probabilistic nature of cross-sections and

particle interactions. Since nuclei can be thought of as a beam of nucleons, fluctuations

are effectively averaged.

Whilst the superposition model is reasonable, it has been found to underestimate

shower fluctuations[86]. Thus for composition work one really needs to use a more

sophisticated model of nuclear-nuclear interactions. Engel et al.l76] proposed a semi-

superposition model, in which they retain the idea that a nuclei is a superposition of

nucleons, but use a more realistic distribution of the depth of first interaction. This

model also handles fluctuations in the number of nucleons involved in each interac-

tion (the wounded nucleons in the target nuclei) and fluctuations in fragmentation of

the residual nucleus. The net result is that fluctuations in such parameters as X-"*

rncrease

Work on hadronic models for use in EAS simulations is ongoing. Current hadronic

interaction models in use at the highest energies (up to 1021eV) include DPMJET[146],

SIBYLL[S2] and QGSJtrT[112]. SIBYLL is currently undergoing a significant upgrade,

and upgrades to extend the energy range of the the VENUS model[137] are planned.

Ranft[145] has compared the physics used by the different models, and compared them

with accelerator data where it is available. The different models have developed due

to uncertainties in the physics of high energy interactions, and thus it is important

that any comparisons between experimental data and simulations use several differ-

ent hadronic models. This should ensure that real effects can be distinguished from
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simulation biases, and so the properties of EHE cosmic rays and the physics of EHE

interactions can be determined.

A comparative approach was taken by Gaisser et al.l87l to interpret the the cosmic

ray composition based on data from the Fly's Eye experiment. They considered three

different interaction models in EAS simulations with each model diflèring in the way

inelasticity relates to the energy dependence of the central region. The first model was

a statistical model where the multiplicity was given by 1n ): const x (K;."tu@å.

Comparison with accelerator data leads leads to inelasticity decreasing with energy.

The second model was the Kopeliovich-Nikolaev-Potashnikova (KNP) model in which

the inelasticity increased with energy. The inelasticity rise is due to an increase in

particle production in the central region and the KNP model was chosen as it gives an

upper bound to the rate of increase with inelasticity. The final model was a minijet

model in which the inelasticity increased slowly with energy. This model incorporates

the production of jets in the central region which increase the multiplicity and bring

about scaling violation by reducing the energy available to beam fragments. The study

found that data were consistent with either the KNP or the minijet model but not

the statistical model. This implies that one must take into account the high energy

physics of the situation.

Finally the importance of the need to use consistent models was reinforced by the

recent comparison[67] on composition studies by AGASA and the FIy's Eye. Differcnt

interaction models were initially used in EAS simulations and different interpretations

of the composition rvvere inferred. When the data were reanalysed using a common

hadronic model (SIBYLL) the experimental results were found to be in agreement.

2.L.L.2 Secondary Particles

The fate of the secondary particles created in hadronic interactions is important in

shaping the development of the shower. It is through the decay of these par-ticles

that the more easily observable components, namely the muonic and electromagnetic

components, arise. Table 2.1 lists the rest mass, half lifes and major decay modes

for some important secondaries (relative fraction of total modes > l0%). Relative

fractions are rounded to the nearest %.
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Particle Mass (MeY l"'') Half-life ti (s) Decay Mode(s) Relative Fraction

et
p+

11-
ifo

T+

K+
I{-
K3
K2

0.511
105.7
105.7
134.9

139.6
139.6
493.6
493.6

497.7

497.7

stable
2.2 x 70-6
2.2 x 10-6
8.4 x 10-17
2.6 x 10-8
2.6 x 10-8
1.2 x 10-8
1.2 x 10-8
8.9 x 10-11

5.2 x 10-8

stable
le'ueup

e u. u,,

'v 'l
I

þ'ut"
lt- T t"

þ* u, r* to
_np up)7t 1t"

r* 7r-, 'no To

rr er u"(u")
tct ltT r*(rr)

ro ro ro
*+ *- *ottlt^

700%
I00To

ee%
100%
n0%

64% ,2t%
64%,21%
69%,37%

3e%
27%
22%
12%

Table 2.1: Summary of relevant particle properties. Half-lives are measured in the
particle's rest frame. Time dilation extends this time in the laboratory frame. Decay
modes are the predominant channels (fraction of total reactions > 10%)[133].

Pions constitute the majority of the secondary particles created with all species (zr+,

To, T-) created in equal numbers. The neutral pions have a very short half life so they

rapidly decay via photo-production without interacting. The 'y-tãy photons produced

then initiate electromagnetic cascades (see section 2.1.2). The charged pions, with a

longer half-life have the opportunity to interact instead of decaying. This depends upon

factors such as their altitude (atmospheric density increases as the shower develops)

and energy (time dilation extends their life-time in the laboratory frame). If they do

not interact they decay into muons, the fate of which will be discussed in section 2.L3.

Kaons are produced at - I0To the rate of pions, with all four species present

(I{+,1{-,Ko,Ìf).The neutral kaons occur in two charge parity states distinguished

by their half-lifes. Half the neutral kaons will be produced in each of the two states

the short lK$>: #"(lN" > +l7d)), and the lons lKl,>: hß" > -l7d>). The

charged kaons have similar half lives to charged pions, and so have the opportunity to

interact instead of decaying.

Neutrinos are also produced but owing to their extremely low interaction cross-

sections, do not play any further part in the development of EAS.
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2"L.2 The Electromagnetic Component

The most numerous and observable component of EAS is the electromagnetic compo-

nent. 'Ihe electromagnetic component is composed of electrons, positrons and gamma-

rays and arises from interactions in the hadronic core. In each hadronic interaction,

approximately a third of the available energy goes in the electromagnetic component

via production of neutral pions. As most hadrons in high energy showers reinteract,

- 90To of the primary energy will eventually find its way into the electromagnetic

component[84],

The development of the electromagnetic cascade is well understoocl and essentially

very similar to the model of Heitler[I0O] discussed in section 2.1. The classic review

paper on the development of the electromagnetic component of EAS rvas by Rossi and

Greisen in 1941[150]. The subject has been well reviewed by Greisen in 1956[91] and

1960[92], Allan in 1971[11] and in the book by Gaisser-[84]. Energetic gamma rays

ale produced via the decay of neutral pions created in the hadronic cascacle. Various

loss-mechanisms will give rise to lower energy electrons (positrons will be considered

electrons for this discussion) and photons. Eventually the energy in this component is

dissipated through ionisation losses of electrons, giving rise to fluorescence by atmo-

spheric nitrogen.

The development of the electromagnetic cascade is controlled by the energy loss pro-

cesses that dominate diferent energy ranges. Photons lose energy via pair-production,

the Compton effect and the photo-electric effect. At high energies the clominant energy

loss process is pair-production in the field of a nucleus. As the energy of the photon

decreases, Compton scattering of atomic electrons (in which photons loses some but

not all of their energy) dominates over the lange 20MeV to 100keV. Below 100keV

the photo-electric effect becomes the dominant energy loss mechanism, in which the

photon is absorbed to knock out an atomic electron. Electrons predominantly lose

energy via either bremsstrahlung or ionisation. Bremsstrahlung production of a pho-

ton in the field of a nucleus is the dominant process for electrons with energies above

E ) E" - 80MeV[84]. Below E" ionisation losses dominate, and it is through this

channel that most of the energy of the EAS is eventually dissipated[172]184]. The
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presence of ionising particles gives rise to fluorescence by atmospheric nitrogen at the

rate of - 4 photons per metre of ionising track (with a slight pressure and temperature

dependence) [1 10]

flnderstanding the energy loss processes enables us to construct a picture of shower

development. The initial development is controlled by the high energy processes of pair

production and bremsstrahlung. For energies large compared Io E" we really only need

to consider these two processes. The case where we ignore other loss processes, where

we assume complete screening of the nucleus by atomic electrons in bremsstrahlung

production, and assume that the radiation length is independant of energy is known as

approximation A of electromagnetic cascade theory[91]. Approximation B is identical

to approximation A, but it also takes into account ionisation losses of electrons prior

to shower maximurrr.

Approximation A is essentially similar to the simple model of Heitler discussed in

section 2.1. A slight difference is that in the Heitler model the interaction lengths

for pair production and bremsstrahlung were assumed to be the same. This is close

to the true situation - the radiation (interaction) length for electrons in air is ro -
37.15gcm-2[123], whilst for pair production the interaction length is fr,. Approxima-

tion A also handles the decline of the shower after maximum by taking into account

the actual energy loss processes. Despite these differences, the general results of the

Heitler model still hold - that N^o, 6 -Eo and X*o, o< ln Eo.

Under Approximation B the ionisation losses of electrons in air is also taken into

account. These losses are assumed to be continuous, and constant at E" : 8lMeV

per radiation length ro :37.Igcn'L-z, giving a rate of 2.18MeV lgcm-21162]. The total

number of electrons at a depth X of a shower initiated by a photon of energy -Es is

given by [91].

N"(Eo,x) = #.*"*o lx (t - år.s")] err)
where X*o,: log(ä) is the depth of maximum and

t -- T#* is the shower age parameter.

The shower age parameter varies from 0 to 2 and describes the state of the shower

development: s : 0 is the origin of the shower, s : 1 is shower maximum, and by the

time s : 2, there are no particles left in the shower.
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Such models are of course an approximation. In reality, at a given depth the parti-

cles will have a distribution of energies, with lower energy particles being more abun-

dant. There will also be fluctuations in the size of the showel at a given atmospheric

depth, arising due to the probabilistic nature of interactions. Shower size fluctuations

arise predominantly through fluctuations in the depth of the first pair'-production, but

other sources of fluctuations contribute as well[91].

The electromagnetic component of an EAS will be a superposition of many such

showers, which leads to a more gradual development and decay than a photon-initiated

shower. The longitudinal development can be well parameterised by the Gaisser-

Hillas function[85] which estimates the number of particles in an EAS as a function of

atmospheric depth:

(X-rr -Xn )N(x):N-.*(#r')-",.olryf rrrrt

X6 is the atrnospheric depth of the initial interaction and X*.* is the depth of shower

maximum (both measured in g cm-2). N-u* is the number of palticles at shower

maximum and À is a model dependent constant which is æ 70gcm-2. The formula

effectively describes the build up of particles as the shower initially develops, before

maximising at some depth after which the number of particles decrease as the ionisation

losses increase[21].

2.'i..2.-i. The Lateral Distribution Function

Coulomb scattering of electrons will result in lateral spreading of these particles in the

EAS. Since electrons compose -90% of the particles in a shower, this lateral spreading

effectively increases the size of the shower, making it measurable over. large distances.

Rossi and Greisen[150] calculated the mean square scattering angle < 602 ) due

to multiple Coulomb scattering in traversing a thickness ól (measured in radiation

lengths) as

< 602 >: E"
E 6t

2

(2.13)

where E is the energy of the particle and E" æ 21MeV[150] (Allan [11] also provides

a good description of the calculation). It can be seen that scattering is inversely
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proportional to energy, implying that lower energy particles will be found at greater

distances from the core. The additional trajectories that such particles have lead to

longitudinal lagging compared to particles near the core. We thus gain a picture of

the airshower as a curved disk (perpendicular to the shower axis) moving through the

atmosphere at the speed of light. The thickness of the shower front will be of the order

of a few metres, increasing with distance from the core.

The lateral distribution function describes the lateral extent of the charged particles

in the shower as a function of distance from the core (-r?). This is obtained by solving

the cascade equations for electrons that describe their development in an EAS (see

Gaisser[84]). Approximate solutions were obtained by Kamata and Nishimurafl13],

and Greisen[9i] leading to the NKG formula for the lateral distribution

rNr<c(*) : c(s) (*)"-'(, * *)"-" (2t4)

where s is the shower age (0.5 > s > 1.5) and the coefficient, C(s), is defined as[92]

c(s) : - I$! -'l .

2zrf(s)r(a .5 - 2s) (2'15)

.Ro is Molière unit, the characteristic unit of length for scattering defined as lt6 :
r"(E"f E.) x g.3g cm-218+]. The Molière unit is 79m at sea level, but for equation 2.14

needs to be calculated at two radiation lengths prior to the observation height[92],

The importance of the lateral distribution function is that it is related to local

density of charged particles (electrons and muons), which is a measurable quantity fol

ground arrays[92]:

p(N",a): #¡*", (*) (2 16)

Comparison of the NKG formula with experimental and Monte Carlo results has

indicated that, whilst the general form of the NKG formula is good, deficiencies have

been found[84][77]. The NKG function is found to be too steep near the core and too

flat at large distances. Photons near the core are from new (young) cascades, whereas

photons at large core distances are from more fully developecl electromagnetic cascades

(old). These observations have led to a modification of the original NKG formula. The

Japanses AGASA group modified the NKG formula by adding an extra term to give
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the density at a distance r from the core

p(N",R): N"c" (å)-" (, - #)-(n-'¡2) (t 
o * (#)')-" (z 17)

where C" is an normalisation factor, ? : 3.91 - I.79(sec 0 - 1) and 0 is the shower

zenith angle.

The NKG formula is thus useful in fitting the measured density of particles as a

function of distance from the core. This can then be related to the primary energy.

Monte Carlo studies are required to determine the exact relationship between densi-

ties and primary energy, as fluctuations and different hadronic models influence the

reliability of this method. This method will be discussed further in section 2.2.7.

2.L.2.2 Cerenkov Radiation

The presence of large numbers of relativistic electrons and charged particles in trAS will

give rise to Cerenkov ladiation. Emission of Cerenkov radiation arises when a charged

particle passes through a dielectric medium, such as the air, with a speed greater than

the speed of light in that medium. The molecules in the medium become temporarily

polarised as the highly relativistic particle moves through their local region, and this

temporary polarisation results in the emission of electromagnetic radiation. In effect,

the electron's path can be considered as a series of short dipoles elements, each giving

rise to electromagnetic radiation. The electromagnetic waves from small sections of

the particles track can be coherently added using Huygens construction to obtain the

wavefront. The wavefront appears as a 'shockwave', with emission in the forward

direction of the particle at an angle d given by

"ord - " (2.18)
un

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum, n is the refractive index of the medium and u

is the speed of the particle. Atmospheric Cerenkov emission is emitted as a continuous

spectrum, with most of the energy in the UV/visible region. The threshold energy

(Es) for electrons in air is 21MeV at sea level which increases as the inverse square

root of the atmospheric density such that at 7.5km it is 35MeV[92]. The energy loss
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of electrons due to this process is proportional to I - (EDIE)2, and is much smaller

t han brems strahlung 117 2]1128]1.

An important feature of Cerenkov emission from an EAS, is that the light flux is

proportional to the integral number of particles in the EAS. The lateral distribution

of Cerenkov light will be related to the lateral distribution of electrons, as they are

the dominant charged particle component. We can use equation 2.18 to determine

the maximum emission angle in a given medium by assuming u : c. For air at sea-

level, n:1.0029 and we obtain a maximumemission angle of 1.3o. Thus due to the

small angles of emission, Cerenkov light from an EAS will tend to follow the lateral

distribution of the electrons[92].

2.L.3 The Muonic Component

Muons form a small but important component of high energy extensive air-showers.

They are generated primarily from the decay of charged mesons (see Table 2.1). Small

contributions will come from pair production (l - tt* tt- ) and via the decay of photo-

produced pions (7 --+ r'+zr'-).

Muons are weakly interacting particles with a half-life of.2.2 x 10-6s. Time dilation

extends this lifetime in the laboratory frame, such that muons with Lorentz factors

> 20 are able to reach sea-level before decaying. Ionisation is the dominant energy

loss mechanism for muons due to their small interaction cross-sections for radiation

and pair-production. Ionisation losses are ru 2MeV (g "*-')-1[101], so only muons

with energies of æ lGeV or more penetrate to sea level. The penetrating ability of

muons has led to them being known as the the hard component of EAS.

Muons will spread laterally in a disk several metres thick as they move through the

atmosphere[l1]. The dominant cause of the lateral spread for muons is the transverse

momenta of the parent particles from the hadronic core. Multiple scattering by air

nuclei is a comparatively small effect, due to the large mass of the muons (the op-

posite is true for electrons where multiple scattering is dominant). Whilst the angle

of emission may be small, muons are generated early in the shower, which results in

large lateral spreading by the time they reach sea-level. Due to the different processes
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causing lateral spreading, the muon lateral distribution function (LDF) is flatter than

the electron LDf. At very large distances from the core, it domin¿tes the charged

particle (electr-on and muon) LDF[84].

Greisen[92] estimated the muon lateral distribution function as

p,(N,,R): c,N,(*)-* (r * *)" (2.1e)

where 1V, is the total number of muons in the shower, C, is a constant and ,R¡ : 320m

is the characteristic length. Akeno[95] examined the LDF at energies up to lgts's"y

and found that the Greisen form was valid out to distances of 800nt from the core.

Beyond 800m, the Greisen form overestimated the densities and thus Akeno proposed

a modified form valid out to distances of 2000m

p*(R): Np (q#t) (*)-"' ('. *) 
-'" 

{'* (rofu)'}-" (220)

The characteristic length was determined for vertical showers as -Rs : 266 t 32m

using information within 800m of the core (the zenith angle dependence was also

investigated).

The composition of the primary cosmic ray will also affect the number of muons in

the shower. This is qualitatively understood through the superposition principle. A

heavy cosmic ray such as iron will interact much earlier than a light cosmic ray such

as a proton. The number of muons in a shower as a function of energy goes as a povver

law with index slightly less than one. As the energy per nucleon for iron is A-1 lower

than that of a proton) we get higher muon production. The ratio of the number of

muons for iron to proton can be approximately calculated, although the exact ratio is

model dependent. The number of muons in a shower of primary energy E6 is related

to the mass number of the cosmic ray by ¡/r(> lGeV) o ¡t-aul84l. Ii we take a value

of pp:0.86 we get an enhancement factor for iron (noting that A: 1 for a proton) of

N r(F e, Eo) I N r(p, Eo) = 560'ra : 1.8. A comparison of the measured number of muons

in showers can be compared with the number from EAS simulations with an expected

composition. However the effects of shower fluctuations and different hadronic models

make such comparisons difficult.

Gamma ray induced showers will be muon poor, making gamma ray astronomy

possible if a significant number of such showers can be detected. Muons are produced
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in electromagnetic cascades primarily through the decay of hadrons produced by pho-

toproduction (7 * nucleus --+ hadrons). The relative probability of photo-production

to pair production is = 2.8 x 10-3[34]. The hadrons will interact resulting in the

production of muons (as this branch of the cascade develops as a hadronic cascade).

Fluctuations will thus give rise to a muonic component in the shower - with the

shower being indistinguishable from an hadronic shower if the first interaction is via

photoproduction rather than pair-production.

The importance of the muonic component of EAS arises from the physical prop-

erties of muons. Their weakly interacting properties means that the total number of

muons in an EAS is related to the energy of the primary cosmic ray. Their penetrating

nature means that they can be detected separately from other charged particles by

placing an absorbing layer (such as earth or concrete) above detectors. The exact re-

Iationship between energy and number of muons depends upon the choice of hadronic

interaction model and also the primary cosmic ray composition. The main disadvan-

tage of measuring muons is that they are a much smaller component when compared

to electrons, which implies larger detectors are needed (AGASA[95] measured the ratio

of total muon to total electron number as ¡úp æ 0.011/").

2.2 Observing EAS

Now that we have a good picture of how the different components of EAS develop, we

can put the picture together to determine what properties we should seek to observe

to obtain information on the primary cosmic ray particles. Our picture is one in

which a primary particle initiates an extensive air shower. This air shower begins as

a core of high energy particles moving through the atmosphere close to the speed of

light. Secondary particles are emitted due to interactions with atmospheric molecules.

The secondary particles decay giving rise to electromagnetic cascades and muons. As

the shower develops it spreads out laterally, forming a disk of high energy particles

moving through the atmosphere. The number of electrons and muons grows as the

shower reaches its maximum size, after which the number of electrons declines whilst

the number of muons remains constant. Muons and electrons are constantly losing
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energy via ionisation, which gives rise to isotropic fluorescence light. The passage of

highly relativistic shower particles through the atmosphere gives rise to Cerenkov light

which is beamed in the forward direction of the shower.

The more energetic the primary particle, the more energy is available to produce

particles such as electrons and muons. Hence the more energetic the primary particle,

the larger is the shower size (at maximum), and the shower will reach maximum at

progressively deeper depths. Nuclear effects imply that EAS from heavy cosmic rays

will develop more rapidly than those from light cosmic rays. However fluctuations in

shower development blur these distinctions. Fluctuations arise due to the probabilistic

nature of particle interactions, and early fluctuations in the depth of the first inter-

action play an irnportant role in smearing the range of values at which the depth of

shower maximurrr will occur.

The three basic quantities we wish to investigate are the cosmic ray spectrum, the

composition and anisotropy. Thus we need to measure the energy of the primary

cosmic ray, develop methods to distinguish differences between showers of different

primary composition, and finally we need to determine the arrival directions.

Two basic techniques are used to detect and measure properties of EHE cosmic ray

EAS. Ground arrays sample the lateral distribution function for various particle types

within the shower, at one atmospheric depth. The atmospheric fluorescence technique

detects nitrogen fluorescence caused by ionising particles in the EAS (mainly electrons)

to measure the longitudinal shower profile. These two techniques, and the way they

measure quantities of interest, will now be discussed with emphasis on the atmospheric

fluorescence technique used in this thesis.

2.2.L Ground Arrays

A ground amay consists of separated detectors, which sample the shower front density

at one atmospheric depth. These density measurements can then be fftted to the lat-

eral distribution function which is used in determining the primary particle's energy.

Composition estimates require knowledge of particle types present and must be com-

pared with models. Arrival directions are determined by time of arrival measurements
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of the shower front at different detectors.

One of the challenges with ground arrays is how to relate measurements of the num-

ber of particles in a shower (its size) to the primary energy. It is known that there was

a simple relationship between energy and the number of particles at shower maximum.

The problem is that ground arrays make measurements at some fixed depth, which is

generally after shower maximum (and thus the shower size is decreasing). The position

is further complicated due to variations in X-o, due to shower fluctuations and the

primary particle composition. Finally a hadronic model is needed to relate the total

size and energy.

Hillas examined these problems through the use of Monte Carlo simulations and

developed what is known as the p(600) method for estimating energy[l02][103]. He

found that the density of particles at large distances from the core (500-1000m) was

fairly insensitive to composition and shower fluctuations, and was thus a better pa-

rameter than total shower size. The particle densities at such distances are mainly

affected by shower development near maximum, which is where fluctuations are the

smallest. The actual distance at which fluctuations are minimised varies with energy,

but studies over the energy range 1017eV to 1020eV indicate that the 600m from the

core (p(600)) is a reasonable compromise[162]. Experiments use Monte Carlo stud-

ies to relate p(600) to primary particle energy. Such studies are done using vertical

showers, so p(600) must be corrected for the zenith angle of the shower. Such a cor-

rection takes into account the additional attenuation of off-vertical showers. Haverah

park obtain the relationship[lO3] E :7.04 x 1017[p,(600)]1'o18eV, Yakutsk[10] obtain

E : 4.8 x l0r7 p,(600)1'00eV, and AGASA[62] obtain E : 2.0 x 7017 p,(600)1'00" The

three experiments agree reasonably well when the different types of detectors and de-

tector related parameters are taken into account (Haverah Park used water Cerenkov

detectors, AGASA and Yakutsk use scintillators, and the experiments operate at dif-

ferent atmospheric depths and operating which affects -Rs). Yakutsk also measure the

Cerenkov flux from EAS which can be used to estimate energy. This allows a closs

check between the two methods which appears to agree well[162][9].

Composition studies generally require estimating the depth of shower maximum,
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which can then be compared with Monte Carlo studies of different compositions. Ab-

solute estimates of X^o, are difficult with ground arrays, so some studies have in-

vestigated evidence for changes in composition (rather than a specific composition).

Section 1.3 reviews the methods used in composition studies by different ground arrays.

Measurement of EAS arrival directions allows cosmic ray anisotropy studies to be

performed. The use of fast timing between separated detectors allows the arrival

direction of the EAS to be determined. Each detector recorc{s the time the EAS

shower front passes through it, ancl by using the different time lags between detectors

the shower direction can be determined. Obtaining the zenith angle is also important

in adjusting p(600) to the value for vertical showers p"(600) needed to estimate energy.

2"2"2 The A,tmospheric Fluorescence Detection Technique

An atmospheric fluorescence detector measures the amount of isotropic nitrogen flu-

orescence induced by the passage of charged particles in an EAS. The amount of

fluorescence light produced is proportional to the number of charged particles present

in the EAS - an amount that rises and falls as the shower develops, maximises and is

attenuated. Thus this technique utilises the absorption properties of the atmosphere

(which give rise to fluorescence) to measure the longitudinal development of an EAS,

which is known as the shower profile. As the majority of the primary par-ticle's en-

elgy ends up being dissipated into the atmosphere, the energy can be obtained from

the integral of the shower development curve (plus a small correction for unobserved

components). The advantage of this method is that it allows estimation of the pri-

mary energy in essentially a model independant way, and in a way that is unaffected

by shower fluctuations. Composition studies are also possible as X*o, can be di-

rectly measured from the longitudinal shower profile. Shower arrival directions are

determined geometrically, and thus allow anisotropy studies. The aperture of such

detectors increases with energy - more energetic showers are brighter, and thus visible

at greater distances. The main clisaclvantage of this technique is that it can only be

used on clear moon-less nights, limitingthe operating duty cycle to - 10%'21,1[170].

Approximately 90% of the primary particle energy ends up in the electromagnetic
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channel of an EAS. This is dissipated into the atmosphere via ionisation ancl excita-

tion of air molecules which gives rise to isotropic atmospheric fluorescence. Bunner[44]

measured the spectrum and yield as a function of altitude and temperature, measure-

ments that have recently been extended by Kakimoto et al.]ß]. Figure 2.2 illustrates

the spectrum measured by Bunner.

Nitrogen Fluorescence Spectrum
1.0

0.4

0.2

0.0
250 300 350 400 450 500

Wavelenth (nm)

Figtrre 2.2: Atrnospheric fluorescence spectrum which arises mostly from the 2P band
of molecular nitrogen and the 1N band of the l/r+ molecular ion as measured by
Bunner[44].

Fluorescence arises primarily in the 300-400nm range from the 2P band of molec-

ular nitrogen and the lN band of the /ú2+ molecular ion (the decay time is less than

1Ons)[a ]. The yield has a very slight pressure and temperature dependence - at 20uC

the yield ranges from 4 (360nm) photons per metre per electron at sea level to 5 at a

height of 18km. A temperature decrease of 20oC only increases the yield by 0.2 pho-

tons at both heights. The light yield per particle is quite small, but the large number

of particles in high energy EAS (E > 1016eV) makes detection possible during dark

sky conditions (no moon).

Atmospheric fluorescence detectors utilise large mirrols and photomultiplier tubes
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(PMT) to detect the weak fluorescence signal. Each PMT has a fixecl field of view on

the sky and records the triggering times and the light intensity in a fixed time window.

This effectively grids the sky like a composite eye, an effect which led to the first

successful atmospheric fluorescence detector being named the Fly's Eye detector[21].

As the EAS develops it will move past the fields of view of a succession of PMTs as

is indicated in Figure2.3. The amount of light each PMT detects will depend on the

stage of shower development the PMT views, as well as the distance and orientation

of the shower with respect to the PMT. The fluorescence light will be attenuated by

its passage through the atmosphere, and the PMT will also collect extra light due to

the Cerenkov emission. This will come from directly viewed Cerenkov contamination

(viewing angles of < 30o from the shower axis) and indirectly from Rayleigh and

Mie scattering of the intense Cerenkov beam along the shower axis (at sea level the

beamed Cerenkov light per particle, per metre, is - 6 times more intense than ìsotropic

fluorescence light over the same 300-430nm range[45]). To correctly determine energy

and other shower properties we need to subtract out this Cerenkov light to obtain

the fluorescence component as a function of shower development (since this is a direct

tracer of the number of particles at any point in the shower).

The first step in determining the shower profile is to determine the shower orienta-

tion in space. Once this geometry is found (through the use of PMT pointing directions

and triggering times), an iterative process can be begun to calculate and subtract the

Cerenkov component. An iterative process is required because the shower longitudinal

profile is needed to determine the Cerenkov beam and hence the scattered component.

This also requires a thorough understanding of the state of the atmosphere. This task

is accomplished by the use of such devices as Xenon 'flashers'[38] and 'Laserscope'[6],

which fire collimated beams of UV light into the atmosphere. These produce air shower

like signals, ancl the light scatteled out of the beams can be measured by a fluores-

cence detector'. A standard atmospheric model is used to determine the state of the

atmosphere so that the amount of Mie (aerosol) and Rayleigh (molecular) scattering

can be determined [5][6][7][68].

Once the fluorescence component is determined, the shower size as a function of

depth (N"(X)) is detelmined through measurements of the fluorescence efficiency [110].
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Shower Axis

Zenith

Shower-Detector

Plane

Figure 2.3: The fluorescence light generated by the passage of an extensive air shower

is viewed by a succession of photomultiplier tubes. Each photomultiplier tube detects
light from a small section of the shower (indicated by shading). Compensation is
made for Cerenkov contamination and atmospheric scattering to allow a measurement
of the shower light profile. This then allows measurement of energy and X-"* (depth
of shower maximum).

Shower Core

Detector
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The shower size measurements are fitted using a Gaisser-Hillas functional form as

described by equation 2.12 [85]. An example of of this fitting process is shown in

Figure 2.4, which is the fit to the data from the Fly's Eye 3 x 1020eV event. The

Gaisser-Hillas fit provides estimates for X6 and X-,*, but more importantly it allows

us to determine the primary particle's energy. The energy in the electromagnetic

component can be determined is deterrnined by integrating the shower development

curve over the atmospheric slant depth X:

(2.2r)

The E.f r. term is the ratio of the critical energy of an electron to the radiation length

in air, with E":81MeV and øo-37.1gcm-2 giving an energy loss rate of 2.18 MeV

electron-1 I cm-2. This ratio converts a track length integral into the total energy

loss of the electrons by ionisation and excitation. A small correction (of order 10%)

is added to take account of energy not accounted for here - neutral particles that

fail to convert to detectable charged particles before hitting the ground, high energy

muons, and nuclear excitation by shower hadrons. The 10% is a compromise between

for what is expected for iron and proton initiated showers, with the proper correction

being roughly 5To for protons and ISTo for iron. This small correction is the only

model-dependent factor in the energy assignment[2l].

Atmospheric fluorescence detectors are capable of composition studies through their

ability to directly measure X^o,. The intrinsic fluctuations present in EAS develop-

ment make the task of identifying the composition of individual cosmic rays difficult.

Thus one must perform composition studies statistically on a large set of showers to

overcome the effects of EAS fluctuations orr Xmat Table 2.2 presents Monte Carlo

simulations of some depth of shower maximum distributions illustrating the effect of

fluctuations[170].

Arrival directions of cosmic rays can be determined using knowledge of PMT point-

ing directions and triggering times. The Fly's Eye experiment[21] found that simul-

taneous observations by two sites provided superior angular resolution (as well as

improved energy ar,d X^o, estimation). EAS reconstruction methods will be a further

subject of this thesis. Accurate determination of cosmic ray arrival clirections allows

n:L
ro
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Figure 2.4: Longitudinal shower profile for the Fly's Eye 3.2 x 1020 eV event - the
highest energy cosmic ray ever detected. The points represent the number of particles
at a given atmospheric depth, and the dotted line is a Gaisser-Hillas fit to these values.

N*.* was in excess of 200 billion particles. Energy is obtained by integrating the curve
over the atmospheric slant depth. [33]

Primary Nucleus lXrno*> qcnx-z o (X*o,) g cm-z
p

C,N,O
Fe

726

681

640

50

38

34

Table 2.2: Mean and standard deviatio" (") depth of shower maximum (X^o,) ftom
Monte Carlo simulations for different primary cosmic ray particles at 101eeV. The 1o

widths arise due to intrinsic fluctuations in EAS development[170].
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sensitive anisotropy and clustering studies to be performed.

The next chapter discusses the HiRes detector prototype - an atmospheric fluores-

cence detector used by the author. It is building upon the success of the original Fly's

Eye detector, providing increased resolution, sensitivity and greater collection area.



Chapter 3

The HiRes Prototype Detector

The High Resolution Fly's Eye cosmic ray detector (HiRes) has been developed to

detect a significant number of cosmic rays at energies around the GZK cutoff using

the atmospheric fluorescence technique. The detector is building upon the experience

gained with the Fly's Eye detector[2l] and has been designed with the specific goals

of:

o Increasing the data rate above 101eeV by an order of magnitude over the Fly's

Eye to > 200 events per year,

o Improving the depth of shower maximum (X^",) resolution to a mean of 15 to

20gcm-2 from 90g cm-2 for the monocular Fly's Eye and 45g cm-2 for the stereo

FIy's Eye, and

o Improving the angular resolution and acceptance in the EeV range to increase

sensitivity to point sources.

These goals will be achieved through the construction of a two site detector utilising

improved optics, electronics and analysis techniques[170].

The Fly's Eye detector was the first successful air fluorescence detector, beginning

operations in 1981 and collecting data up until July 1992[32] (thorough reviews may be

found in Baltrusaitis eú al.l2l] and Cassiday[a6]). The HiRes detector is the successor

to the Fly's Eye, achieving a seven fold increase in signal to noise predominantly

through decreasing the field of view of each photomultiplier (PMT) from 5.5o x 5.5o

49
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down to 1o x 1o and increasing the mirror size from 1.5m to 2m. The improved

signal to noise significantly increases the triggering aperture of the cletector, since light

signals can travel further through the atmosphere before being attenuated to the noise

level[68][170]. The smaller pixel size also allows finer sampling of the trAS longitudinal

shower profile, improving energy and X^o, resolution as well as allowing measurement

of shower-profiles for short (and often distant) EAS. Simulations[l70] indicate that g0%

of showers viewed by HiRes will have tracks which bracket shower maximum, which

will allow excellent composition studies helping to resolve this current issue. Further

improvements in sensitivity and resolution will be achieved through the operation of

two separated detectors to simultaneously observe cosmic ray EAS (known as stereo

observing).

The HiRes detector is being constlucted in stages through the use oI modular mirror

detector units. Each mirror unit has a field of view of 16o in azimuth and 13.5" in zenith

with independent electronics to allow progressive integration into detector operation.

The HiRes detector began operating as a2 mirrorprototype in 1991 at the site of the

original Fly's Eye experiment[16]. The two mirrors were orientated to overlook the

Fly's Eye II detector, the Chicago Air Shower Array (CASA) and the Michigan Muon

Array (MIA). A further 12 mirrors were gradually added with the HìRes 1 prototype

becoming fully operational in March 1993[35]. The 14 detectors were arranged in 5

elevation bands, covering elevation angles from 3o to 70o overlooking CASA/MIA. The

Hires 2 site was then developed, with a 4 mirror prototype becoming operational in

September 1994[37]. The HiRes 2 site is located 12.6km to the south-west of HiRes 1,

with the 4 mirrors of the prototype arlanged within 2 elevation bancls to overlap the

field of view of HiRes 1 and CASA/MIA. The geometry of the two HiRes sites and

the fields of view of the prototype detectors is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Data were collectedfrom the two site prototype for a period of just over two years,

with the prototype being shutdown in November 1996 to allow reorganisation of mir-

rors and electronics for the full HiRes detector. Operation of the prototype detector

allowed testing, development and optimisation of detector hardware and software. It

is on this 18 mirror HiRes prototype detector that the author has been involved with

(covering detector operation and maintenance, installation of hardware, development
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of analysis routines and data analysis) and which will be described in detail in this

chapter.

High Resolution Fly's Eye Fields of View (FOV)

-10 -5 0 51015
Km from Hires 1 (East)

20 25 30

Figure 3.1: A plan view of the location of HiRes I and HiRes 2 at Dugway Proving
Ground and their fields of view. The square in the centre of the field of view denotes
the site of the CASA/MIA arrays and Fly's Eye II.

The HiRes detector has been operating in the Stage 0.5 configuration since July

1997[1]. This configuration consists of 22 mirror units at HiRes 1 arranged in a single

azimuthal ring (covering 352" of azimuth) to observe elevation angles from 3o to 17o.

This configuration optimises the high energy aperture whilst the detector is upgraded

to the full Stage 1.0 configuration. Stage 1.0 configuration comprises the Stage 0.5

detector at HiRes 1, with two azimuthal rings of mirrors at HiRes 2. The 42 mirror

units at HiRes 2 will cover an azimuth angle of 336" and elevation angles from 3o to

30o, and use newly developed Flash ADC electronics[2]. The expecled reconstructible

aperture of HiRes stage 1 ranges from 360 km2 sr at 1018eV to 10000 km2 sr at 1020eV.

Thus we can expect to detect approximately 2200 showers per year above 10i8eV, 220

showers per year above 101eeV and 16 showers per year above 1020eV[2].
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The lesults from operation of the stage 1 detector will then be used to determine the

configuration of additional mirrors in stage 2. If.the flux of cosmic rays extends beyond

the GZK cutoff, then the high energy aperture will be increased through two more two-

ring sites. If, however, the cutoff is present, then a further two high elevation rings will

be added to each existing site to improve measurements of early shower development.

HiRes Stage 2 may also involve collaboration with the Telescope Array[l].

3.0.3 Layout of the Prototype Detectors

The HiRes 1 prototype detector is situated on the Five Mile Hill site of the orig-

inal Fly's Eye detector within the U.S Army's Dugway Proving Grounds in Utah,

U,S.A. The GPS cletermined coordinates are a longitude of 112"50'08.8764" W, lati-

tude of 40" I7' 42.6156" N and an altitude of 1597m above mean sea level (- 112.835799' ,

40.195171"). This is a mean atmospheric depth of.860gcm-2. The 14 mirrors of the

prototype were arranged in 5 elevation rings with a 0.81 stetadian field of view that

overlooks the CASA/MIA detectors. Figure 3.1 illustrates the geometry, and figure 3.2

illustrates the field of view of the mirrors. HiRes 1 is also used as the centre of a local

cartesian coordinate system. Coordinates are specified in metres in terms of (East,

North, Up) with respect to the top of the roof of a building adjacent to the central

observing hut (ie a plane tangential to the surface of the earth at this point).

Figure 3.3 illustrates the site layout of HiRes 1. A total of seven buildings each

house two mirrors and their electronics. Five of the seven builclings are prefabricated

steel buildings with electronically controlled roller doors. The remaining two buildings

were corncrib silos whose front face and roof slid back to permit viewing at the highest

elevation angles.

The experiment is run from the central trailer, which houses the central computing

facilities (computers, hard disks, network routers), timing electronics, YAG laser (used

for calibration purposes) and operator quarters. A single ethernet line is used for

communication between the control software and the mirrors.

HiRes 2 is the second site of the detector. It is located on Camels Back Ridge,12.6

km to the south-west of HiRes 1 (see Figure 3.1). The GPS determined coordinates
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Figure 3.2: Fields of view of the HiRes 1 prototype mirrors.
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are a longitude of 112"57'32.292" W,latitude of 40"07'55.452" N, and an altitude of

1553m above mean sea level (-112.958970',, 40.132070"). In standard HiRes (East,

North, Up) cartesian coordinates this is (-10500.3m,-7001.0m,-56.5m). The 4 mirrors

of the prototype \¡rere arranged in 2 elevation rings with a field of view that overlaps

the HiRes I field of view and the CASA/MIA detectors as is illustrated in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.4 indicates the specific field of views of the mirrors.

The stereo aperture is not optimal for event reconstruction, but it does allow sig-

nificant testing of event reconstruction. It allows the resolution for events with small

opening angles to be examined and the ability to check reconstruction at both small

and large distances simultaneously (by doing mono reconstruction at both HiRes 1

and HiRes 2 and comparing with stereo reconstruction)
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3.1 Detector Components

The HiRes detector is being constructed through the use of modular mirror detector

units. Each mirror unit consists of a an optical system, photomultiplier tube cluster

and data-readout electronics, all of which is housed in a mirror building (with two

mirror units per building). The rest of the data acquisition system is housed in a

central facility, comprising the central timing electronics used to record absolute mirror

triggering times, and the central computer which collects the data and controls its

acquisition.

The basic system is illustrated in Figure 3.5 - fluorescence light is collected by the

mirror, focused onto the PMT cluster and digitised by the electronics. The absolute

triggering time is recorded by the central timing crate, and the control software collects

the information via ethernet and stores it to disk.

Shed
Fluorescence Light

PMT cluster

Mirror

other mirrors

Figure 3.5: The basic HiRes data acquisition system[115]

The data acquisition system is almost identical at each HiRes site and a detailed

block diagram of the detector components is presented in Figure 3.6. These compo-

nents will now be discussed in detail with the improvements between HiRes I and

HiRes 2 being indicated.

3.1".1- Mirror Unit

The mirlor unit is the basic component of the data acquisition system. Each mirror

unit consists of a 2m diameter mirror which focuses light onto a cluster of 256 PMTs
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Figure 3.6: Block Diagram of HiRes 1 Prototype components[115]. HiRes 2 is essen-

tially identical.
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placed behind a UV bandpass (300-400nm) filter. Each heaxagonal PMT has a fixed

field of view of approximately 1o x 1o, with each mirror having a total field of view

of 16o in azimuth and 13.5o in zenith. The PMTs convett the fluorescence light into

an electrical signal which is sent to the mirror electronics rack for measurement of the

total signal.

The mirror electronics are housed in a VME crate within the mirror buildings to

minimize cable lengths to less than l0m/channel. The VME crate contains a 68030-

based processor board, 16 data acquisition boards (known as'ommatidial'boards), a

trigger board, a programmable pulse generator board (PPG) and a sensor/relay board

(known as a 'garbage' board). The mirror electronics also include a power supply for

the PMT preamps, the PMT high voltage supply and the high voltage distribution

system.

Each ommatidial board processes the individual signals of a subcluster of 16 PMTs.

A sample and hold system is used to measure the total signal in a fixed time window,

along with the relative PMT triggering time. The mirror CPU is the primary interface

between the central computer and the ommatidial board with data being sent between

the central computer and the crate over an ethernet line. The trigger board determines

when triggering criteria have been met, and has a direct (twisted pair) line to the

central timing electronics to allow recording of the absolute triggering time. The PPG

is used to generate calibration pulses, and the garbage board performs a variety of

different tasks such as monitoring the high voltage system and opening/closing the

building door. Each component of the system will now be discussed.

3.1.1.1 Optics

The optics comprise a 2m diameter composite spherical mirror having an effective area

of 3.75m2 which focus light onto a cluster of 256 photomulitpliers placed behind a UV

bandpass filter. The mirrors have a radius of curvature (r?) of 474cm and a f-stop of

1,16. For ease of fabrication each mirror is composed of 4 segments in a clover leaf

pattern. Each mirror segment was slumped from a 0.375 inch glass blank which was

cut to size, aluminised and then anodised. Details of the fabrication process may be

found in Loh[127].
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The mirrors have deliberately been designed to have a finite spot size. A finite

spot size reduces the variation in PMT response along the track owing to dead space

between PMTs and also gain variations across the face of PMTs. Mirrors were accepted

if more than 70% of light was focused down to spot with a diameter of less than 1cm.

Initial average reflectivity was measured as 85To at' 355nm.

As the mirrors must focus light onto the PMT cluster which extends 8' off axis, a

ray tracing program was developed to calculate the spot shape across the cluster. It

was found that the shape of the spot depends most strongly on the angle away from

the mirror axis. Figure 3.7[115] shows the ray tracing lesnlts. It can be seen that as

one moves towards the edge of the cluster, the spot coma grows worse and the central

spot size grows slightly larger.

Mechanical support for the prototype mirrors used a aluminium hexcell honey-comb

structure that was glued to the backs of mirrors. However this support structure \/as

found to have a large thermal expansion co-efficient, resulting in the radius of curva-

ture decreasing with temperature by as much as 3mm/oC[168]. Thus the individual

mirror segments would all flatten as the temperature decreased and the blur spot

would increase. All HiRes 1 mirrors, and HiRes 2 mirrors 2 and 4 had this problem.

The remaining two HiRes 2 mirrors utilised a simple three point mechanical support

structure that overcame this ploblem. The honeycomb structure was replaced after

the prototype was shutdown to prevent this problem affecting the full HiRes detector.

The mirror focuses light onto the photomultiplier tube cluster which is situated

behind a UV filter used to reduce background light and so improve the signal to noise.

The face of the PMT cluster was placed at a distance of 0.97 x(RlZ) (where -R is radius

of curvature of the mirror), which was found to minimise the spot size variation across

the field of view. The filter is a single sheet of UG-1 glass which passes light in the

300-400nm range with a transmission factor of 80%[t7O]. The measured transmission

curve is shown in figure 3.8. The absorption filter used was found to enhance the

signal to noise over the no filter case by a factor of l.7l7al. This was found to be a

cost effective improvement. More expensive interference filters would only increase the

S/N ratio by 1.0%.

The pointing directions of the mirrors and clusters are important parameters in
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HiRes Filter Transmission Curve
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Figure 3.8: Transmission curve for HiRes UV bandpass filter[4]

reconstructing EAS events. During installation the mirror and cluster were carefully

surveyed into position, and the location and pointing directions were then recorcled[4].

These directions change slightly as building foundations settle and equipment is ac

cidentally knocked. Thus prior to decommissioning the prototype the positions were

resurveyed to determine the amount of movement experienced.

Surveying is conducted using a theodolite which is levelled and referenced to a

common distant point whose position is well known (surveying at HiRes 2 used the

po\/erpoleatHiRes1).Atargetisplacedinthecentreof thecluster,andthelocation

of the reflected image on the surface of the mirror is found. The angle between the

reflected image on the mirror surface and the reference point is recorded, as is the

distance from the theodolite to the mirror and the position of the image on the mirror.

Figure 3.9 illustrates the geometry of the survey process. The theodolite is moved, and

the process is repeated so that four points on each mirror segment are surveyed. The

measured distances and angles can then be used to determine the ¿tverage pointing
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direction of the mirror.

The surveying process is a difficult and time consuming process, with the difficulty

increasing with the elevation angle of the mirror. Mirrors are surveyed after installa-

tion, and all mirrors were resurveyed when the prototype was shut down in December

1996. Comparison found that some of the mirrors, and in some cases the entire build-

ings, had undergone shifts of up to 0.1o. Alternative surveying methods such as the

use of precision laser shots are being investigated[6][4].

Reflected
Image of
Target

To Reference

Theodolite

PMT Cluster

Mirror

Figure 3.9: Geometry of the surveying process. The theodolite is used to measure the
angle between a reference point and the centre of the tube cluster via the reflection of
the mirror surface. Measurement of angles and relative positions of reflected image,
cluster and theodolite allow determination of mirror pointing direction.

3.1.L.2 Photomultiplier Tube Cluster

The photomultiplier tube cluster is held in the focal plane by a structure designed

to minimise obscuration of the mirror field of view. The cluster consists of 256 close

packed 40mm diameter hexagonal photomultiplier tubes each having a 1o field of view.

Half of the mirrors (1,3,9,10,,LL,12,14) at HiRes 1 use Philips XP3062/FL PMTs and

the other half use EMI 9974KAFL PMTs. At HiRes 2, mirror 4 uses EMI PMTs and

the other three mirrors use Philips PMTs. The Philips PMTs will be used in all future

mirrors. A test facility[31] was constructed to measure the absolute gain and quantum

efficiency for all PMTs. The facility was able to perform two-dimensional scans across
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the face of the PMTs, so that PMTs with greater than 10% non-uniformity could be

rejected. This is discussed in more detail in section 3.2.1.

Each PMT is soldered to a high voltage bleeder chain and a preamp circuit" The

preamp adds a gain of 100 onto the PMT pulse and generates a differential signal which

removes the DC night sky background. This ensures that only fluctuations in the night

sky backgr-ound contribute to the noise signal, r'ather than the full background. The

preamp circuìt also has an identification chip (used to keep track of PMTs in the

clusters) and an external test input. Test pulses from the PPG board are injected

via this input and are used to calibrate the data acquisition electronics without high

voltage applied to the PMT.

The PMTs are arranged in 16 subclusters of 16 PMTs each, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 3.10. The entire PMT/circuit board assembly mounts in the cluster frame with a

256 socket backplane. The backplane distributes high voltage (HV) and test signals,

and transmits PMT pulses from the preamp to the data acquisition boards. At HiRes

t high voltage is supplied to each PMT through 256 20 gauge high voltage wires. At

HiRes 2 lhe PMTs were sorted into groups of 16 with similar gains (prior to instal-

lation). Each group of 16 tubes formed a subcluster which could be operated at the

same high voltage which simplified the HV distribution system (to be discussed).

The PMTs are wrapped in magnetic shielding metal and closely packed within

the cluster. To prevent a buildup of heat a cooling fan is located at the top of the

cluster. The sides of the cluster box are bonded with a heat conducting paste, and

an aluminium sheet runs vertically through the center of the cluster. A temperature

sensor is located in the centre of the cluster to allow monitoring of the effectiveness of

these measures.

3.1-.1.S Mirror Electronics

The mirror electronics (in a VME crate) and the high voltage supply and distribu-

tion system are contained in an electronics rack in the mirror sheds (one rack for

each mirror). The electronics consists of 16 data acquisition (ommatidial) boards,

a trigger board, a 68030-based VxWorks Force controller board (the mirror CPU),

a programmable pulser generator (PPG) board, and a sensor/relay (garbage) board.
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Figure 3.10: Arrangement of PMTs within subclusters and cluster. The numbering
system of PMTs within the top left subcluster is used to number subclusters within
the PMT cluster. The seperation between subclusters has been exaggerated.

The PPG board produces square pulses of varying width and amplitude and is used

in diagnostic and calibration processes to be discussed in section 3.2. The 'garbage'

board handles a number of unrelated systems. It handles ihe high voltage read-out

system, controls pre-amp power to individual PMT subclusters through the cluster

relay board, opens and shuts shed doors and monitors the crate temperature.

High Voltage Supply and Distribution The high voltage distribution system

provides power for the PMTs in the cluster. The system is a powered by a single 2kV

100ma supply which is fed into a simple zener voltage divider chain which provides

twenty-five voltages in 20V steps to cover a 500V range. The voltage range was

individually set for each mirror (as different PMTs had different optimal high voltage

values), with the middle of the range generally around 1100V, The zener taps are fed

into a matrix plug board which allows each PMT (HiRes 1) or subcluster (HiRes 2) to

be tapped to within 10V of the optimal voltage/gain. PMT gains have been found to

be very stable, generally requiring adjustment less than once per year. A VME crate
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controlled high voltage readback system is also incorporated to allow checking of the

voltage on each PMT/subcluster.

Ommatidial Board The ommatidial boards handle triggering of PMTs and the

digitisation of theil signals. Each ommatidial board records and stores the integrated

charge waveform and the time the wavefolm's leading edge rises above threshold f'or

the 16 PMTs in each subcluster[158][115][37]. The sample and hold electronics used

at HiRes 1 and HiRes 2 are presented as flow charts in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.I2.

It is desired to maximise the sensitivity to cosmic ray EAS signals whilst minimising

the effects of the night sky background noise. The pulses generated by EAS have the

property that the pulse time width is roughly proportional to the distance from the

shower to the detector, due to each PMT subtending a fixed angular range on the

sky. Thus two channels are used for each PMT - channel A optimised for fast, close

pulses and channel B for more distant wider pulses. The night sky background has a

power law pulse height spectrum, which intensifies with decreasing pulse width. Thus

triggering thresholds can be reduced by the inclusion of filters to remove pulses with

widths shorter than the expected signal pulse widths. A 100ns single pole RC filter is

optimised for channel A and a 375ns 3-pole LC Bessel filter is optimised for channel

B to help filter out noise signals. At HiRes 1 only one filter may be selected for both

channels (this is software controllable) whilst at HiRes 2, Channel A and Channel B

each have their own filter and can trigger independently of each other (see Figures

3.11 3.12). HiRes 1 almost exclusivelyused the 100ns filter so that the detector would

be sensitive to close showers that might trigger CASA/MIA.

The triggering rate of each PMT is measured using a 16 bit scaler and is monitored

by an 80188 microcontroller chip. The microcontroller maintains a constant triggering

late through the use of a digital to analogue converter (DAC) to clynamically adjust

the trigger threshold every 4 seconds. The choice of triggering rate is a compromise

between sensitivity and PMT trigger dead time. At HiRes 1 a trigger rate of 200H2 was

chosen and at HiRes 2, rates of 50Hz for channel A and and 300H2 for channel B were

chosen to maximise sensitivity for distant EAS (so as to maximise stereo aperture).

Once a PMT has triggered, the triggering time and the integratecl charge in the
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Figure 3.11: HiRes 1 Data Acquisition'Ommatidial'Board. After Kidd[115].
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PMT is measured. PMT timing is measured using a time to digital converted (TDC).

The TDC consists of a capacitor which is charged with a constant current source from

the time the PMT triggers until a common stop signal is issued appr-oximately 10¡rs

after a full mirror trigger has occurred. The charge is then measured b), a 12 bit (HiRes

1) or 16 bit (HiRes 2) analog to digital converter (ADC) and cleared. If no mirror

trigger occurs the charge is cleared after 25p,s. The HiRes 1 TDC's had a resolution of

approximately 5ns thus having a dynamic range of 2000 (10ns to 20000ns). The HiRes

2 TDC's initially had a resolution of 0.65ns/count which was increased to 2ns/count

in March 1995. This increased the dynamic range from 2000 to 6000 (the maximum

time increased from 20¡.ts to 60pS). The linearity of the TDCs is better than0.2To.

To ensure that the full waveform is measured, the PMT signals are sent through

delay lines whilst triggering is determined. A delay line of 640ns was used for the

100ns filter and 1600ns for the 375ns filter. Channel A and Channel B are integrated

for two different time periods, with charge to digital converters (QDC's) being used

to measure the integrated charge in each channel . The linearity of the integrators is

better than I7o. At HiRes 1, channel A uses a 1.5ps gate, ancl channel B used a 5.6¿rs

gate. HiRes 2 uses a 7.4¡L,s gate for channel A, and a 5.2¡ts gate for channel B. The two

different gate lengths correspond to crossing times optimised for near and far showers,

providing a compromise between skynoise contamination of short pulses (close EAS)

and clipping of long pulses (distant EAS). At HiRes 2 the triggering of each channel is

done independently so that it is possible for only one channel to trigger, and thus only

one charge integral to be stored. At HiRes 1, the triggering channel is fixed, and both

charge integrals are stored. As is the case with TDCs, QDCs are cleared after 25¡;s if

no mir-rol level trigger occurs. An analog multiplexor fans the 48 storage capacitors

(QDCA, QDCB and TDC for the 16 PMTs in a subcluster) into an ADC for readout

by the 80188 microcontroller chip.

Trigger Board The ommatidial boards store the time and charge integrals for each

PMT in each of the 16 subclusters. When a PMTs signal rises above threshold, the

PMTs trigger flag is set for at least 25¡rs. During this time the integrated charge is

saved and the PMT may not retrigger. A subcluster trigger is formed when a pattern of
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PMT triggers within a subcluster matches a pattern in a trigger lookup table. The 16

PMT trigger flags (25¡;s pulses) form an input address for a 64K, 8 bit EPROM. Each

bit of the address corresponds to a given trigger flag pattern, thus indicating when a

subcluster has triggered according to one of the preprogrammed patterns. The specific

bit used is software selectable with the different patterns being used for data collection,

diagnostics and testing purposes. Normal operation defines a subcluster trigger as

three triggering PMTs, with at least two hexagonally adjacent. Other patterns include

any one tube, any two tubes, any three tubes, any two hexagonally adjacent tubes and

all tubes.

The output of the subcluster trigger lookup table is reshaped into a 25ps pulse and

is used as an input to a second lookup table to generate a mirror trigger. Normal

operations require at least two subclusters to trigger in the 25¡rs window to generate

a mirror trigger (a minimum of 6 PMTs). A mirror trigger is also sent to adjacent

mirrors. This allows adjacent mirrors to drop their triggering requirements down to

a single subcluster, so that EAS which clip the edge or corner of a mirror may still

cause a trigger.

A mirror trigger generates a mirror save condition in the detector electronics which

prevents the PMT charge integrals from being cleared. New PMT triggers may con-

tinue to save integrals for a further 10¡;s after a mirror trigger to allow the EAS to

finish crossing the mirror. At the end of this period, a holdoff condition is set to

prevent any ne\l/ PMT triggers and stop the TDC integrators. At HiRes 2 the 10¡;s

was found to be an insufficient time and in March 1995 was increased to 25¡"r,s. When

holdoff is set, a signal is sent to the central timing crate to record the absolute mirror

holdoff time, and then the PMT charge and time integrals are digitised and saved as a

mirror event. The mirror holdoff time is also recorded locally by latching scalers which

count the one kilohertz and one minute pulsetrains from the GPS clocks. The latched

minute and millisecond values of holdoff are used to match the mirror event data to

the central timing holdoff latch time for a much more precise mirror event time. Event

processing takes - 8ms after which the mirror save and holdoff conditions are cleared,

resetting the mirror electronics for the next EAS event.
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Mirror CPU The mirror CPU is the primary interface between the central computer

and the mirror electronics (the 16 ommatidial boards, the trigger board, the PPG

board and the garbage board). The central computer sends commands to set up the

mirror for tasks such as calibration and data collection, and the mirror CPU sends

back event and mirror status data. An ethernet link using UDP pr-otocol is used for

communications between mirrors and the central computer.

The mirror CPU is a Force computers 680303 CPU card using the \Mind Rivers

System's VxWorks real time operating system. VxWorks provides a fast operating

system with Unix like function libraries and multitasking. The HiRes specific software

is maintained on the central computer and is downloaded to each board when it is

rebooted. This allows global changes to the operating software to be made and easily

propagated to each mirror unit. The system also allows logins, so operators can login

to individual mirr-ors to check the status and diagnose any problems that arise.

The main task of the mirror CPU is to collect the TDC and QDC information

from PMTs in a mirror event. It attaches an event number (using a scaler) and the

minute/sec/msec time using scalers synchronised by the master clock at the start of

the night. The information is placed in an event packet, and several mirror events

are collected before they are sent to the main computer for storage, The CPU also

gathers information on trigger rates, thresholds, network performanc.e and cleadtime

and checks local time scalers (the CPU checks that there were exactly 60000 kiloHertz

scalel counts in the last minute). Every minute this is packaged and sent to the main

computer to be incorporated into the data stream. The CPU receives control packets

from the central computer, which are then sent to the relevant boards. Thus the

ommatidial boards can be instructed to set thresholds or disable/enable triggering for

individual tubes (useful when stars enter a PMTs field of view), triggering requirements

may be set on the trigger board, and the PPG board can be made to fire pulses with

specified shapes and rates.
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3.L.2 Central Timing

The central timing crate (CT) provides the master clock which is used to record mirror

triggering times, and to provide timing pulses to the mirrors. The basis of the timing

system is a 24 bit, 40MHz scaler (25ns resolution) which is synchronised to absolute

UTC to within 340ns (2o) by a global position system (GPS) clock. Relative timing

between the two HiRes sites is much better and is of the order of 1()ns for the majority

of the time. The author \ryas responsible for the development and testing of the GPS

clocks used by the two HiRes sites which are the subject of chapter 4.

The GPS clocks produce a synchronisation pulse at the start of the UTC second.

This is used to latch the 40MHz scaler, so that the scaler value at the start of each

second can be recorded. This allows a measurement of the scaler drift, which can then

be corrected for later in the analysis stream. The GPS clock is also used to fan out

minute and millisecond pulse trains to each mirror, which are used to assign event

times (to the millisecond level) in event packets.

The 40MHz scaler is used to provide inter-second times with a resolution of 25ns.

When a mirror trigger holdoff is raised, a signal is sent down a dedicated line to latch

the value of the 40MHz scaler (the ethernet is too slow). The tens and ones of the

absolute millisecond time are also recorded from the GPS. The mirror that triggered,

the scaler value and lower digits of the millisecond time are packaged together and

placed in a timing packet. If additional mirrors trigger within 50ms of the first mirror,

their triggering information is added to the timing packet, up to a maximum of 128

triggers. The timing packet is then sent to the central computer via ethernet and

added to the data stream. Event and timing packets are matched later in software.

The prototype detector initially used WWVB clocks which only had a resolution of

lms. The WWVB clocks were replaced in November 1994, and all data analysed for

this thesis was taken using GPS clocks. At HiRes 1, the central timing crate is also

used to produce a pulse to fire a Xenon flasher (flashers are described in section 3.2,5.1)

which is used to alert CASA/MIA of a HiRes 1 trigger[115].
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3.1 .3 Control Software

The central computer is a DecStation 3100 workstation and is used to control data

collection for the detector[l59]. The central computer makes network connections to

each mirror and handles ihe initialisation of each mirror for data collection. The con-

trol software includes a usel interface so an operator can issue commands and view

the detector response (such as PMT count rates, trigger rates, and any warnings or

alarms). The operator can issue diagnostic calibration and detector operation instruc-

tions, which are then sent via the ethernet to each mirror. Event, timing and status

packets from the mirrors and the control program are collated and written to a local

hard disk.

3.2 Calibration

Calibration is an important component of data collection. To extract useful informa-

tion from EAS we must understand how the different detector components function

(such as response of individual PMTs) and how to convert this to useful informa-

tion. HiRes calibrations can be broken into five components: PMT response, mirror

behavior, filter response, electronic response, and the atmosphere. Calibration pa-

rameters are obtained for the different components (some occasionally, some nightly),

and are combined to enable us to calibrate data from normal detector operation. The

calibration components will now be discussed.

3.2.L Photomultiplier Tube Response

A computer controlled testing station to measure the response of PMTs was built

at the University of Utah and is well described in [31]. The test bed was designed

to measure the PMT quantum efficiency, the gain as a function of voltage and the

uniformity across the PMT face. The test bed is shown in figure 3.13 and it was used

to measure all PMTs in the HiRes prototype.

Most components are located in a light tight box, with the lasers outside the box for

easy access. Area A was used to measure the anode sensitivity and cathode quantttm
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Figure 3.13: Photomultiplier Tube testing setup[31]

efficiency, and area B was used to measure the spatial uniformity of gain and quan-

tum efficiency. Three different monochromatic light sources were used in the testing

- an Argon laser which provided wavelengths of 351nm or 364nm, and a He-Cd laser

which provided a wavelength of 325nm. The light beam is attenuated and split, with

one beam being sent to thermopile as a monitor of the beam intensity. Attempts

were made to minimise and absorb any stray light. For measurements of PMTs in

area A, the attenuated beam is passed through a teflon diffuser to uniformly illumi-

nate four PMTs and a diode calibrated by the U.S. National Institute of Science and

Technology (NIST). The NIST calibrated diode provides an absolute calibration for the

system. The typical light intensity for testing the PMTs was 8 x l06photonsf cm2s (4.5

picoWattsf cm2 at 350nm). A computer was used to perform the measurements and

record results. Scanning of the PMT faces used computer controlled stepper motors

to allow X-Y scanning. The teflon diffuser \ryas removed for scanning measurements,

and up to 16 PMTs can be measured in a single cycle.

PMT Quantum Efficiency PMT quantum efficiency was measured for all PMTs

used in the HiRes detector. The quantum efficiency was found to vary little from

PMT to PMT and a sample plot of the PMT quantum efficiency for one of the Philips

f-dæl
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PMTs is shown in figure 3.14

HiRes PMT Quantum Efficiency
0.40

0.20

0.00
300 400 500

'Wavelenth (nm)
600 700

Figure 3.14: Typical quantum efficiency as a function of wavelength for Philips XP
3062 PMT used in the HiRes detector[38]

The PMT quantum efficiency and the HiRes filter affect the sensitivity of the de-

tector to the atmospheric nitrogen fluorescence spectrum. Measurements of the filter

response and quantum efficiency as a function of wavelength can be combined to obtain

the resultant sensitivity to the spectrum and is presented in figure 3.15

Gain as a function of Voltage The gain as a function of voltage (V) is well

described by the functional form

gain: exp(o) x I/B (3.1)

where a and B are measured for each PMT. The distributions of c and B for all

PMTs at HiRes 1 were roughly gaussian with o : -31.70 + .77 and B: 5.89 +. .1'4

(1ø errors)[115]. PMTs are operated at a gain of approximately 10s electrons per

photoelectron [1 58] [37] .
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Temperature Dependence The PMT gain temperature dependence is roughly

0.5%l'C which is significant given the cletector operates in ambient temperatures from

-15'C to 40oC. The PMT clusters are cooled with a fan in an atternpt to maintain

a uniform cluster temperature, but the actual temperature is allowed to vary. A

temperature sensor is located in the centre of each cluster and two additional sensors

record the shed and crate temperature. Measurements are recorded using the garbage

board.

PMT Response Profile HiRes PMTs are checked to ensure the), have a uniform

response to within +I0% over the face of the tube, except for within 3mm of the edge.

A selection of HiRes 1 PMTs were scanned, and all HiRes 2 PMTs were scanned in

this way.

UV Light Delivery Systems The response of the PMTs to UV light is monitored

each night using a YAG laser system[166] at HiRes 1, and a similal system using a

Xenon flash bulb system[38] at HiRes 2. These systems are used in nightly calibrations

and mirror reflectivity measurements (to be discussed in section 3.2.2).

The system consists of a light source and optics located in the centlal trailer, which

focus light into one of two bundles of fibre optic cables that then pipe the light out

to each mirror. Fibr-es in the first bundle terminate in the centre of each mirtor, so

that light from the fibre will illuminate the PMT cluster. Fibres in the second bundle

ale attached to the cluster, so that their light must first reflect off the mirror before

arriving at the cluster. Each fibre terminates at the base of a cup where it encounters

teflon sheets which diffuse the light so that it will uniformly illuminate the mirror.

The light entering the fibre bundles is monitored with silicon photodiodes. A solenoid

is used to select the bundle that the light source fires into. A Macintosh computer is

used to trigger the tight source, operate the solenoid, calibrate the monitor photodiodes

and record the diode measurements which are then sent to the central computer where

they are recorded in the data stream. Pulse to pulse variations at the fiber bundles

are approximately 1% at HiRes 1 and 5% at HiRes 2. The variation at the cluster

is probably slightly larger due to small variations in the light inten-.ity entering the
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different fibres.

Two sets of calibration data consisting of 50 shots are taken each night. The

calibration systems at HiRes 1 and HiRes 2 are slightly different with the information

being used differently at each site. At HiRes 1 the relative response of each PMT to

the average response of the cluster is measured, and is used to weight the electronics

gain which is measured nightly using the PPGs (to be discussed in section 3.2.3). This

calibration is done on the assumption that the response of PMTs will not vary much

between absolute calibrations.

At HiRes 2, the average QDCs and the average intensity measured by the pho-

todiodes are used with measurements of the electronic constants (determined using

the PPGs). Constants obtained from the absolute calibration are used to convert the

diode measurements into numbers of photons, which can then be used to determine

the gain of the electronics and PMTs.

Intermirror and Absolute Calibration The intermirror and absolute calibration

is performed using four standard tubes which are moved from mirror to mirror[4],

These four PMTs were selected from those which had been fully scanned, and were

chosen based on their having similar gains and response profiles. A portable calibration

system consisting of an ommatidial board, PPG board, a high voltage supply and

monitor was constructed so that the standard tubes could be operated with standard

electronics. The standard tubes are calibrated to 2To[II5]. The standard tubes are

placed in a subcluster of a mirror and illuminated with the UV light source (a YAG

laser at HiRes 1, a Xenon Flasher at HiRes 2). The response of the standard PMTs

and the PMTs in all other subclusters are compared. Details may be found in Abu-

Zayyad et al.l4). The sensitivity of the full cluster was calculated using the gains of

the standard tubes, the filter transmission and the PMT response to the UV light.

The mean sensitivity for PMTs in all clusters was found to be 12160 A/W.

3.2.2 Mirror Reflectivity

The relative night to night variation in the mirror reflectivity is measured by compar-

ing the average PMT response to directly viewed and reflected UV light. The light
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monitoring system previously discussed (YAG laser/Xenon flash bulb) is used to pro-

vide a light source. Unfortunately a series of tests conducted just before the prototype

was disassembled revealed that small flexing of the teflon diffusers within the cups

could affect output on a nightly basis I:y L0% or more, thus affecting the accuracy of

the mirror reflectivity tracking.

The absolute mirror reflectivity starts at - 90% when the mirrors are washed, a

twice yearly occulrence. Experience with the Fly's Eye mirrors indicated that dust

accumulation occurs rapidly in the first month or two after washing reducing the re-

flectivity to - 80%. After this time, the rate of accumulation drops off and reflectivity

only decreases slowly[115].

The output of the fiber optic cups is measured using a special device which covers

the cup and measures the light at a photodiode which is a fixed distance from the teflon

diffuser. This provides one method of measuring mirror to mirror gain variations, but

it is subject to the flexing problem mentioned above.

In addition to reflectivity from the mirrors, the walls of the sheds will reflect a small

component of light onto clusters. For the sheds the crosstalk between neighbouring

mirrors is less thanITo. However For the silos at HiRes 1 (mirrors 11-14) the problem

was originally between 5% and 10%. After painting the interior a UV absorbing green,

the pr-oblem was reduced to less than 1%[115].

3"2.3 Electronics Response

The electronic system for each channel consists of a preamp on the PMT and one

ommatidial board for every 16 tubes. A programmable pulse generator (PPG) board

in each crate allows a square pulse of varying width and amplitude to be injected into

the input of the preamp of each PMT. Software is used to vary the pulse width and

amplitude so that the electronics constants can be calculated. For QDCs the task is to

relate the PPG pulses with QDC charge, and for TDCs it involves fitting TDC values

to known different length holdoffs. Electronics calibration is done at the start and end

of each night.
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PMT Pedestals, Electronic Noise and Sky Noise "Snapshots", where all PMTS

are forced to repeatibly trigger (and integrate) for a period of roughly one minute, are

used to measure PMT pedestals, electronics noise and sky noise. The mean value

of the QDCs give the PMT pedestal, and the rms variation provides a measure of

the electronics and sky noise. Pedestal values should be the same whether taken in

a dark shed with the doors closed, or taken when viewing the night sky. This has

been observed to be true to within 0.2QDC counts at HiRes 1, The noise contribution

will differ depending upon whether the shed doors are open or closed. Snapshot data

taken with shed doors closed is used to indicate electronics noise. Snapshot data taken

with shed doors open indicate the electronics noise combined (in quadrature) with the

night sky noise, At HiRes 1, the combined electronics and sky noise was found to be

40 photoelectrons in channel A and 200 photoelectrons in channel B. Unfortunately

problems with the HiRes 2 electronics has prevented snapshot measurements from be-

ing used. However the similar integration times imply that skynoise in each channel

is probably similar.

TDC calibration The TDC calibration is performed by using snapshots to start

the TDCs and the holdoff counter (when the counter reaches a specified value it issues

a signal to stop TDC integration). The holdoff times used range from 500ns to 18000ns

in 500ns steps, with 20 TDC integrations performed at each step so that the mean and

standard deviation of the TDC counts can be determined. A function is then fitted to

relate TDC values with physical times.

Ideally the holdoff time should be increased so that the entire TDC range may be

directly calibrated. At HiRes 1, the 12 bit TDCs are set at approximately 5ns/TDC

count, and thus the holdoff times used in calibration range from 500ns to 18000ns in

500ns steps. A linear least squares fit is used to determine the gain and pedestal values

for the TDCs.

A similar calibration range was initially used at HiRes 2, where the i5 bit TDCs

were set at 0.65ns/TDC. In March 1995, the length of holdoff during data collection

was increased from 10ps to 25¡rs, and thus the TDCs were changed from 0.65 to

1.5ns/TDC count. Later that year, the TDC calibration was re-examined by the
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author (see section a.7) and some further changes were made. In December 1995, the

maximum holdoff time in TDC calibration was extended from 18ps to the hardware

limit of 25ps, so as to calibrate as much of the TDC range as possible. The hardware

was then modified, and the calibration changed to measuring the average TDC count

for times from lps to 50¡ls in lps steps, allowing the full TDC range to be calibrated.

Thus for data taken between March 1995 and February 1996, the last half of the TDC

range must be extrapolated based on the first 18¡zs. The best function to fit to the

calibration data was also examined. A linear least squares fit was initially used, but

investigations showed non-linearities in the TDC and thus a more suitable quadratic

function was chosen instead. Additionally, about half the TDCs used at HiRes 2, were

found to have leaky capacitors, which were thus replaced in March 1996. Details of

this investigation are presented in section 4.7. All steleo data have been calibrated

using the quadratic form. Calibration fit residuals (mean TDC value - fitted value)

for most of the data is 10ns, but for TDCs with the leaky capacitors it is 50ns for the

period March 1995 to February 1996 (the time calibration was not done over the full

TDC range).

3.2.4 Calibration of Raw Data

Calibration data (PPG data, snapshot data, YAG/Xenon flasher data) are collected

at the beginning and end of each night. Either data set may be used in calibration,

and the redundancy allows calibration data to be obtained when problems arise. In

the event of no data set being available (due to problems such as the YAG intensity

dropping or a board failing), data from the next or previous night are used. Standard

proglams were developed to combine the calibration data so that it could be used on

data from normal operations. The calibration of all the stereo data from the prototype

was performed by the author.

3.2.5 Atmospheric Monitoring

Effective monitoring of the atmosphere is a difficult and important challenge for the

HiRes detector. The effective aperture, EAS light production and light propagation are
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affected by clouds, temperature variations, pressure variations and the distributions

of aerosols. Atmospheric monitoring is performed through operator observations, an

array of collimated UV light sources known as flashers, a permanent YAG laser system,

and a portable telescope-mounted laser known as the Laserscope. Meteorological data

is also available from the Dugway meteorological department, and a basic weather

station that measures temperature and wind velocity is located at HiRes 2.

An important task in atmospheric monitoring is to measure the atmospheric ex-

tinction length of UV light. The horizontal attenuation length of a beam of light is

given by

I : lo¿-r/"o (9.2)

where ¡o is the horizontal extinction length. The uncertainty in the intensity of the

beam (in our case light from an trAS) is then a function of our uncertainty in the

extinction length

^I : (L\ (&) ts slI - \"'/\r'i
We wish to know LI I I to I0To for distances out to 20km or more. This means we must

know our extinction length very well (a few percent for rs :10km). The extinction

length depends on both molecular and aerosol scattering. However in the dry desert air

of Dugway, the aerosol content is often low enough that the extinction length depends

solely on Rayleigh scattering.

Molecular or Rayleigh scattering is well understood[27]. The scattering proba-

bility is proportional to l/Àa and the scattering angular (0) distribution goes as

I I cos2 0. The atmospheric molecular density decreases exponentially with a scale

height of 7.5km, and variations can be tracked with radiosonde data. Thus the effect

of Rayleigh scattering on the transmission of light can be well understood using easily

available meteorological data. Typical sea level horizontal attenuation lengths are 7km

at 300nm and 22km at 400nm[161][27].

Aerosol scattering of light in the atmosphere is an important but less well under-

stood effect. Variations in size, shape, dielectric constant and vertical distribution all

contribute to making estimates of the effect of scattering by aerosols difficult. In an

attempt to characterise aerosol scattering, the Mie scattering approximation is used
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in which the particles are assumed to be dielectric spheres. In Mie scattering the

wavelength dependence and angular distribution of scattering, depends on the size

distribution of particles. For desert aerosol particles the scattering probability goes

as 1/ì, and the angular distribution is strongly peaked in the forward direction. The

vertical distribution is also important and depends upon local meteorological condi-

tions. It is typically an exponential falloff with a scale height of 1-4 krn, or a constant

distribution confined in a mixing layer up to some height (the height of the inversion

layer). Given that aerosol distribution and densities may vary rapidly in time by orders

of magnitude, it is important that measurements be made to characterise the aerosol

content of the atmosphere.

To assist in understanding atmospheric effects a computer model known as MOD-

TRAN has been used. MODTRAN was developed by the U.S.A.F.[116] and provides

a set of standard atmospheric models - such as a standard desert atmosphere which

may be applied at Dugway. MODTRAN can be incorporated in Monte Carlo code

and can be used to examine the effects of different aerosol distributions on the atmo-

spheric extinction lengths. It thus provides a comparison for data obtained with local

monitoring systems such as flashers and lasers.

An array of flashers, the fixed YAG laser and the Laserscope are all used to monitor

the aerosol content so as to estimate the horizontal extinction length on a nightly basis.

All systems are used to generate a collimated beam of UV light into the atmosphere.

Light will be scattered out of the beam and then be viewed by the HiRes detector

at a variety of emission angles. The intensity of light at different emission angles

provides information on aerosol content and the horizontal extinction length due to

the different angular distributions of Rayleigh and Mie scattering. Light viewed at

srnall angles is dominated by aerosol scattering whilst light viewed at large angles is

dominated by Rayleigh scattering. Hence by knowing the orientation of the original

beam, the emission angles of observed light can be determined, ancl thus it is possible

to characterise the state of the atmosphere. Clouds and fog that cause large amounts

of scattering can also be detected.
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3.2.5.L Xenon Flashers

Xenon flashers consist of Xenon flash bulb located at the focal point of a 20cm spherical

mirror contained in a cylindrical steel housing and hermetically sealed[38]. Flashers

act as reverse telescopes with light from the flash bulb being collimated by the mirror

to produce a beam that travels into the atmosphere through a pyrex window. The

flashbulb produces a lps 0.8J light pulse of which approximately I0% falls in the

300-400nm range. After taking into account geometrical effects and reflection and

transmission losses, the pulse energy exiting the flasher is 0.2mJ. Shot to shot variation

is 5%(1o).

The flasher units are designed to operate independently with power and electronics

located in an adjacent box. Solar panels are used to charge the batteries that supply

the power. A heater unit prevents the buildup of frost or snow on the window. The

original flashers have circuits that will trigger the flasher to fire at a rate of - 1Hz for

10 seconds, every - 7 minutes. Radio controlled flashers have recently been developed

and allow much greater flexibility in the use of flashers, allowing computer or operator

control of triggering (and heating). Full details may be found in Birdeú a/.[38].

Vertical flashers were developed for use by the Fly's Eye experiment and several

flashers located around CASA and in the HiRes i field of view were maintained.

An array of vertical flashers was placed in the HiRes 2 field of view specifically for

atmospheric monitoring[38][7]. Flashers are aligned along two legs at distances of

1,2,4,8 and 10km from the detector, and along a given leg all flashers are viewed by

the same set of PMTs (covering elevation angles from 3o to 30').

Light from vertical flashers must scatter at angles close to 90o to be viewed by HiRes

2. Since the aerosol phase function is relatively independent of the details of the aerosol

size distribution in this angular region, the received light intensity is primarily sensitive

to the horizontal extinction length. Signals from flashers at different distances but the

same emission angles are compared with reference nights and MODTRAN results to

allow a measurement of the extinction length and aerosol content[161][38].

An inclined flasher, known as the intersite flasher (ISF), is located at the centre of

CASA and aligned so that scattered light is visibleby both detectors[27][5]. PMTs view
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light with scattering angles from 30o to 70o. Around 30" the intensity of the scattered

light is strongly dependent on the density of aerosols whilst at viewing angles of 70"

the intensity is mostly sensitive to Rayleigh scattering. Thus a quality ratio (QR) has

been defined that compares the intensity in the first 5o of the track with the last 5o.

MODTRAN has been used to relate QR measurements to the atmospheric extinction

length.

Quality ratio measurements are made every 7 minutes and measurements are avail-

able for all stereo data. The majority of nights have good atmospheric conditions (a

selection effect of running the detector) with 90% of the nights with horizontal extinc-

tion lengths between 18km (purely Rayleigh) and 7km (aerosol extinction length of

13km). The variation over the night has also been studied and was generally found to

be small (generally less than 1%). Not surprisingly nights with larger quality ratios

tend to be more unstable. The data from the intersite flasher has also been compared

with that from the HiRes 2 flasher array. The two independent measurements of ex-

tinction length are well correlated, with the intersite flasher being nrore sensitive to

nights with low aerosol content (which is expected due to the different viewing angles

of the two techniques)[27],

3.2.5.2 Fixed YAG Laser system

A steerable YAG laser system has been constructed at the centre of the Fly's Eye

II/CASA site and is used in nightly atmospheric monitoring[161][8]. Its position in

standard HiRes (East, North, Up) coodinates is (1648.6, 2966.6, -129.5). The system

consists of a YAG laser which is frequency tripled to 355nm. The YAG fires 10ns

pulses with energies up to 50mJ, at a rate of 1Hz. The beam is well collimated with

a divergence of lOmrad, and is directed to the atmosphere using a series of mirrors,

Mirror directions are controlled by stepper motors which allow pointing to any azimuth

or zenith angle to within 0.1". A personal computer is used to control and monitor

the system, and is setup so that it may operated remotely by the HiRes operators.

Each hour, the laser fires 0.4mJ shots in a pattern of eight equispaced azimuthal

directions at zenith angles of 0o,30o,45o and 60o. The laser ìs powerful enough that

scattered light is visible by both detectors. The laser can also be set up to do other
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tests, such as repeatedly firing in a fixed direction so that large datasets with fixed

geometries can be obtained. Such a set was used in testing the accuracy of the GPS

clocks (chapter 4) and is discussed in section 4.5. The system was also trialed as a

LIDARI160] for the first six months of 1995 when sets of 20mJ laser shots were taken

each hour in addition to the 0.4mJ laser shots. However the information was found

to not be sensitive enough in characterising the aerosol content of the atmosphere

(a larger mirror, higher powered laser and more accurate stepper motors would be

needed).

3.2.5.3 Laserscope

In addition to the fixed YAG laser system, a portable laser system known as the

Laserscope has been developed[6]. The Laserscope consists of a commercial YAG

laser (frequency tripled to 355nm) mounted on a commercial Meade LX-200 200mm

telescope. The laser produces a 5ns pulse with a nominal energy of 4mJ, with the

direction given by the telescope which has a pointing accuracy of 5 minutes of arc. An

energy probe and radiometer are used to measure the energy of each pulse.

The head of the laser, the optics and energy probe are contained in a custom made

box mounted on the telescope. The laser is aligned with the telescope at the start and

end of each night, and the telescope is aligned with several stars to check its absolute

pointing accuracy. A personal computer is used to control and log telescope pointing,

lasel triggering and energy monitoring. Triggering time is recorded to the nearest

second. A GPS system has been developed to to trigger the laser on the start of each

UTC second"

The Laserscope was designed with several applications in mind. In addition to

atmospheric monitoring, it can be used to generate a set of reference events for testing

reconstruction resolution and for checking PMT pointing directions[5]. The flexibility

and portability of the system allows probing of the atmosphere at large distances from

the detector. The Laserscope can also be used to determine PMT pointing directions

in addition to traditional surveying methods. This is achieved by performing a series

of fine scans across a mirror aperture from two different sites (the laserscope grids

the field of view in 0.1o steps, with shots taken from two sites to generate sets of
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approximately orthognal grid lines). The PMT response as a function of the angle

between the PMT pointing direction and the Laserscope track can be examined to

determine to determine the true pointing direction and the effects of optical aberrations

and photocathode response[6].

Some of the first uses of the Laserscope was to provide reference events for testing

EAS reconstruction techniques which are discussed in 5. Problems with pointing

direction and laser energy were found and are discussed in section 5.2. A temporary

fix has been applied, and work is underway to improve the system through mounting

the laser in the more controlled environment of the trailer, and using a fibre optic

link to pipe the light to the telescope. This will lighten the load on the telescope and

should fix the problems found.

The fixed YAG laser, and the Laserscope have both been used to check the quality

of data from the prototype. The next chapter covers the development of GPS clocks

for the two HiRes sites, and the subsequent testing of the timing system. The fixed

YAG laser was used to generate large sets of test data that enabied the discovery and

fixing of previously hidden problems with the system.



Chapter 4

GPS Clocks and the HiRes Timing

Systern

The use of timing information provides important constraints on BAS trajectory re-

construction (reconstruction methods are discussed in chapter 5). With EAS viewed

by a single site, timing information is necessary to determine the orientation of the

EAS in space[21][90]. The Fly's Eye found that reconstruction could be greatly im-

proved using purely geometrical fits if the trAS was viewed simultaneously by two

sites (stereo observations)[30][90]. Simulations of the full HiRes detector[73] indicated

that it should be possible to improve stereo reconstruction by incorporating timing

information, provided that the two sites were synchronised to within 100ns and timing

systematics were well understood. Hence one of the aims of the prototype detector

was to upgrade and improve upon the timing system used by Fly's Eye so that timing

information could be used to further improve stereo reconstruction of EAS.

The timing system is of great importance in the operation of the HiRes detector.

However the separation of the two sites leads to potential difficulties in maintaining

synchronised timing systems. Initially, the prototype used WWVB clocks (as had the

Fly's Eye) which only provided absolute timing accuracy to a millisecond. A 40MHz

oscillator at each site provides a 24 bit scaler counter which is used to provide more

accurate mirror triggering times. The scaler was not synchronised with the WWVB nor

was the frequency monitored. Thus, whilst mirror to mirror times were quite precise,

85
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comparing two sites was a difficult task. It was decided to investigate the use of clocks

using Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers to maintain site synchronisation and

allow accurate event time tagging. The author's entry into the HiRes project was in

helping to design the GPS clocks, and then conduct the testing and monitoring of the

system, This chapter gives an overview of the timing system followed by details of the

testing of the GPS clocks. This covers both initial laboratory testing and then t'he in-

siúz testing after the installation of the clocks at the HiRes sites. Finally the chapter

covers the testing and calibration of the rest of the timing system which followed from

installation of the GPS clocks.

4.L Overview of the current timing system

To best understand the timing system it helps to understand the over'¿ll HiRes design.

Essentially each mirror has been designed to act independently of other mirrors and to

communicate with the contlol software over ethernet. This approach has the advantage

that new mirrors may be easily brought on line, and that any mirrors with problems

can be shut down without affecting the rest of the system. Each mirror has a rack of

electronics (physically in the mirror building) that contains a VxWorks CPU board,

a mirror trigger board and other electronics such as tube QDC's and TDC's (see

chapter 3 for more details). There is also a special "mirror" in the central observing

hut which contains the central timing electronics (mirror 0). Central timing consists

of the GPS clock, the eye timing board and the mirror timing board. As mentioned,

communication is done using UDP packets over ethernet, with the control software

issuing commands to the mirrors and the mirrors sending data packets to the control

software for logging to disk.

Due to the distributed nature of the system, assigning accurate event times is a

multistep process requiring communication between a mirror and central timing. Cen-

tral timing (CT) contains the reference 40MHz oscillator which drives a free-running

24 b\t (now) graycode scaler (nominally 25ns ticks). This scaler is latched whenever

a mirror event occurs so that an accurate time may be assigned. To ensure times are

accurate the 40MHz frequency is monitored by the custom built GPS clock. The GPS
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clock produces a pulse synchronised to the start of the UTC second. This pulse is

latched by CT so the actual number of scaler clock ticks in one second can be mea-

sured, and thus the actual oscillator frequency. Originally, full time information (year

down to millisecond level) was obtained from a 50 pin connector on the WWVB clock

and when a mirror latch occurred the time was read off these pins. The WWVB was

also used to provide Ll60Hz (minute) and lkHz pulsetrains which werefanned out to

all the mirrors as timing reference signals. Now, as the GPS clocks were designed to

smoothly replace the WWVB, this 50 pin connector was incorporated, but only with

minutes down to millisecond so that the above pulsetrains could still be supplied to

the mirrors. The rest of the time information (years down to seconds) was supplied

over a serial port from the GPS receiver to the mirror timing board. More generally

this serial connection was used to send and receive information from the GPS receiver

(the heart of the clock). Thus it is possible to get the absolute UTC time of a mirror

latch to roughly lhe 25 nanosecond level.

A serial line connects the mirror to CT and it is used to latch the 40MHz scaler

a fixed time (known as the holdoff time) after the mirror triggers (this allows other

PMTs within the mirror to trigger). After holdoff, the mirror reads TDC and QDC

information of triggered PMTs along with the time from its local clock (minute, second

and millisecond). Each mirror assigns event times by counting the one kilohertz and

the one minute pulsetrains (from the GPS clock) and latching the value from a scaler

when holdoff occurs. The minute pulse also generates an interrupt at which point

mirror event rates and deadtime are calculated (and sent back to the control software),

and a check is made that there was exactly 60,000 kilohertz counts in the last minute.

The TDC, QDC and time information is stored in an event packet which is sent to

the control software.

Whenever the scaler in central timing is latched, the lower 8 bits of the GPS clock's

50 pin D connector is read to get the millisecond time (to tenths of millisecond), A

timing packet stores the 40MHzlatch value of the start of the second, and the corre-

sponding time (hour, minute, second) from the GPS. Mirror event latches (recording

the mirror, scaler latch value and millisecond) are added to the timing packet which

is then sent to the control software. The time packets and event packets are then
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matched at a later point and an accurate PMT trigger time can be determined by

subtracting the calibrated TDC time (ns) from the scaler latch time (also converted

to ns) as is illustrated in figure 4.1.

Central Timing

Figure 4.1: An overview of the mirror level timing system.
PMT Trigger Time: Mirror Latch Time ("r) - TDC (ns)

4.2 GPS Based Clocks

The GPS clock systems were designed in Adelaide where initial testing was done.

These were then taken to Utah for installation at the two HiRes sites, where their

performance was again tested. However before going into detail on the actual clocks

we will review the Global Positioning System to understand why it is useful in an

experiment such as HiRes.

4.2.L The Global Positioning System

The Global Positioning System (GPS) was developed by the U.S.A.'s Department of

Defense to allow accurate determination of position, velocity and time anywhere in

the world. It consists of an active constellation of 21 satellites (plus dt least 3 spares)

in 12 hour orbits distributed in 6 orbital planes (inclined at 55o to the equator) and

at altitudes of approximately 18000 km. The distribution of satellites was designed so

PMT Triggers

TDC starts counting

Stop all TDC's
Latch time from
Central TimingPMT Triggers

TDC starts counting

Mirror Triggers
Wait fixed holdoff
time (-10¡ts) to
allow all PMTs
to trigger

PMT Triggers

TDC starts counting
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that 4 or more satellites (enough to allow an accurate determination of position) are

visible at any given time, anywhere in the world. Full details of the system may be

found in appendix A

Each GPS satellite carries an atomic clock which is synchronised daily to within

100ns of UTC, and each satellite continuously transmits its current position in space

(their orbital emphemeri are recalculated and uplinked every 4 hours by ground sta-

tions). GPS receivers obtain their position by measuring the distance to each of four

satellites, and using the received positional information from each of the satellites,

solve for receiver position and clock bias (see section 4.1 for details). A useful corol-

lary is that if the receiver's position is known, then the receiver may synchronise its

clock to UTC by tracking a single satellite. It is thus also possible to synchronise two

separated receivers to within 10ns by having them track the same satellite (assuming

that the positions of both receivers are well known)[64]. It is this feature that has

been exploited in the development of GPS clocks for the HiRes project.

4.2.2 Design of the GPS Clocks

It was desired that the change from WWVB to GPS clocks be as smooth as possible.

To achieve this, the GPS clocks were required to supply BCD millisecond information,

a IkHz pulse train and a Ll60Hz (minute) pulse trains. GPS receiver boards (and

antennas) were purchased and integrated with additional electronics to produce the

desired clock units which could be placed in a standard equipment rack. Figure 4.2

illustrates the front and rear panels of the GPS clock and the three basic internal

sections which will now be described.

4.2.2.L The GPS Receivers

Several different GPS receivers were considered on the basis of their ability to act as

a source of UTC synchronised pulses, their cost and availability. The receiver chosen

was the Scientific Time Recovery model of the GPS Engine manufactured by Leica

(previously Magnavox). Receiver specifications may be found in appendix B of the

Magnavox GPS integration guide and applications manual[13l]. This receiver was
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Rear Panel GPS Ctock Internal Sections
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Receiver
Board

Figure 4,2: GPS Clock Schematic.

designed with timing applications in mind, producing timing pulses synchronised with

the start of every UTC second. An additional factor that influenced their selection

was that the receivers are the same model as used by Pryke and Lloyd-Evans in a

similar timing application[141].

The chosen GPS receivers allows operation in known position mode, where the

receiver solves only for the bias between its local oscillator and the satellite oscillator

so that the synchronisation pulses can be steered to UTC. This mode allows the choice

of the specific satellite to be used to extract timing information, as well as the option

of using all satellites being tracked and then averaging over the timing solutions ("all"

satellite mode). Further, the receiver produces an estimate of the error in the previous

synchronisation pulse which can be used to improve the timing accuracy for post event

processing,

The receiver uses flash trPROMs to store software for the navigation processor which

is an Intel S80C186tr8 chip (the use of EPROMs allows in-situ software upgrading).

On board RAM stores information such as last position, date, time, current satellite

almanac and ephemerides and last operating mode. The RAM has a battery backup

to prevent loss of information and to allow rapid satellite re-acquisition and receiver

operation after periods of (main) power loss.

The receiver board has a coaxial RF connector for the antenna, and a 20 pin in-

terface connector for power and communication with pin connections illustrated in

figure 4.3. The RF connector provides power to the GPS antenna and preamp via
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the centre pin of the BNC connector with the preamp boosting the satellite signals

to overcome any cable losses. A Magnavox 4T575 patch antenna[l31] and a cheaper

Furuno AU-6 patch antenna[75] are in use at the HiRes sites and both have found to

be perform satisfactorily. The 20 pin interface has pins for the serial ports and the

UTC synchronised timing pulse. The CMOS serial ports 0 and t have buffered input

and output lines to protect the receiver against any potentially damaging signals. Pin

17 is used for the UTC synchronised 1 Pulse Per Second (IPPS) output, which is

8-9.5V, 500¡;s wide pulse with a 25ns risetime.

Communication with the receiver is via two RS-232 CMOS level bidirectional ports

using an 8 bit no parity protocol at 150-19200 baud (configurable). Port 0 is the raw

data and reprogramming port which operates at a default baud rate of 9600. Port I

is the control and data port, with a default baud rate of 4800 baud which is normally

increased to 9600 baud by the HiRes detector software. Port 1 is used to exchange

control and data messages with a host CPU using the National Marine Electronics

Association (NMEA) 0183 interface standard. Each data sentence consists a start

delimiter character, the message body of no more than 79 ASCII printable characters

in at least two fields, and is ended by carriage return and line feed characters. Input

messages are stored in a 1000 byte buffer which is processed once per second. The

total number of characters in all messages in a one second time frame must not exceed

350 characters or data will be lost.

The GPS manual[l31] provides a full list and the syntax of input and output mes-

sages (the second field of each messages contains the message ID). Input messages

allow selection of the navigation mode, time recovery mode, the satellites to track and

the current time and position. Output messages include the current time and error in

the last GPS pulse, the satellites currently being tracked, the current position and the

GPS status. Of most importance is the time recovery message (ID 830). This message

is output prior to each synchronisation pulse and provides the exact time of the next

pulse (year down to second) and an estimate of the error in the previous pulse (due to

its local oscillator). Serial port 1of the GPS is connected to the central timing CPU

board, so that all messages can be incorporated into the data stream (and importantly

current time information in timing packets).
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4.2.2.2 Power Supply

The GPS receiver draws a current of approximately 200m4 for its digital section

from the 5V supply and 180m4 from the 7V supply for the regulators in the RF

section of the receiver. The *5V and +7V power supplies are derived from stepping

down the mains power supply (either 110V or 220V) with the circuit diagram shown

in figure 4.4. A +12V supply is also provided to allow reprogramming of the GPS

receiver EPROMs, should it ever be needed. Within the GPS clock housing, the

receiver section is physically mounted apart from the rest of the clock electronics to

provide shielding between the two sections and to also allow easy access to the receiver

board.

4.2.2.3 The Clock Circuits

The primary role of the clock is to provide a time stamp when a mirror triggers. In

the previous WWVB system the millisecond and second information r,4/ere read via a

50 pin port at the rear of the WWVB clock when a mirror triggered (along with the

40MHz latch value). To provide a similar system, the 1PPS from the GPS receiver is

used to synchronise a local 10MHz oscillator, which is then used to provide the desired

clock functions. Additionally the 1PPS is used to produce a (phantom) mirror holdoff

pulse to central timing so that the exact frequency of the 40MHz oscillator may be

monitored. Figure 4.5 illustrates the circuit diagram of the clock section.

To produce the desired pulse trains, a 10MHz local oscillator is progressively stepped

down by factors of 10 using binary-coded decimal (BCD) counters. The "10" count out-

put of BCD counters is used to produce frequencies from lMHz to 0.1H2 (8 decades),

The 1/60H2 pulsetrain is then produced from the 0.lHz signal using a similar step

down system. The output of the counters are then placed on the pins of the 50 pin D

connector at the rear of the GPS (see figure 4.2).

To ensure the BCD counters rollover synchronously and avoid any potential prop-

agation delays, all pulsetrains lower than lkHz (millisecond and above times) are

advanced by 0.5ms. This is achieved by inverting the lkHz pulse train sent to the

subsequent BCD counters. This inverted pulsetrain is then used to force the update
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of the output register at the correct time (ie when the inverted lkHz pulse train goes

low).

The BCD counters are reset every second through the use of the GPS 1PPS output.

The GPS output is split, and one arm is delayed by 30ns. The two arms are used as

inputs to a NOR gate which then produces a 30ns pulse used to reset the BCD counters.

Thus by resetting the counters every second, the local oscillator is only required to

keep accurate time for one second intervals.

As our synchronisation pulse comes every second, and we seek to provide a seconds

counter and minute pulse (ll60Hz signal), these BCD counters are not reset but left

free running. Thus our minute pulse will not be on the true minute but at some fixed

integer second offset from the start of the minute, with the offset dependent upon the

time the GPS clock unit is powered up. As each mirror unit latches event times from

the GPS clock, their holdoff times recorded in event packets will be offset from the

true time by this minute offset. This minute offset is not really a problem though, as

the event times are only used to enable matching of mirror events with more accurate

time information stored in timing packets.

The 1PPS output of the GPS receiver is split to provide various other functions

besides resetting the BCD counters. It is sent through a buffer to a g pin connector

on the rear of the GPS unit which is connected to central timing to latch the 40MHz

scaler value every time the 1PPS occurs. In this way the actual frequency of the 40MHz

oscillator can be measured, and thus the scaler tick length is measured so event times

can be accurately determined. The lPPS is also sent to a counter that raises the GPS

FAIL signal if no pulse comes within 1.2 seconds. This is extremely unlikely to happen

as the GPS is instructed to put out a pulse every second regardless of whether it is

tracking satellites. In addition the GPS unit raises a warning via port 1 if it believes

the pulse is inaccurate by more than some specified amount (currently set at 300ns).

Thus the GPS fail line only indicates when a catastrophic problem occurs such as 20

pin port on the GPS receiver boald failing.

Two BNC connectors are provided on the front panel of the clock. One is the

lPPS signal passed through some buffers, and the other is the 1Hz signal (produced

by the clock) which is stretched to 500ps (the same length as the IPPS) and buffered.
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Finally the 1PPS and 1Hz pulses are stretched to 500ms and sent to two LED's on the

front panel. These LED's thus provides a visual check that the system is functioning

properly.

4"2.3 Installation at HiRes

The GPS clocks were installed by the author in November 1994 at both HiRes sites in

the central electronics rack following laboratory testing of the system. GPS antennas

were mounted on poles on top of the central observing huts and are connected to the

receivers by approximately 10m of coaxial cable. The 9 pin holdoff port was connectecl

to the mirror 0 latch position and the control software modified to recognises latches

on the 40MHz scaler from this phantom mirror as the 1PPS GPS timing pulses. The

50 pin D connector was connected to the central timing board which fans out the

TKHz and 1/60H2 pulsetrains to each mirror. Serial port 1of the GPS was connected

to serial port 3 (second port from top) of the central timing CPU board, and the

software modified to handle communications with the GPS receiver. Each night the

HiRes control software issues initialisation commands to ensure the GPS receiver is

operating in the correct mode and then listens to all output messages from the GPS.

All messages except for the 830 time recovery messages are sent to the HiRes control

software for incorporation into the data stream. The date and time information is

extracted by the central timing software and temporarily stored until the next 1PPS,

when it is copied to the variables storing the current time. Following final in-situ

testing and software debugging the GPS based timing system was used for all data

collection after December 1994.

4.3 Testing the GPS clocks

The implementation of a new timing system would be incomplete without thorough

testing. Thus the GPS receivers and the GPS clocks were extensively tested both

before and after installation at the HiRes sites.

Once the receivers \ryere obtained testing was performed to explore the accuracy

of the system and to explore the capabilities of the receivers. This testing began by
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looking at the jitter of the 1PPS output by comparing it with the lIIz output from a

Rubidium oscillator. This moved onto looking at the relative time accuracy between

two co-located GPS receivers. A rough estimate of the relative timing accuracy of two

separated receivers was obtained by recording position data at two sites and looking

at the instantaneous relative separation of the receivers. In si,tu monitoring of the

timing accuracy at HiRes was performed by looking at trigger times of the separated

detectors to commonly viewed atmospheric laser shots.

4.3.L Initial tests with GPS Receivers

4.3.1.1 Familiarisation with GPS Receivers

Upon the arrival of the first GPS receiver, tests were begun to familiarize ourselves

with its operation. Software accompanied the receiver so that an imnediate interface

with a personal computer was possible. This software enabled the user to view and

reset various parameters of the receiver (such as output messages, navigation mode,

which satellites to track, etc) and provided a basic interface before the testing software

was written.

The antenna was later moved on top of the physics building at the University of

Adelaide which ensured a field of view of 300 degrees above an elevation of 15 degrees

(a nearby tall building blocked out about 60o in azimuth and up to about 60o in

elevation). A rough estimate of receiver position was then obtained using the supplied

software. This provided a continuous track of the estimated position on a 100m by

100m grid. The receiver was left for several hours so that a good position distribution

could be obtained. Visual inspection allowed an estimation of the mean position to

be made and this was then used as the initial position of the receiver until a more

thorough position test could be done.

4.3.t.2 Comparison with a L}Iz Rubidium oscillator

Once an initial position was obtained the receiver was put into "known position time

recovery mode". In this mode the receiver assumes it is at the user specified position

and synchronises its output 1PPS (Pulse per Second) to UTC. When used in this
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mode, the receivers could be instructed to use either a single satellite, or all satellites

to produce the synchronised 1PPS output. The 1PPS should be within 340ns of UTC

95% of the time (due to the degrading effects of selective availability), although it may

have actually been slightly worse due to errors in the estimation of the true antenna

position.

A Rubidium oscillator with a lHz output was obtained for use as a reference oscil-

lator. The 1Hz output from the Rubidium oscillator and the 1PPS output from the

GPS were sent into a Tektronix TD5350 digital (lGigasamples/sec) oscilloscope. This

was set up to trigger off the Rubidium oscillator and measure the delay between the

two pulses (the pulse width of the sum of the inverted Rubidium and GPS pulses).

This delay gradually increases due to drift in the Rubidium oscillator. To prevent the

Rubidium-GPS pulse delay from becoming greater than 20ps (and thus increase the

absolute error in the pulse width measurement) the Rubidium was routinely resyn-

chronised to the GPS output.

To allow automated data logging a GPIB card was inserted into the PC to allow an

interface between the PC and the oscilloscope. A program to measure the Rubidium-

GPS pulse delay was written both as a monitoring test, and to gain experience with

the "c" programming language. This program allowed an examination of the jitter

in the GPS 1PPS and also in the long term drift of the Rubidium oscillator. The

program was run mostly at night (work on other programs was done during the day)

throughout August and September 1994 taking one data point per minute. Results

for the month of September are shown in figure 4.6.

The week of September 20-25 is of particular interest because Selective Availability

(SA) was turned off due to the invasion of Haiti by the USA. This meant that the

satellite signals were undegraded and thus the 1PPS output was of much greater

precision and with much reduced jitter - the accuracy should be close to the military

level service which has a 2o ercor of 100ns. Figure 4.7 shows two 10 hour periods

where SA was on and off. The GPS jitter with respect to the Rubidium oscillator for

SA off is about half that of SA on. Overall the GPS appears to follow the Rubidium

oscillator very well indicating that it should be a good reference for UTC time.
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Rubidium-GPs 1Hz Pulse Delay During September 1994
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Figure 4.6: Plot of the Rubidium-GPs pulse delay over the month of September 1994.

Plot illustrates the drift of the Rubidium oscillator over time. The region from the
18th-25th is of interest as selective availability was deactivated due to the US invasion
of Haiti, improving the accuracy and reducing the jitter of the GPS timing pulse.

4.3.1.3 Initial Position Determination

The initial position determination in Adelaide was performed over the period 19-22

September 1994. This also happened to be the week of the US invasion of Haiti, during

which SA was turned off. Thus determination of position was done under extremely

favourable conditions.

The program used was designed simply to obtain a continuously improving estimate

of the mean and standard deviation of latitude, longitude and altitude (the statistics

assume a Gaussian position distribution, which is reasonably accurate). The GPS

produces a position estimate each second and each data point was used to continuously

improve mean and error position estimates. Each minute one data point was recorded

so that some raw data was retained. It should be noted that occasionally the GPS
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SA on plot of Rb-GPS pulse delay during Sept 1994
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Figure 4.7: Plot of the Rubidium-GPS pulse delay comparing selective availability
(SA) on with SA off data. Intervals are 10 hours long to show the fine detail of the
variations present.

receiver resorted to 2D position mode (generally when there were insufficierit good

satellites to track) where it assumed altitude was fixed, and solved for latitude and

longitude. The initial program did not distinguish between 2D and 3D mode, so there

are slightly fewer altitude points than latitude and longitude. Results of position

integration data taken over the period from the 18th to the 20th of September 1994

at the University of Adelaide are presented in table 4.1.

The standard deviation (ø) about the mean latitude can roughly be turned into

a distance using the equation for the arc length(d) of a circle of radius ,R subtended

by an angle d (in radians), d : R0. Thus d : R"orl!80 where -R" is the earths

radius (approximately 6.371 x 106rn at the above latitude. The standard deviations

thus correspond to approximately 5m (and 0.000001" æ 0.1rn). The SA off data in

table 4.1 can be compared to data taken with SA on, presented in table 4.2, where

the errors are 4-5 times larger. The mean position shifted in latitude by about 3m
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Position data taken with Selective Availability r SA) otr
Mean Io N

Results after 16.75 hours
Latitude
Longitude
Altitude

34.919631" S

138.602957" E
59.rm

0.000047"
0.000057'

9.0m

60277

60277
55582

Results after 26.5 hours
Latitude
Longitude
Altitude

34.919629" S

138.602961" E
59.7m

0.000040'
0.000049"

8.3m

95300
95300

85998

Results after 34 hours
Latitude
Longitude
Altitude

34.919633" S

138.602946" E
58.7m

0.000047"
0.000051"

8.3rn

122863

122863
113362

Table 4.1: Progressive position integration results taken when SA was temporarily
switched off. Note how the mean remains relatively stable as the amount of data
increases.

whilst the standard deviation increased from 5m Lo 23m. Note that this 3m variation

is larger than that estimated using the standard error in the mean ("lt/Ñ).However

long integration tests do seem to indicate that good positions can be obtained even

when SA is on (to within a metre or two of the true position).

Fosition data taken with Selective Availability SA) on
University of Adelaide, 7th October 1994

Mean o N
Latitude
Longitude
Altitude

34.919603" S

138.602945" E
58.Orn

0.000205"
0.000197"

37m

83626
83626

76306

Author's Residence 1st-3rd October 1994

Latitude
Longitude
Altitude

34.998624" S

138.517405" E
Il.4m

0.000183"
0.000188"

37m

204625
204625
204625

Table 4.2: Position integration results at two locations with SA on. Note the larger
errors when SA is on compared to when SA is off (table 4.1)
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4.3.2 Preinstallation Tests

Once a reasonable interface capability between the GPS, Oscilloscope and PC had been

developed, more serious testing began. The broad aim of the testing was to check that

the GPS receivers were working as expected and that the they would act as good

time references. This was achieved by first checking a receiver in single satellite mode

against the Rubidium oscillator. Then two co-located receivers were compared. The

comparisons were done with the receivers in single satellite and in "all" satellite mode

so that an estimation of how they would perform when separated could be obtained.

4.3.2.L Single Satellite Mode vs Rubidium Oscillator

The GPS receiver was tested in single satellite mode taking into account the corrections

the GPS issued to account for drift in its own local oscillator. The program was

designed so that every two hours the highest satellite in the sky would be chosen as

the time recovery satellite. However a programming bug meant that the receiver was

instructed to change satellites more frequently than this. Despite this bug the results

are interesting as they illustrate that selective availability is the dominant error source

in timing results, and show the magnitude of its effects. Typical results are presented

in figures 4.8 and 4.9.

Figure 4.8 shows a plot of the corrected GPS 1PPS - Rubidium pulse delays over

Sept 30¿À 1994. It shows the deviation of the GPS about the drift of the Rubidium

oscillator after applying the correction term estimated by the GPS receiver (issued

after each pulse to correct for the effects of the GPS receivers local oscillator - see

section 4.2.2.I). Most interestingly, it shows the case of a satellite with SA off in which

the signal is very stable. A linear fit for the drift rate of the Rubidium was performed

(the assumption of linearity appears to be approximately true over periods of a day

based on figure 4.6), and this drift rate subtracted to obtain the residual spread in

the GPS IPPS. Figure 4.9 presents the GPS residuals as a function of time and a

histogram of the residuals using a lns bin width.

The most interesting results are those obtained when the receiver was tracking

a satellite with selective availability disabled. In these cases the variation from the
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mean drift rate (determined from the full data set) is - l15ns. When this is compared

against satellites with selective availability imposed, their variations are larger by a

factor of approximately 10. Overall throngh the timing distribution is quite good. If

one subtracts off the peak due to the satellite with SA off, the FWHM is 182ns, andgS%

of the data is within t170ns of the mean. Given that the peak due to the satellite with

SA off is 10ns from the mean, \rye can have confidence that drift correction applied is

reasonable. Thus it appears that the GPS receiver lvas performing well within timing

specifications (1PPS within t340ns of UTC, 95To of the time, and t100ns for the

satellite with SA off).

Corrected Drift of GPS 1PPS from Rb Oscillator
I 1000.

10500.

10000.

9500.

9000.

8500.

8000.

7500.
l0 l5 25

Time (hrs)

Figure 4.8: Plot of the corrected GPS-Rubidium pulse delay whilst GPS was operating
in single satellite mode with average drift rate plotted. Vertical lines indicate when

time recovery satellite was changed. Variations are essentially due to SA. Note region
of low variation corresponding to the tracking of a satellite for which SA had been

deactivated. Data taken on Sept 30th 1994.
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Corrected Drift of GPS 1PPS from Rb Oscillator
400

-200

-400
10 15 20 25

Time (hrs)

Histogram of Corrected Drift of 1PPS GPS from Rb Oscillator
700

600

500

400

300

200

100

0
-300 -204 -100 0 100

Residual Corrected drift (ns)
200 300

Figure 4.9: Plot of the residual corrected GPS-Rubidium pulse delay after the average

drift rate of the Rubidium oscillator was subtracted. A histogram of this data has also

been plotted (lns bin size).

4.3.2.2 Co-located Receiver timing comparisons

The next set of tests were to compare the timing distributions between two co-located

(adjacent) receivers. This work was initiated at the University of Adelaide and followed
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up at the University of Utah. The initial testing was conducted with the receivers

operating in single satellite mode but was extended to investigate the use of "all"

satellite mode"

Testing at the lJniversity of Adelaide was performed using a lGHz digital oscil-

loscope to measure the time delay between the two 1PPS from the two co-located

receivers. Antennas were placed side by side on the roof of the ph5'si6s clepartment

so as to give approximately identical fields of view. The antenna positions used in

calculations by the two GPS receivers were identical. Cable lengths were identical

to within 2m. A GPIB board was used to interface a FC with the oscilloscope and

communication with the two GPS receivers lryâs via both PC serial polts. Later, when

problems were encountered, another PC was used to control and log data from the sec-

ond GPS. These problems were eventually tracked down to a buffering problem with

the communications port, complicated with occasional GPIB problems. The testing

setup at the University of Utah was slightly different. The Oscilloscope was replaced

with the 40MHz scaler system used in the HiRes detector. The 1PPS from each GPS

were used to latch the 40MHz scaler, and the difference between the two latch val-

ues was multiplied by 25ns (approximate scaler tick length) ancl recorded. Relative

antenna positions, and cable lengths were similar to those used at the University of

Adelaide. Antenna positions were obtained from integrating the position for 16 hours

and were probably accurate to approximately a metre. The Utah setup provecl to be

more reliable and thus results taken with this setup are presented below.

The receivers \ryere operated in two different time recovery modes so that the modes

could be compared. The first mode was the single satellite time recovery mode, in

which up to six satellites are tracked but only one satellite is used to extract timing

information. The second or "all" satellite mode averaged the timing solutions of all

satellites being tracked. If both receivers track the same satellites then the results

should be identical to those in single satellite mode. Receivers were instlucted to

track the satellites with the 6 highest elevations. 'I'he time recovery satellite used in

the single satellite mode was chosen by using the satellite with the highest elevation

at the start of each hour. If two satellites were within 1o of elevation the satellite

with the largest azimuth was used. Histograms of the timing differences are plotted
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in figure 4.10 and table 4.3 summarises the results.
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0.035

0.025

0.015
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GPS-GPS 1Hz Time Difference for co-located receivers (nanoseconds)
100

Figure 4.10: Relative time differences for 1PPS timing output (1 Hz) from two co-

located GPS receivers operating in single and "all" satellite time recovery modes.
Frequencies for each distribution were normalised to the number of data points. A
significant contributor to the width of the distribution in all cases is the granularity
of the 40MHz oscillator used to make the measurements.

The results for "all" satellite mode and single satellite mode are both encouraging

and interesting due to their similarity. When one takes into account the coarseness of

the 40MHz oscillator (25ns ticks), the distributions appear essentially identical with

means of 10ns and standard deviations of 1lns. The only differences come when we

examine the tails on the distributions. In single satellite mode, only 0.02% of data

points lay outside t50ns of zero difference. Investigation showed that all such points

occurred within 15 seconds of a satellite change. Such behaviour was seen previously in

comparisons with the Rubidium oscillator and previous single satellite tests (performed

at the University of Adelaide). This behaviour was also seen by Pryke and Lloyd-

Evans[141] who used the same receiver model in a similar application, They advised

ignoring the first minute after a change of satellite if relative timing accuracy of better
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than 25ns is required. It is thought this behaviour arises due to the different receivers

switching at slightly different times combined with errors in initially determining the

clock bias between 
'-eceivers 

and the new satellites.

In "all" satellite mode, a total of 0.08% data points lay *50ns from zero. These

points are probably due to the r-eceivers tracking different satellites which would start

to degrade the relative timing accuracy. To check the extent of this degradation,

another test was performed in which the receivers were again operated in "all" satellite

mode. However for this test, one receiver was forbidden from tracking two satellites

so that the two receivers could only track (at most) 4 common satellites. This was

essentially a test of the worst case scenario of receivers tracking different satellites. In

our application at Dugway, this would be expected to happened only rarely since the

HiRes sites are relatively close, and receivers are instructed to track the 6 satellites

with the largest elevations. Figure 4.11 shows the variation as a function of time and

figure 4.12 cornpares the results from this test with those fi'om normal "all" satellite

mode. Results are also summarised in table 4.3. The time series plot shows SA-like

variations r-ather like those in figure 4.8, although in this case the amplitudes are much

smaller.

The distribution from this test was broader although this was still relatively small

(23ns)" However a greater proportion of the events (6%) had differences greater than

*50ns from zero. Only one point hacl a difference of greater than 100ns and given

that this was the first data point (see figure 4.11) taken it appears to be a startup

glitch. Thus the results of this test seem to indicate that even in the case where there

are only 4 common satellites the relative timing accuracy is still very good.

Satellite Mode Min Max Mean (ns) o (ns) N

Single -79 100 9.76 11,22 56710

"All' -ot 62 8.67 11.09 58516

4 common -66 726 16.28 23.35 7377

Table 4.3: Relative Time differences for 1PPS timing output from two co-located
GFS receivers operating in different time recovery modes. A significant contributor to
standard deviation (a) in all cases is the granularity of the 40MHz oscillator used to
make the measurements.
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Figure 4.11: Relative time differences for 1PPS output from two co-located GPS re-

ceivers operating in "all" satellite time recovery mode but limited to no more than 4

(of 6) satellites in common. The variation is similar to that seen in figure 4.8 and thus
is probably due to selective availability effects.

On the basis of these results it was decided to operate the GPS receivers in "all"

satellite mode rather than the single satellite mode as used by Pryke and Lloyd-

Evans[141]. This mode was chosen as it is considered morerobust than single satellite

mode with an identical distribution. It requires less intervention (we do not have to

plan the satellites to use in advance) and importantly we also avoid the risk of losing

all timing if tracking of the time recovery satellite is lost. Given that satellites are

sometimes lost (due to effects such as obstruction by buildings, low signal to noise

ratios or other reasons) this does represent a small but serious risk. We also reduce

the deviations that occur when the receivers change satellites (these are of the order

of 100ns or more in single satellite mode). The risk with "all" satellite mode is that

receivers may use different satellites (the satellites being used are logged every five

minutes, so to some extent we can monitor this potential problem). However given

the relative closeness of HiRes sites (12.6km), this is thought to be fairly unlikely, and

Conected GPS-GPS Time Delay vs Time for Maximum 4 Common Satellites Test 
-
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Figure 4.12: Relative time differences for lPPS output from two co-located GPS re-
ceivels operating in "all" satellite time recovely modes. The plot compares "all"
satellite mode frorn figure 4.10 with the distribution when receivers could tlack at
most 4 common satellites. Frequencies for each distribution were normalised to the
number of data points. A significant contributor to the width of the distribution in
all cases is the granularity of the 40MHz oscillator used to make the measurements.

thus the overall benefits of "all" satellite mode are considered to outweigh the small

risk that they may track different satellites.

4.3"3 Installation Tests

4.3.3.1 Simultaneous Position Integration Tests

To obtain a high degree of relative timing accuracy, the antenna locations must be

well known. As the receivers being used are not differential models, the instantaneous

position accuracy is only about 100m, and several days worth oï data is required to

obtain positional accuracies to the level of 1 metre. It was also realised that if two

receivers are relatively close (- 10km), the same satellites should be visible to both

receivers at approximately similar elevations and zeniths. Thus identical satellites are
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likely to be used in solving position solutions (they should have the same selection

algorithm when multiple satellites may be used) and thus the instantaneous positions

of the two receivers should move synchronously (which also implies that the timing

solutions should as well). Three position integration tests were performed, one in

Adelaide and two at the HiRes sites at Dugway. Results from the 10 hour integration

test and 30 hour integration tests at Dugway are presented in table 4.4. These results

backup the initial behaviour observed in the test conducted in Adelaide. The data was

analysed by converting the geodectic coordinates (latitude, longitude and height) to

geocentric (XYZ) coordinates (see appendix A). This allowed the individual X, Y and

Z distributions to be determined as well as a distribution of the relative separation.

The mean X,Y and Z coordinates were then converted back to give mean geocentric

coordinates. Figure 4.13 illustrates the measured X, Y and Z distributions for the 30

hour position integration test performed.

Information on the satellites being tracked, along with their azimuth, elevation and

signal to noise was recorded every minute. On average, satellites were tracked for

a period of 5 hours and the elevations and azimuths of the satellites with respect

to each site were identical to within 1-2". Six identicøl satellites were tracked by

both receivers over 90To of. the time and satellite tracking statistics are presented in

Table 4.5. Satellite drop outs rffere generally temporary - with satellites missing for

only one data point. Thus in all cases where one site was tracking more satellites than

the other site, it was because the other site had either temporarily lost tracking, or

not yet acquired the new satellite. Thus 99.9% of the time the receivers are tracking

at least 5 if not 6 common satellites.

The mean positions of both sites between the 10 hour test and the 30 hour test

moved by 13m, presumably due to the effects of selective availability. The effects of

SA are likely to be worse on the 10 hour integration test, as each satellite was visible for

- 5 hours, so the number of. differenú satellites used to estimate the position is not as

large as that used in the longer test. Thus it is probable that the position determined

in the longer integration test is more accurate but probably not by a large amount.

If we examine the distributions in figure 4.13, we can estimate the uncertainty in the

means as about 5 metres in X and 10 metres in the Y and Z. Thus the overall absolute



10 Hour Integration Test (26th November, 1994)

Mean Io N
X Site 1

Y Site 1

Z Site 1

-1893868.9 m
-4497479.7 m
4095589.1 m

10.5 m
17.6 m
25"9 m

336

336

336

1

1

1

2

2

2

X Site 2
Y Site 2
Z Site 2

-1905283.1 m
-4497529.4 m
4090205.7 m

22.5 m
27.4 m
25.9 m

336

336

336

1

1

1

2

2

2

Site Separation 12620.0 m 11.6 m 33612
Min Max FWHM

Site Separation 12551.1 m 12669.2 m 4m
Latitude Longitude Altitude (msl)

HiRes 1

HiRes 2

40.195162" N
40.132066" N

112.835745' W
112.958916" W

1591.2 m
1547.9 m
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30 at10n t anuary 19 , 1995

Mean Io N
X Site 1

Y Site 1

Z Site I

-1893869.4 m
-4497469.1 m
4095582.2 m

20.4 m
30.8 m
28.0 m

105279
t05279
t05279

X Site 2
Y Site 2
Z Site 2

-1905283.5 m
-4497518.6 m
4090198.1 m

20.6 m
31.6 m
28.4 m

105279
105279
105279

Site Separation 12620.3 m 2.4 m 105279

Min Max FWHM
Site Separation 12610.5 m 12640.4 m 3

Latitude Longitude Altitude (msl)
HiResl
HiRes2

40.195171" N
40.132070" N

-112.835799' W
-112.9589700 W

1596.8m
1553.0m

Table 4.4: Relative positions statistics from 10 hour and 30 houl position integration
test with a receiver at each HiRes site. Altitudes are specifiecl with respect to mean
sea level (msl) (note that msl altitude cliffers slightly from the geodectic height). Note
that the mean position of both sites changed by - 13m between the two tests.

uncertainty in the mean position of each HiRes site is about 15m.

It is also worth considering the distribution in the instantaneous relative separation

of the two sites. The distribution of the instantaneous relative separation for the 30

hour integration test is presented in figure 4.14 and table 4.4 lists statistics for the

10 hour and 30 hour test. The mean instantaneous site separation was 12620m in

both tests and full width at half maxima (FWHM) was 4m and 3m for the two tests.
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Figure 4.13: Histograms of X,Y andZ geodectic coordinates for both HiRes Sites for
data taken on January 19th, 1995.

Thus the instantaneous separation is well measured - as would be expected since the

receivers are using the same satellites to determine their position the majority of the

time. The spread of the distribution is presumably due to fewer satellites being used

by one of the two sites, but is quite small with the maximum width being 30m. This

is consistent with the - 100ns total width of the timing distribution from co-located

receivers using a maximum of four common satellites presented in figure 4.12.

4,3.3.2 Relative Timing Accuracy between the HiRes Sites

The quantity that we seek to measure is the relative timing accuracy between the

two HiRes sites. The 12.6km site separation makes a direct measurement of this

quantity difficult, so indirect methods have been used to estimate it. However a
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Number of Satellites Tracked Percent
of timeHiRes 1 HiRes 2

6 6 9l.\Yo
l) 6 3.8%
6 Ð 3.0%
5 b I.6To

4 6 0.05%
4 ,5 0.057

Table 4.5: Number of satellites tracked by both HiRes sites during 30 hour position
integration test performed on January 19th, 1995. Satellite information \ryas logged
each minute, and in the cases where fewer satellites were used at a given site, all the
satellites tracked where also tracked by the other site.
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Figure 4.14: HiRes instantaneous relative separation. Both plots are of the data from
the 30 hour integration test, with the log plot emphasising the small width of the
instantaneous separation (always less than 30m)

direct measurement is not impossible, and such a relative timing test using separated

receivers was performed by Pryke[142] as a follow up to earlier work by Pryke and

Lloyd-Evans[1a1]. The two receivers (identical receiver models to those used at HiRes)
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were separated by 11.2km and made use of an L-band radio phase transfer link which

forms part of the Multi-Element Radio Linked Interferometry Network (MERLIN) at

Jodrell Bank, UK. They obtained time difference distributions that were very similar

to the distributions using co-located results, with the distribution in this case having

a standard deviation of n¿ 7ns. This is to be expected, as the same satellites appear

in the same region of sky whether receivers are co-locatd or 10km apart, and the

receivers act independently, regardless of their separation. Thus it is not suprising

that the results are identical when receivers are co-located and separated by - 10k-.

An added complication with separated receivers, is the effect due to errors in po-

sition (in co-located tests the receivers use the same position, so a position error is

common and can be ignored). A" error in position, directly translates to a systematic

error in determining the receiver clock bias, and thus in the 1PPS timing pulse. Satel-

lites are normally distributed reasonably equally over the sky, thus in "all" satellite

mode where the different biases are averaged, we expect that the positional errors

should be largely averaged out. In the case of the HiRes sites, the absolute position

uncertainty of both sites is about 15m, whilst the relative position uncertainty between

them is about 3m. The relative position error increases when the sites track different

satellites so we do expect some broadening of the relative timing distribution similar

to that seen with the co-located timing test when a maximum of 4 common satellites

was used (figure 4.I2).

The final effect to consider is the synchronisation error between the two 40MHz

scalers used at each site to record the value of the 1PPS output. We expect a one

clock tick, or - 25ns error between the two sites due to this effect. Thus combining all

these effects, the synchronisation error between the two sites is probably of the order

of 12 clock ticks, or 25-50ns, the majority of the time. Satellite drop outs are likely to

occasionally cause of the degradation of this accuracy out to at worst case of - 100ns.

Absolute timing accuracy is expected to be that due to selective availability, which is

within 340ns of UTC, 95% of the time.
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4.4 Xn-Situ Testing of GPS Clocks

It was desirable to perform a further check on the accuracy of the overall timing

system once the GPS clocks were installed. Due to the difficulty of doing a direct

timing comparison, it was decided to examine triggering times of laser shots viewed

by both HiRes sites. These were performed using the steerable YAG laser system

located at Fly's Eye II (approximately 3km from HiRes 1 and 16km from HiRes 2)

and described in section 3.2.5.2. The usefulness of the YAG laser results from the

well known (and fixed) relative position and the repeatability (both intensity and

geometry) of the system.

At the time of this testing, the laser was firing a set pattern of shots at the start

of each hour. This pattern consisted of stepping through 8 azimutLral directions at

4 zenith angles taking several shots at each point. For this initial analysis, a spe-

cific orientation of shots with a zenith angle of 25o and an azimuthal angle - I20o

clockwise with respect to East were chosen. Simulations were perfolmed to identify

pairs of PMTs at HiRes 1 and HiRes 2 which observed identical sections of the track.

The simulation was performed by sampling the track at 50 metre intervals and then

determining the two PMTs at each site which most closely viewed this point in the

sky. Due to the proximity of the shot to HiRes 1, the angular velocity and brightness

of the track is much higher at HiRes 1 than that at HiRes 2. As a result of this, for

each PMT at HiRes 2 there are several matching PMTs at HiRes 1 and trigger time

slewing effects are likely at HiRes 2. These trigger time slewing effects arise because

the time a PMT fir'es is affected by the amplitude and shape of the pulse. As a result,

determining the exact triggering time is sometimes difficult. PMT selection was based

on which PMTs were expected to be brightest at HiRes 2 and for simplicity were cho-

sen so that all PMTs came from the same mirror at each site (mirror 6 at HiRes 1 and

Mirror 4 at HiRes 2). This gave three PMT pairs for comparison (the PMTs used are

given in table 4.6 in mirror-subcluster-tube numbering as per figure 3.10). Data were

taken from 18 shot sets over 4 nights giving approximately 390 events for each PMT

pair. Some events were excluded due to bad TDC times (noise triggers) and obviously

bad mirror scaler latch values.
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PMT Set HiRes 1 HiR.es 2 Mean (ns) FWHM (ns) N

1 06-04-07 04-13-06 39889.1 250 388

2 06-08-15 04-13-09 40196.0 250 393

3 06-16-03 04-13-13 40393.0 200 390

Table 4.6: HiRes 2 - HiRes 1 trigger delays for 3 PMT pairs (numbering system as

per figure 3.10). Data taken from 18 sets of YAG laser shots over 4 nights (25th,30th
March; 3rd, 4th April 95).

Figure 4.15 and table 4.6 shows the results from combining the 18 data sets. These

results combine the effects of slightly different YAG laser directions and trigger time

slewing effects (it can take up to a 1¡;s for the signal to cross the face of a PMT at

HiRes 2) which should explain the main broadening of the distribution. Figure 4.16

illustrates the extent of the variation amongst the laser shot sets. The individual laser

shot sets, whilst hampered by low statistics, showed some very interesting behaviour.

Distributions varied from the best case of distributions being well peaked with standard

deviations of 80ns, to cases where the distribution appears bimodal (and give rise to

the sidelobes in figure 4.15). Shot by shot investigation of the bimodal and outlying

events showed that this behaviour occurred simultaneously in each of the three PMT

pairs, so it seems likely that the problem was arising at the mirror level.

To interpret this information, it is worth while considering the stages involved in

assigning a PMT trigger time:

Mirror Holdoff Time (ns) : (Mirror Latch - GPS Latch) * Avg Freq (4.1)

PMT Time : Mirror Holdoff Time - PMT TDC (ns) (4.2)

Thus given that the observed behaviour was common to all PMTs in a mirror, it points

to a problem with latching the mirror holdoff time from the 40MHz scaler. Latching

problems had previously been suspected, and are easily detected in the higher order

bits as the resultant trigger times are unphysical (provided the track spans more than

one mirror). Problems with the lower order bits are much more difficult to detect

since they only affect the time by small amounts (smaller than the resolution of the

previous \ /WVB based system). The results of combining the 18 shot sets implied

that times were generally good, and that the GPS clocks were working as expected,
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However the observed sidelobes and bimodality implied the need for a more indepth

study, which is described in the next section.

E
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,(cuenbeJC

Figure 4.15: HiRes 2 - HiRes 1 time delay for a series of YAG laser shots over 4 nights.
Night to night pointing direction changed by np to 1o. Sidelobes are b¿jlieved to be due
to problems with latching the 40MHz scaler used to determine mirror trigger time.
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Figure 4.16: HiRes 2 - HiRes 1 time delay for 3 individual sets of YAG laser shots

illustrating the range of variation between shot sets. The top set of 3 plots shows

average behaviour, the middle set show worst case bimodal distributions and the lower

set show best case tightly peaked distributions.
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4.5 Investigating 4O}v4IJz Scaler Latch Problems

The initial investigation using nightly atmospheric YAG laser shots indicated a prob-

lem with latching the mirror holdoff time from the 40MHz scaler at central timing

following a mirror event. However better statistics were needed to pin down the exact

problem so a further, higher statistics test was cqnducted on the third of May 1995.

4"5"L Generating the Data

To obtain data to investigate the latching problem, the YAG laser was fired at a rate

of about 1Hz for 30 minutes in a fixed direction. The nominal direct,ion of the YAG

was an azimuth angle of 140" (anticlockwise with respect to east) and at a zenith angle

of 15o. Events observed at HiRes 1 and HiRes 2 were then matched, rLsing the criteria

that:

¡ at least 3 HiRes 1 mirrors triggered,

o the Julian day event times at HiRes 1 and HiRes 2 were within lms

r the earliest triggering HiRes 2 mirror fired no more than 100ps later than the

earliest HiRes 1 mirror"

These criteria matched a total of 1704 events from 21745 HiRes 1 events and 54358

HiRes 2 events. The satellites used by both sites were recorded every l0 minutes (this

is standard operational practise) and the six satellites tlacked by the receivers were

identical over the half hour period. The HiRes 1 operator noted in the nightly logfile

that there were patches of rapidly moving low level cloud that passed through the field

of view of the detector during some parts of the night.

4.5.2 Analysis of the matched YAG Laser Even{s

Following from previous work it was decided that the best way to analyse the data

was by choosing pairs of PMTs and looking at the delay between the PMT triggering

times. In an effort to select the events with the strongest signals (and thus reduce the
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effects of time slewing or clouds) a simulation was again performed using the nominal

pointing direction to determine the PMTs most directly viewing the laser track.

The track was sampled every 50 metres to determine the two PMTs most directly

viewing the track, and a parallax was taken into account using the surveyed mirror

positions and site locations. As a further check, a program was written to count

the number of times each PMT actually fired, which was useful when the track split

adjacent PMTs (as the PMT most directly viewing the track tended to trigger more

often). The azimuth and zenith values of the laser were varied slightly to try and

obtain the best match between the PMTs that actually fired and what the simulation

predicted.

The next stage was to select PMT pairs (one PMT from each site viewing the same

section of track) and look at the distribution of the HiRes 2 - HiRes 1 PMT triggering

delay times. After some initial investigation a set of 56 PMT pairs were chosen. This

was done by taking two PMTs from each mirror and matching them with PMTs from

mirrors of the opposite site (HiRes 1 mirrors 7,6,2,3,9,14,13 and HiRes 2 mirrors 3,1).

Thus each PMT from HiRes 1 was paired with 4 PMTs at HiRes 2, and each PMT

from HiRes 2 was paired with 14 PMTs from HiRes 1. The selection of the two PMTs

for each mirror was based on taking the most often triggered PMTs from two different

subclusters.

Only events that contained all 56 PMT pairs were used in the analysis which further

reduced the data set to 1389 events. For each event and PMT pair, the HiRes2 - HiRes

1 triggering time delay was determined. Figute 4.I7 is a representative plot showing

the triggering delays between PMT number 159 in mirror 3 at HiRes 2 and the 14

PMTs chosen at HiRes 1, as a function of event number. The delays between each

pair were reasonably stable, but obvious deviations do occur. The data were binned

to obtain the time delay distributions for each of the 56 pairs, and a subset of 6 pairs

(ail involving PMT number 159 in mirror 3 at HiRes 2), are shown in figure 4.18.

For each distribution the mean value and the full width at half maximum (FWHM)

were determined, with FWHM for all data varying between 250-450ns. The sidelobes

seen in the preliminary investigation \ryere again seen and it was found that for any

given pair of PMTs, the delay value would be greater than 1 FWHM from the mean
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(- 2.3o) anywhere from 10% to 30% of the time. This is definitely more than would

be expected through just random errors.

Trigger Delays for 14 Tube Pairs (hr2m3t1 59 with 1 4 hr1 tubes)
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Figure 4.17: A replesentative plot of the HiRes 2 - HiRes 1 triggering delays. For
each event the delay between HiRes 2 mirror 3 PMT 159 and two PMTs from each of
the HiRes I mirrors (that triggered) is plotted.

An investigation into these "bad" cases was then launched. This was conducted by

looking at which PMT pairs were bad in any given event where a "bad" PMT pair is

defined as any pair whose time is more than 700ns from the mean. The choice of 700ns

was fairly arbitrary but chosen so it was at least 3ø from the mean. These bad events

were then split up into the cases where all 56 pairs were bad (implying all times at

one site where bad), all occurrences where a single mirror was bad anci all occurrences

where a single PMT was bad (implying a noise trigger). There were also some events

(52) with bad times that could not be classified in any of the above categories, most

often because at least one of the pairs fell inside the 700ns window whilst other pairs

did not.

Plots of the quantity "bad" delay - mean delay time for the bad events for each of the
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Figure 4.18: A selection of the histograms showing the distributions in PMT triggering
times.

three categories \¡/ere produced to examine patterns in the deviation of PMT triggering

times from their mean values. Figure 4.19 shows the cases where all mirrors were bad,

figure 4.20 shows the cases where only a HiRes 1 mirror was bad and figure 4.21 shows
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the cases where only a HiRes 2 mirror was bad. As we were interestecl in looking for

evidence of scaler latch problems, the PMT delay times were divided by the nominal

tick length of 25ns so that the plots of deviation from the mean delay is in units of

scaler clock ticks, not nanoseconds. Each data point in the plot correpsonds to one

PMT pair, and a grouping of points thus represents one event. In figures 4.20 and

4.21 points were placed at y: 0 to designate the end of an event. Also note that due

to the 700ns selection window there should be no events within about 28 ticks from

the mean value of 0.
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Figure 4.19: Plot of Deviation of HiRes 2 - HiRes 1 delay from mean for the case

where all 56 PMT pairs were greater than 700ns from the mean (implying all times at
one site where bad. Each point represents a PMT pair and 56 such points form one

event. Note the y axis is in units of scaler clock ticks, and lines showing po\¡/ers of two
were over plotted to look for bit associated problems.

4.5.2.L Investigation of the cause of all times ttbadtt.

A total of 27 events in which all 56 pairs were bad were found (see figure 4.19). Since
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the entire site. If we refer to equation 4.2, we see that this case would occur if the

GPS 1PPS synchronisation pulse was incorrectly latched by central timing. Further

investigation indicated that most of the observed cases occurred in a period of 20

consecutive seconds. Given that the minimum deviation was at least 64 clock ticks,

or 1.6¡rs, it is unlikelythat this was due to a GPS problem such as the use of different

satellites (all indications were that the GPS receivers were functioning normally and

tracking the same set of satellites).

4.5.2.2 Investigation of the cause of ttbadtt mirror times

The next case considered were those where all pairs using PMTs from a given mirror

were considered bad. Consulting equation 4.2, we see that if the mirror holdoff time is

incorrectly latched, it will affect the triggering times of all PMTs within that mirror

by the same amount. Table 4.7 illustrates the number of times a mirror was classed

as bad. Note that due to the presence of clouds the frequency of HiRes 1 mirrors 2

and 3 is elevated beyond the effects due to a scaler latching problem (this is discussed

later).

HiRes
Site

Mirror No. times
mirror bad

1

1

I
1

1

1

1

2

2

I

6

2

3

I
I4
13

3

1

0

0

52

19

22

0

1

4

8

Table 4.7: Number of times all PMTs within a mirror were bad (triggering delay more

than 700ns from the mean value). Mirrors are arranged in order of triggering and the
total number of events examined was 1389.

We now turn our attention to figures 4.20 and 4.21. Each HiRes 1 mirror event has

8 points (2 HiRes 1 PMTs x 4 HiRes2 PMTs) and each HiRes 2 mirror event has 28

points (2 HiRes 2 PMTs x 14 HiRes 1 PMTs). The plotting order (within an event)

was the first PMT from HiRes 2 mirror 3 with 2 PMTs from HiRes 1 mirrors 7, 6,2,
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Figure 4.20: Plot of Deviation of HiRes 2 - HiRes 1 delay from mean for the case

where all PMTs in a HiRes 1 mirror were greater than 700ns from the mean. Each
point represents one PMT pair, with 4 consecutive points representing one YAG laser
event (points aL zero delimit the events). The clustering of points with positive delays
are due to cloud scattering effects in mirrors 2 and 3.

3, 9, 14 and 13. This was repeated for the second PMT from HiRes 2 mirror' 3 and

then again for the two PMTs from HiRes 2 mirror 1.

Analysis of the plots seems to indicate the presence of a scaler latching pr-oblem.

Events seem to cluster around the values of (+) 64 128 and 256 ticks. There are

also events which seem to cluster around values such as 64+32+16 although some

care must be exercised in classify a cluster since the intrinsic spread is - 10 ticks

(FWHM : 250ns - 10, 25ns ticks). This is well explained if there is a latching

problem so that bits are set when they should not be thus making times appear

later than than they otherwise should. Additional evidence comes from examining

the effect at HiRes 1 and HiRes 2. If the scaler is incorrectly latched for a HiRes 1

mirror, the quantity HiRes 2 - HiRes I will be more negative than usual, which neatly

explains the predominantly negative bias seen in bad HiRes 1 mirrors in figure 4.20.
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Trigger Delays for case were all tubes in a mirror were bad
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Figure 4.21: Plot of Deviation of HiRes 2 - HiRes 1 delay from mean for the case

where all PMTs in a HiRes 2 mirror were greater than 700ns from the mean. Each
point represents one PMT pair, and points at zero delimit events.

A similar argument is applicable for HiRes 2 mirrors where the bad delays should be

predominately positive, as is observed in figure 4.2I. We can also apply this hypothesis

to the previous case where all PMTs were bad. By equation 4.2 a bad latch of the

GPS 1PPS would mean that all times at one site would be bad for the nert second,

which is quite a serious problem. This does seem a likely explanation because from

figure 4.19 we see that all the events (bar a few PMTs) have negative deviations. This

would be the case if the problem was located at one site, namely HiRes 1.

A possible explanation of how this latching problem is occurring is that the scaler

is being read whilst it it in the process of rolling over. In this case, the latch value

read will be larger than it should, as the new highest order bit would be set high but

as the change has not propogated down, some lower order bits will be still be high as

well. Lower order bit problems are likely to be more frequent since they are set more

often, but are also the hardest to detect. The lowest order bits may not be noticed if
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it only shifts the time by a few clock ticks. This may also explain some of the width

of the timing distributions (see figure 4.18).

Finally the ploblems with mirror 2 seem to be mostly clue to cloucls, All the positive

delay times in figure 4.20 were from mirror 2 within the first 6 minutes of the data file.

Examination of the triggering patters of PMTs at [IiRes 1 indicated "nrushrooming" of

the YAG laser shot at the top of mirror 6 and into the bottoms of mirrors 2 and 3. This

mushrooming, so called because a narrow track suddenly balloons as many adjacent

PMTs trigger is indicative of the YAG laser been scattered by clouds so that light will

reach PMTs not directly viewing the track. The presence of rapidly rroving low level

cloud was mentioned in the nightly log of the HiRes 1 operator indicating the presence

of clouds that can cause such effects. What is unusual about the problems of mirror 2

(compared to the other mirlors) was that the PMTs wer-e triggering 1 -2pt early, with

significant variation between when the two PMTs triggered. Thus it u'as hypothesised

that light from earlier in the track, where mushrooming was concentrated, was getting

scattered by the clouds into mirror 2.

4.5.2.3 Investigation of the cause of ttbadtt PMT times

In this section we discuss the cases where all occurrences of a single PMT gave bad

times, distinct from the cases where all PMTs in a mirror give bacl times. It was

consideled that these cases arose due to the PMTs triggeling on noise. The investi-

gation began by by obtaining the frequency that PMTs were bad, which is presented

in table 4.8, and by plotting the delays for each of the bad PMTs. It was soon noted

that almost all the HiRes 1 cases had positive delays and all the HiRes 2 cases had

negative delays. By equation 4.2 this seems to imply that the PMT lDC values were

larger than normal which implies that the PMTs were triggering early than normal.

An investigation of the raw TDC values indicated that these bad PMTs were among

the first PMTs to frre for the given mirror. Also many of the PMTs had saturated

TDC values, indicating they had indeed fired early (these PMTs were removed lïom the

analysis as their times were not usable). Figure 4.22 shows a histograrn of the relative

firing rank within a mirror for all the "bad" PMTs (relative to the total number of

PMTs that triggered in the mirlor). The histogram is skewed towalds the first few



HiRes
Site

Mirror PMT No. times
PMT bad

1

1

1

I
I
1

1

1

I
1

1

I
1

1

2

2

2

2

7
,a
I

6

6

2

2

3

3

I
I
I4
I4
13

13

3

3

1

I

28

29

220
t87
209
r77
208

176

205
189

245
2t2
r44
110

159

110

203
138

5

5

0

3

32

29

23

6

3

4

3

3

2

4

10

4

11

T2
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Table 4.8: Table indicating how often all occurrences of a specific PMT had a bad
time. Total number of events was 1389.

ranks, but does have a long tail. This is mainly due to the effect of mirrors 2 and 3

which were being affected by scattering from clouds. Their contribution to the total

has been plotted as impulses within the bins.

Thus it would appear that the majority of bad PMTs were simply noise triggers

that were included within the event. The PMT trigger rates at HiRes 1 are set to

be around 200H2, and if a trigger lasts 10ps, there is a 0,2% chance that any given

PMT will trigger off noise rather than the event. If we look at the actual statistics

we see that any given PMT was bad for about 0.4% of events which is a reasonable

comparison. Thus it seems reasonable that these bad PMTs can simply be explained

as noise triggers.
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Histogram of 'Bad' PMTs Relative Triggering Rank
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Figrre 4.22: A histogram of the firing rank within a mirror for thg case where a

single PMT within a mirror was classed as "bad" (firing rank is relative to the total
number of PMTs that triggered in the mirror). Mirrors 2 and 3 were affected by cloud
scattering and their contribution to the total bin is indicated by the impulses. Note
how the majority of PMTs from other mirrors triggered in the frrst 25% of PMTs.

4.5.3 Summary

The analysis of the YAG laser data seemed to indicate that there was a hardware

related problem with the 40MHz scaler in the central timing unit. Ba3ed on the above

analysis it appears that the 40MHz scaler is getting latched whilst in the process of

changing. This has the effect of making event times later appear tha,n they actually

are. This problem was reasonably serious as it had the potential to affect the times

for an entire second if it occurs when the GPS 1PPS latches the scaler. Degradation

in timing was also seen to be due to noise triggers within events and clue to scattering

of the YAG laser track by clouds.

0
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4"6 Fixing The 40MHz Scaler Latch

The analysis of the YAG laser data seemed to indicate that there was a hardware

related problem with the 40MHz scaler in the central timing unit. The most likely

explanation was that the 40MHz scaler was getting latched whilst it is in the process

of changing, thus making event times appear later than they should. This problem

was reasonably serious as it had the potential to affect the times for an entire second

if it occurred when the GPS 1PPS latched the scaler.

Once the likely source of the problem was found we examined ways to fix the

problem. The scaler was using a binary counter which meant that each time a higher

order bit changed, lower order bits were forced to change as well, and problems arose

if it was latched whilst in the process of changing. A graycode scaler latch was then

considered as the best way to fix, or at least minimise the problem. A graycode scaler

counter is a counter in which only one bit changes at each change of state. This avoids

the previous problem since there is no flow on effect when the counter changes state.

This fix does not actually remove the problem, but it does reduce the effect so that if

the scaler is read in the process of changing, it will only be \/rong by one clock tick

(25ns). The necessary circuit and software changes were made and testing began on

the electronics test rack at the University of Utah. Initial results were favourable so

the changes \/ere then implementedat the HiRes sites on September 16th 1995. Data

(time and event packet) matching went from 97% to I00% overnight suggesting that

the change had been effective.

As a follow up, a set of laser shots in a similar geometry to the first set was taken

on the 29th of September 1995. The analysis used was identical to that for the pre-

graycode lidar shots. The brightest tubes along the track were found and then two

tubes from different subclusters were chosen for each mirror using this information.

This once again gave 56 HiRes2-HiResl tube pairs for comparison. Only events con-

taining all of the desired tubes were used which gave a data set o1 1477 events. The

distribution of the HiRes 2 - HiRes 1 tube trigger times were produced and figure 4.23

illustrates some of the histograms obtained. The distribution of trWHM for all 56

PMT pairs reduced by roughly 100ns from 327 * 53ns to 238 * 41ns with the gray
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code scaler. Importantly, in contrast to the pre-graycode test, thele were no cases

where all PMTs in a mirror were bad, where bad was defined as whcn both tubes in

a mirrol had hr2-hr1 delays that were more that 700ns from the mean delay. Thus it

appears that the graycode scaler fixed the latching problem with the binary scaler.

Whilst there were no cases \ryere a mirror or an eye \l/ere bad there were still 159

cases where individual PMTs were bad. The expectation was that this was due to

noise triggers and thus a similar investigation to that performed on the pre-graycode

scaler test was performed. For almost atl PMTs that werebad, that PMT was within

the first 5% of triggering PMTs within that mirror, implying that they are indeed

noise triggers Thus in summary the problem with the 40MHz scaler appeals to have

been fixed. This investigation would not have been possible without the installation

of the GPS clocks, as their accuracy allowed a sensitive test to be conducted.

4.7 TDC calibration

Following the work on the scaler latch problem, I began work on reviewing the TDC

calibration for HiRes 2. The TDC calibration is described in section 3.2.3. Briefly,

the TDC calibration was a modified version of that used at HiRes 1. Snapshots were

usecl to simultaneously start all TDCs integrating for a fixed time sr:t by the holdoff

counter. TDC counts were recorded for each holdoff time from 500ns to 18000ns in

500ns steps and a linear regression performed to determine the gain and pedestal for

each TDC. In addition, twenty TDC values are taken at each holdoff time enabling

the mean and standard deviation number of counts to be determined, but these values

were not initially used. Originally a 1Ops holdoff time was used during data collection,

but it was soon found to be not long enough to allow distant EAS (or laser shots)

to cross the mirror, and thus tracks were being clipped. Thus in March 1995, the

holdoff delay was increased from 1()ps to 25¡.1s, and the TDCs from - 0.65ns/count

to - l.5ns/count. The maximum TDC count then increased to a value of - 50É¿s.

However the timing calibration at the time was not changed, so that at the time i
began this work only the range from 0-18ps was being used to caliblate the HiRes 2

TDCs.
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Figure 4.23: A selection of post gray code histograms showing the distributions in
tube triggering times (HiRes 2 - HiRes 1). Note the relatively fewer outlying points

compared to those in figure 4.18. These outliers are mostly due to noise tliggers,

The investigation began by examining the linearity of the TDCs. I decided to

compare the linear least squares fit being performed \4/ith linear fitters (a least squares
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y2 frtter and a robust linear fitter[139]) that used the mean and standard error number

of counts for each holdoff time. We wish to obtain

Time: Gain x TDC * Ped (4.3)

We can not directly fit this as \rye have the standard error in the TDC rather than

time" Thus we fit

TDC:øxTime*ó (4.4)

for ø and b and note that the gain : Ila and the pedestal : -bla (ancl thus the errors

in ¿ and ó can be used to get error-s in the gain and pedestal).

Caliblation data were fitted using the diffelent methods, and the resultant gains

and pedestals compared. In addition residuals between fitted and ar:tual times were

calculated. Results indicated that the y2 and robust fitter tracked each other closely

but both differed from the simple least squares regression originally r,rsed. It was also

obvious that there \ryas a bimodality in the data - some subclusters hacl small residuals

(- i0ns) over the 18ps whilst others were larger by a factor of apploximately four.

Also the ¡2 values for linear fits was - 30 in good subclusters but - 300 in 'bad'

subclusters. In addition, it was noted that there was significant curvature in the

residuals over the 18¡rs range. Instead of the residuals being randomly distributed

about the mean, they were largely positive near Ops and 18ps, and negative near 9¡rs.

This implied that the function relating time and TDC counts was non-linear. Finally

it was realised that the calibration process was not fully covering the range of the

TDCs. Ideally we wish to map the response over the full range of the TDCs, but as

the calibration was not changed when the holdoff and TDC count size was increased,

this was not being performed. Thus in December 1995 the calibration range was

increased from a maximum of 18¡zs to the hardware limit of 25¡;s. The hardware on

each ommatidial board was then modified in February 1996 to increase the range from

25¡.ts to 50ps, which is roughly the time equivalent to the maximum TDC value. Thus

twenty calibration points are now taken every 1¡rs over the full range of the TDCs.

The ot,served bimodality was corlelated with subcluster (the residuals in a given

subcluster were either all large, or all small) - implying that it was plobably due to a

component on some ommatidial boards but not others. This was trac.ked down to the
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capacitors used to store charge in the TDCs. Approximately half the TDCs at HiRes

2 used low leakage capacitors, like those in use at HiRes 1. However during board

construction the supply ran out, so capacitors with slightly larger leakage values were

used. Leaky capacitors allow the loss of charge prior to reading the TDC, thus the

number of TDC counts will be less than it should. This effect was obvious as the

subclusters with larger residuals were those using the the leakier capacitors. In March

1996, all the leaky capacitors at HiRes 2 (some 1700 used in TDCs and QDCs) were

replaced with the original low leakage capacitors.

The structure of the residuals implied a non-linear relationship between time and

TDC counts. Thus the use of quadratic, quintic and quartic polynomial functions

were investigated. Also as approximately one year of calibration data was taken

over only 18¡,ls rather than 50¡-ls, it was desired to examine how extrapolation of

data fitted over 18¡rs compared with fits over the full 50¡rs range. We should also

note that there is a slight problem in performing polynomial fitting - we wish to fit

time: a0 + aITDC * azTDC2 when we have measurements of time, TDC and the

standard error in TDC. To avoid the problem we faced earlier with linear fitting, in

that we have errors for TDC values rather than time values (see equations 4.3 and

4.4),, it was decided to convert the TDC errors into time errors using the gain in-

formation from the linear fit. Thus the standard error in the time measurement is

dTim. : øTDC x LinearGain. The gain used was that obtained with the robust fitter -
which in most cases is identical to that found using the y2 linear fitter.

Quadratic frtting was found to be the best choice for polynomial fitter. In the cases

where we had calibration data over the 50¡.ls range there was essentially no difference

between quadratic and higher order polynomial fitters. In the cases where data are

available only over the first 18¡,rs, quadratic fitting performs the best, as is illustrated

in figures 4.25 ar'd 4.24. Table 4.9 summarises the results of the comparisons.

In the majority of cases the TDC times are accurate to 15ns. In the worst case

where the capacitors were leaky and the fit only over 18ps the times are quite good out

to - 30p¿s after which they become systematically poor. Overall, the timing accuracy

is extremely good - the accuracy in mirror holdoffs post latch fix is one scaler tick

or 25ns which combined with 15ns TDC resolution gives roughly 30ns. The clock
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Figure 4.24: Residual TDC fitting results for several different fitters on data from a
subcluster using leaky leakage capacitors in the TDCs. Note the pool performance of
linear regression, the nearly identical residuals when data is available over 50¡ls, and
how quadratic fitting out performs quartic fitting when data is only available from the
first 18¡;s.

synchronisation errors between HiRes I and HiRes 2 probably increase this to - 50ns.

This is still much smaller than the effects such as time slewing, which will effectively

increase the triggering time uncertainty to the order of 100ns or more in most cases.

Thus in the cases whe¡e TDCs times are poor (large TDC values) and ih" bittu.y scaler

was in use, it is likely that PMT trigger times are still accurate to the order of 100ns.

In the next chapter I develop stereo event reconstruction methods, which incorporate

PMT triggering times to improve EAS reconstruction.
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Figure 4.25: Residual TDC fitting results for several different fitters on data from a

subcluster using low leakage capacitors in the TDCs. Compare the performance of
the different fitters when leaky capacitors were used and also note that the quadratic
fitter performs well irrespective of the use of data from 18¡;s or 50¡.1s.

Calibration
Range

Subcluster
Classification

TDC Fit
Typ"

Residuals NS

Mean 1o
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Linear Regression
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47

r27
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50ps

Good Quadratic
Linear Regression

1
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T4
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Bad Quadratic
Linear Regression

1
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t27

Table 4.9: Typical TDC calibration fitting results for quadratic and original linear

regression method. Fit residuals (actual - estimated times) show the improvement

obtained with using quadratic fitter to relate TDC counts and times. The 1ø residual

errors indicate that quadratic fitting is quite good for most cases, with the worst case

for TDCs which used leaky capacitors and could only be fitted over 18¡rs.
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Chapter 5

EAS Reconstruction

The results from the Fly's Eye detector illustrated the ability of the stereo atmospheric

fluorescence technique to reconstruct EAS with good energy and spatial resolution.

Good trajectory resolution allows us to determine the primary particle energy and

arrival direction with confidence. We can then search for point sources or in fact,

any anisotropy of EHE cosmic rays as a function of energy. Whilst the method was

proved by the FIy's Eye experiment, the improved electronics and resolution provided

by HiRes requires a fresh look at reconstructing the trajectory of EAS. This chapter

examines the analysis methods used to reconstruct events observed in stereo by the

HiRes prototype.

The starting point for this analysis were the results of a Monte Carlo study of EAS

reconstruction with the (then proposed) full HiRes detector performed by Elbert[73].

The Monte Carlo simulations were conducted assuming two detector sites with each

HiRes site covering 360" in azimuth and 3 - 30o in elevation (2 elevation rings of

mirrors). These Monte Carlo studies illustrated that EAS events observed in stereo

by such a detector might be reconstructed with a median (50%) angular error of 0.1o,

and 90% to better than 0.6o.

The challenge was to take the techniques used to reconstruct the Monte Carlo

data, and see how well we could adapt them to real data taken by the prototype

detector. Real data has many added complications due to atmospheric effects (such

as scattering), noise triggers, and any other detector systematics. Importantly, the

139
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prototype has fewer mirrors than the simulation, and they are arranged such that the

two sites have near coincident fields of view. This configuration contains geometries

that pushes two site or stereo reconstruction to its limits (for reasons which will be

discussed later). Hence the Monte Carlo studies represented something of a best case

reconstruction scenario for the current prototype detector.

Whilst these limitations may prevent us from reconstructing prototype data with

the angular resolution obtained with the Monte Carlo simulations, it is worthwhile to

consider what level of angular resolution we require. Our current undelstanding of high

energy cosmic rays is that they are charged particles, and as such their trajectories

are affected by the galactic and intergalactic magnetic fields they pass through on

their journey to us. It is estimated that a 1020eV proton at 50Mpc is likely to be

bent by intergalactic magnetic fields by 2.I" and as little as 0.6" by galactic magnetic

fields[l7]. We thus need to reconstruct EAS with an accuracy better than the amount

they are likely to be deflected (ie we want the statistical error in determining the

arrival direction to be smaller than the search area for sources). It must also be

remembered that resolution is a function of instrument design. HiRes is designed to

have good angular resolution - hopefully achieving the levels indicatecl by Monte Carlo

simulations. It could have been designed to have better resolution, but this would

taken more time, effort and money. The challenge in developing the reconstruction

techniques is try and achieve an angular resolution as good as (if not better) than the

Monte Carlo resolution.

In this chapter I will give an overview of the different fitting methods available

to reconstruct an EAS trajectory, and how they can be implemented. This involves

taking into account the effects of real data, and the optimisation done on the different

methods as a result. I will cover the programs I developed, the compalisons performed

and the level of accuracv I obtained.

5.1- Reconstruction Methods

An extensive air shower moves through the atmosphere at the speed of light, isotrop-

ically emitting fluorescence light as the shower develops along some axis that points
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back to the arrival direction of the primary particle. This axis, or trajectory, can be

parameterised by a point in space (chosen to be in the tangential plane to the earth

containing HiRes 1) and a pointing direction defined by a zenith and azimuth angle.

The HiRes detectors consists of individual PMTs, each having a fixed 1" field of view

on the sky which trigger as the EAS travels across their fields of view. Each PMT

records the triggering time, and the light received in two time windows of different

lengths (one optimised for signals from nearby showers, the other for more distant

showers). At each site, the collection of triggered PMTs defines a great circle on the

celestial sphere. It is then possible to define a Shower-Detector Plane (SDP) as the

plane containing this great circle and the detector. The shower trajectory may then

be found using information from either a single HiRes site (mono reconstruction) or

both HiRes sites (stereo reconstruction). However, complications due to effects such

as atmospheric scattering, finite shower width and optical aberrations make this de-

termination of the SDP difficult, so some fitting is necessary to determine the true

SDP and trajectory.

There are three basic fitting techniques that will be discussed, The first two, am-

plitude weighting and amplitude fitting, are used to determine the Shower-Detector

Plane, and the third, time fitting, is used to determine the orientation of the EAS

trajectory within a given SDP. Following discussion of these techniques I will discuss

the way these techniques may be used to determine the EAS trajectory.

5.1.1- Determining the Shower-Detector Plane (SDP)

The passage of an EAS will trigger a series of PMTs at each site. Each PMT has a

unique pointing direction, and records the light intensity in its field of view. The more

directly the PMTs view the EAS, the larger the light signal should be, Figure 5.1

illustrates the SDP and a PMT viewing a section of the EAS track. Two basic ¡2

fitting methods, known as amplitude weighting and amplitude fitting, for obtaining

the SDP were developed and will now be discussed.
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Figure 5.1: Geometry of an EAS illustrating the Shower-Detector Élu.n" (SDP) for
a single site. Light is emitted from the trAS and is viewed by a PMT with a light
emission angle theta. Each PMT has some fixed field of view, so it will actually view
a section of the trAS, denoted by d0. A succession of PMTs will view the EAS, and
their pointing directions combined with their light intensity information can be used
to determine the SDP.
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5.1.1.1 Amplitude'Weighting

Amplitude weighting is a fairly simple way of using the available PMT triggering

information. The effects of a finite mirror spot size are ignored, such that a PMT is

assumed to trigger if the EAS passes through its field of view. Under this assumption

the mean off plane angle of triggered PMTs should be zero (the off plane angles

should be randomly distributed between 0.5o and -0.5o) and the standard deviation

should be 0.3'[115]. This method further assumes that those PMTs with the largest

amplitudes are those most directly viewing the central axis of the EAS. An individual

X2 component for a PMT can thus be simply determined using the offplane angle of

the PMT and weighting the ¡2 component by the PMT's amplitude relative to the

average amplitude:

(5. 1)

PMTi Amplitude

X? :'¿

where ø¿ :

anda:
Average PMT Amplitude
0.30

The SDP is then the plane that minimises the ¡2 function formed from the sum

of individual PMT components. The individual PMT weighting factors are large for

bright PMTs and small for dim PMTs, which forces the fitter program to choose a plane

that is close to the bright PMTs to minimise the total ¡2, rather than fitting the plane

purely on minmising the offplane angles. Amplitude weighting thus seeks to prevent

the fitter from being misled due to the effects of atmospheric scattering (which may

be non-uniform about the track), noise PMTs (which are weak but randomly placed),

and when the light intensity is weak (often at the start or encl of a EAS) and the finite

spot size is important (as optical effects may degrade the symmetry of triggered PMTs

about the shower axis).

5.L.L.2 Amplitude Fitting

Amplitude Fitting is a more sophisticated and, in principle, a more powerful ¡2 fitting

technique than amplitude weighting as it attempts to take into account optical effects

which affect the amplitude recorded by a PMT viewing the EAS. Amplitude fitting
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compares the measured amplitude with that expected, based on how the light spot

crosses the FMT (such as through the center or just clipping the edge) and how distant

the PMT is from the EAS track (the off plane angle of the PMT). Ray tracing calcu-

lations and empirical measurements of the PMT photocathode have been performed

and combined (by other collaboration members) to produce the estimated response

of a PMT to a constant light flux over a mirror for a given trial pJane[115]. These

estimated responses are then scaled to to the actual light flux over the mirror when

a given PMT triggered. This flux is estimated by averaging the flux from all PMTs

within 3o of current PMT on the assumption that the flux should change smoothly

along the track (and avoiding any assumptions about the development of the trAS). We

can thus construct a ¡2 component for each PMT and fit for the SDP that minimises

the sum of the individual ¡2 components:

^ , _ (PMT; amplitude - Expected Amplitude)2
a? - 

- 

t (5 2)

where Expected Arnplitude :

and o2 :
Ray Tracing Response x Aver-age Flux at PMTi

PMTi Amplitude * Sky Noise * 0.05Expected Amp

The amplitudes and errors are given in units of photo-electrons. The error takes

into account poisson fluctuation in the PMT amplitude, the effect of skynoise during

the PMT integration and an arbitrary 5% erlrr in the estimated amplitude. This last

term is due to uncertainty in the estimated flux and errors in the calculated PMT

response. Recent work with the Laserscope to measure the response profile of PMTs

(see section 3.2.5.3 and Abu-Zayyad et al.[6]) has indicated some cleficiencies with

the PMT response parameterisation used[156]. Further work is undelway to improve

the PMT response profile estimates, but for this analysis the original response profile

results have been used together with the above 5% error term.

5.L.2 Orientation of EAS within the SDP - Time Fitting

The final fitting technique discussed here is that of time fitting, in which PMT trig-

gering times are used to constrain the orientation of the EAS within the SDP. The
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EAS moves through the atmosphere at essentially the speed of light, triggering a suc-

cession of PMTs. The relative times that a set of PMTs trigger is dependent upon the

geometry of the EAS within the SDP. Figure5.2 illustrates the geometry of the EAS

trajectory within the SDP which is defined by Ro, the distance of closest approach of

the shower, and ü, the angle between the trajectory and the ground. From figure 5.2

it can be seen that it is relatively simple to derive the time lag between when a PMT

triggers and the time of the closest approach of the shower. This is equivalently the

time the EAS shower front would pass through the detector assuming that the shower

front was infinite in extent and had zero curvature. Now for a given orientation of the

trajectory within the SDP vr'e can develop an individtal y2 component for each PMT

by comparing the expected PMT triggering time against the actual time (f¿) that the

PMT triggers (with respect to an appropriately chosen reference ú,"¡):

.2 (t¿-t,.J-!tane)',í:ff (5'3)

The orientation of the EAS within the SDP can thus be obtained by minimising the

sum of the individral y2 components in equation 5.3.

This technique relies upon a good knowledge of PMT triggering times. As indicated

by figure 5.2, each PMT actually views an extended section of the EAS trajectory. To

correctly estimate the triggering time of a PMT, one must estimate what fraction

of the PMT crossing.time has elapsed before the PMT triggers (this is analogous to

knowing the exact emission angle of light from the EAS at the time of triggering). To

a first approximation this is can be set to the 50% point. However, bright tracks will

trigger the PMT soon after they start crossing the PMT, whilst dim tracks may trigger

later than the 50% time. This problem gives rise to a systematic error known as time

slewing (since a bright close shower will systematically trigger PMTs early and a dim

distant shower will systematically trigger PMTs late). To properly compensate for

this systematic effect one must know the pulse shape in the PMT, which is affected by

the energy (amplitude) and distance (crossing time) of the EAS. This information \ryas

unavailable with the sample and hold electronics used by the prototype detectors, but

should be available with the new FADC electronics of the full HiRes detector. This

problem, and possible solutions will be further discussed later.
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EAS Trajectory Ín the Shower-Detector Plane
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tan0

Time Lag:

t(0)= Rp _ Rp
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= RP tan9c2
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Figure 5.2: Determining the time lag for a PMT with an emission angle of d within
the SDP. The time lag represents the delay between light from an angle d arriving at
the detector, and the time of closest approach of the shower (when it is a distance of
Ro from the detector). The shaded region represents the field of view of the PMT,
illustrating the need for an accurate estimation of the emission anglb I at the time
of triggering. The orientation of the trajectory within the SDP is defined by the Ro

distance and ü, the angle between the trajectory and the grouncl.

It should be noted that timing fitting performs poorly for EAS with small observed

track lengths. In such cases the tan function is approximately linear over the small

angular range of emission angles, and errors in fitting for Ro and ü become correlated

(see Kidd[115] for details). For timing fitting to be effective, we require that the data

exhibit curvature in (0, (tt - t*r)) space. Finally we should note that d¿ t€presents the

uncertainty in the triggering time of the PMT. Whilst within a mirror relative PMT

triggering times are accurate to several nanoseconds, mirrors are only synchronised to

within 25ns (one clock tick of the 40MHz scaler) increasing the triggeling uncertainty.

Determining the triggering time error o¿ will be discussed later in conjunction with

accounting for triggering time slewing (which systematic affects PMT tliggering times).

5.1-.3 lvlono Fitting

Mono fitting is used when the EAS is viewed by a single site. Either amplitude

weighting or amplitude fitting can be used to determine the shower'-detector plane,
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and a timing flt must be performed to determine the orientation of the EAS within

this plane. This can produce reasonable fits, but is subject to problems such as trigger

time slewing[21] [1 15].

The fitting problems of this method may be overcome through the use of information

from multiple sites. This was illustrated by the Fly's Eye detector, and underlay the

choice of using multiple sites for the HiRes detector. I have been primarily interested

in the analysis of the stereo data set, and as such have concentrated my efforts in that

alea.

5.L.4 Stereo Fitting

Stereo fitting uses information from two sites and utilises the geometricai effect that

the intersection of two planes is a line. Each site determines a shower-detector plane,

and the intersection of the planes is the EAS trajectory, as illustrated in figure 5.3.

Results from the Fly's Eye indicated that the stereo method performs better than

mono fitting, producing smaller errors and reducing the tails in error distributions[30].

Stereo fitting performs well in most cases. However as the angle between the two

planes approaches zero (denoted as o in figure 5.3, strictly it is the angle between

the plane normals), the accuracy of stereo reconstruction degrades. In these cases,

small ertors in determining either shower-detector plane can lead to a large error

in determination of the EAS trajectory. The geometry of the HiRes prototype is

such that both sites have near coincident fields of view. As a result, many of the

EAS will lie close to the line joining the two sites, and will thus have small opening

angles. Hence reconstruction of prototype data serves as a tough testing ground for

any reconstruction programs developed.

5.L.5 Timing Fitting

Timing Fitting implements the time fitting discussed in section 5.1.2 at both sites

and requires excellent relative timing accuracy between the two sites to ensure that

the trajectory is tightly constrained. A first guess of the trajectory is made using a

the intersection of the two SDPs (defined by the triggered PMT pointing directions),
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Site B
SDP

Site A
SDP

Site A Site B

Figure 5.3: The stereo method for estimating the shower trajectory. The shower is
viewed by two sites which each determine a shower-detector plane. The EAS trajectory
is then the intersection of these two SDP's. The Stereo opening angle a is indicated,
and is actually the angle between the normal vector for the two SDPs.

after which timing information alone is used to constrain the trajectory. The use of

two synchronised sites effectively provides timing measurements over a large range of

emission angles overcoming the problems of mono fitting where data is often sampled

over only a narrow range of emission angles. However time slewing is still an important

effect that must be taken into account for time fitting to be effective.

5.1.6 Stereo-Timing Fitting

Stereo-Timing fltting utilises all the available information from multiple sites to recon-

struct the EAS trajectory. It combines stereo fitting with time fitting at both sites, to

reconstruct the trajectory. The stereo component effectively limits the possible tra-

jectories of the trAS whilst the timing component is able to distinguish between this

reduced set of possible trajectories, thus utilising the power of both techniques. One of

the big advantages of this method is that it can overcome the opening angle problems

of stereo fitting by using the PMT triggering times to constrain the orientation of the
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trajectory within a site's SDP.

5.L.7 Multi-dimensional Fitting for the EAS Thajectory

A trajectory in three dimensional space can be specified by a point in space and by its

(unit) direction vector. We define our co-ordinate system as being centred on HiRes 1,

with East as the x-coordinate, North as the y-coordinate, and z as the local normal. We

then perform a 4 parameter fit for the trajectory by searching for the core location in

the x-y plane, and for the zenith and azimuth angles that specify the arrival direction.

Timing fits require an additional parameter to specify the clock offset between the two

sites. Hence fitting for the trajectory requires the use of a multidimensional fitter to

minimise our chosen ¡2 function.

The downhill simplex method[139] was used to minimise the y2 function over 4

or 5 dimensional space. The downhill simplex method proceeds by defining some

initial simplex, where a simplex in N-dimensional space is defined by N*1 vertices

and encloses some region of space assuming that the vertices are nondegenerate. The

method proceeds by evaluating a given ¡2 function at each vertex. The method then

tries a series of reflections, expansions and/or contractions to move the simplex away

from the highest (largest) point. The method continues repeating this until all ¡2

values at each of the vertices are within some minimum range. It is then generally wise

to restart this process with N of the N*1 vertices at the minimum to try and ensure

that the minimum is truly the minimum. The book Numerical Recipes[139] provides

an implementation of this method in its Amoeba routine - so named to describe the

movement of the simplex.

Use of this technique requires a certain amount of care. Generally, the better the

initial guess of the first vertex (the initial point to search around), the faster the

convergence and the greater chances of finding the global minimum. The size of the

initial simplex influences the size of the space searched over, and one must keep in

mind that the larger the initial simplex size the greater the risk that a local rather

than a global minimum will inadvertently be found. Finally it is worth noting that

the downhill simplex method only requires a function (and no information on its
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derivatives) to minimise.

5"1"7"tr The Fitting Process

To obtain an initial guess of the EAS trajectory, a simple estimate was made using the

pointing directions of triggered PMTs to determine two SDPs which were intersected to

obtain a trajectory. A routine based on the Amoeba routine of Numerical Recipes[l39]

was then used to search for the trajectory that minimised a chosen X2 function.

Separate ¡2 functions were developed to implement stereo, timing and stereo-timing

fitting. I will consider the y2 function for stereo-timing fitting first as the y2 function

for the other two methods are subsets of this function. The Amoeba routine searches

over 5-dimensional space - 4 parameters for the trajectory and one for the timing offset

between the two HiRes sites. The ¡2 function takes the trajectory and timing offset

supplied by Amoeba and PMT triggering and amplitude information to calculate a

reduced ¡2 value which is returned to Amoeba .

The stereo-timing y2 is a composite function given by

XTor^t: Xî st"""o * X? sr"""o * X? ri*" * XZt¡'." * X?-, on"., (5.4)

The ylst.."o &rd X2zst"r"o components represent the stereo components from both sites,

and are determined using either amplitude weighting (equation 5.1) or amplitude fit-

ting techniques (equation 5.2). The Xf .¡,¡-. and X3r;,n" components represent time

fitting components at the two sites and y2r-r9¡""¡ r€pr€sents a component to take into

account any clock offset between the two sites. This last component has the form

^.2 _ (HiRes 1 -HiRes2 ClockOffset)2
ii-z ofls.t : o-, ** ró.õl

where ot-2ofrset is an estimate of the synchronisation error between the two sites.

Stereo fitting utilises the first two terms of equation 5.4 and timing fitting utilises

the last three terms. It is possible to perform mono fitting by only using the stereo

and timing terms from a single site, but the method used here is not optimised 1'or

this approach as our initial guess assumes stereo information and further constraints

are probably needed to ensure reliable frtting. The implementation and optimisation

of these fitting methods is described later in section 5.3.
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5.1.8 Monte Carlo comparison of Fitting Methods

The Monte Carlo simulations performed by Elbert [73] for the (then proposed) HiRes

detector provide a good benchmark to compare our fitting accuracy against. Elbert

tested the reconstruction accuracy of the various fitting techniques on a set of 300,

3treV Monte Carlo generated showers. The simulation used 54 mirrors (two rings) at

each of two sites separated by 13.2km thus providing very favourable opening angle

coverage. It was also assumed that systematic timing effects were understood and

that timing errors between predicted and actual times would be purely statistical.

The fitting methods compared were stereo, timing, and stereo-timing. Amplitude

weighting and amplitude fitting within stereo-timing were also compared. The space

angle error distributions (angle between fitted and actual trajectory) were obtained

and are presented in tat¡le 5.1

Fit Type Space Angle Error
Median (50% 90% Level

Stereo
Timing
Stereo-Timing Amplitude Weighting
Stereo-Timing Amplitude Fitting

0.50

0.7"
0.24"
0.12'

50

40

0.80

0.60

Table 5.1: Reconstruction results for stereo, timing and stereo-timing techniques on

300, 3EeV Monte Carlo showers performed by Elbert[73]. Amplitude weighting and

amplitude fitting methods used in stereo-timing fitting are also provided for com-

parison. Reconstruction was performed assuming the HiRes detector consisted of 54

mirrors in two elevation rings at each of two sites, and that all timing systematics 'vvere

understood.

The results indicate the general trends expected. Stereo fitting performs better

than timing fitting for most events, with both methods having larger tails whilst

stereo-timing fitting is able to combine and improve these methods. Concentrating on

stereo-timing indicates that amplitude fitting performs better than amplitude weight-

ing which is not surprising given the greater detail involved. The simulation results

presented in table 5.1 are expected to be better (smaller errors) than those using pro-

totype data. This is because the use of sample and hold electronics limits our ability

to account for time slewing properly (the simulation assumed all timing systematics
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were accounted for), and our field of view has poorer opening angle coverage than this

simulation.

5.2 Testing reconstruction \Mith Laserscope data

The Laserscope, described in section 3.2.5.3, was used to produce a set of laser shots

with known geometries for reconstruction tests. The laser shots appea,r very similar to

EAS and were able to trigger the HiRes detector. The two main differences between

trAS and laser shots are that laser shots are upward going instead of downward going,

and the shower profile is different from that of a cosmic ray induced IìAS. The advan-

tage of the system is that it is capable of producing a large data set of events with

accurately known geometries. These events can be reconstructed, ancl the space angle

between the actual and recenstlucted trajectory can be determined. The distribution

of space angles thus provides an indication of the accuracy of the fitting process, and

the fitting method can be optimised by comparing space angle distributions. This

section details the generation of the data that formed a set of stanclard events that

were used to optimise the reconstruction programs discussed later in section 5.3.

5.2.t Generating the Laserscope Reference data

Two data sets were obtained on the nights of the 12th and the 15th of October 1996,

for the dual purposes of generating data fol testing event reconstruction and to help

determine the PMT pointing directions and response profiles[6]. Unfortunately prob-

lems were encountered with maintaining a constant intensity - which was important

for the PMT response profiles work, so the YAG laser was swapped with a more stable

337nm Nitrogen laser (which also required removal of the radiometer). Hence data

from the 12th was taken with the YAG laser whilst data from the 15th was taken with

the Nitrogen laser. It was also later discovered that the lasers were not sufficiently

rigidly mounted on the telescope, leading to sagging of the laser with respect to the

telescope - with maximum sagging of the laser occurring when the telescope \¡as near

zenith. The effect has since been corrected (and work is underway to leplace the laser
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with a fiber optic system) but it places an additional uncertainty on the pointing di-

rection of the laser. This is approximately 0.1o - 0.3o for the YAG and 0.1o - 0.5o for

the Nitrogen laser (the effect was larger as the Nitrogen laser was heavier than the

YAc).

The positions of the Laserscope were marked and surveyed with a GPS unit and an

electronic distance measurer, and thus are known to within lm on both nights. The

positions are indicated in figure 5.4 and in standard HiRes (East, North, Up) coordi-

nates were (1.459km, 6.709km, -0.002km) on October 12th, and (4.924km,4.072krn,

-0.068km) on October 15th.

H¡gh Resolution Fly's Eye F¡elcls of Vlew (FOV)
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Figure 5.4: Map of HiRes detectors illustrating the Laserscope positions (crosses)

used for testing reconstruction programs. The square in the centre of the field of view
indicates the location of CASA/MIA/FE II.

A wide variety of geometries was obtained (in part due to use of this data to obtain

PMT response profiles for many different mirrors - see section 3.2.5.3). To generate the

data, the Laserscope was fired in the plane perpendicular to a given mirror's pointing

direction. The Laserscope was progressively fired in this plane in 0.3o steps so as to

scan across the mirrors fleld of view. Ten Laserscope shots were taken at each position

at approximately two seconds intervals, with the time recorded to the nearest second

by the PC clock. There was a delay of 15-20 seconds between each scan positìon to

Oct 1

1

Oct 1

2

HiRes 1 FOV at 30 dêg elevalion

HiRes 1 FOV at 50 deg elevation

HiRes 2 FOV at 30 deg elevat¡on

NI
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allow for movement and stabilisation of the Laserscope, and larger delays occurred

between scanning different HiRes mirrors.

The data taken on the 12th covered stereo opening angles of 7o to 35" whilst data

on the 15th covered opening angles of 2o to 11o. On the night of the 12th, mirror g of

HiRes 1 was not operational, and on the 15th mirror 2 of IIiRes 2 was not operational.

Plots of stereo opening angle as a function of HiRes 1 and HiRes 2 track lengths (the

angular length of the Laserscope track observed by the HiRes site) for the two nights

are shown in figure 5.5, and between opening angle and 4verage photons per PMT in

figure 5.6. These plots indicate the wide range of opening angles, observed EAS track

lengths and intensities obtained using the Laserscope.

5.2.2 Event Matching

The Laserscope PC recorded the time, azimuth, elevation ancl intensity of each laser

shot. The firing times of the laser were recorded to the nearest second by the PC clock

whilst events that trigger the HiRes detector were recorded to an absolute accuracy

of 300ns (UTC). In order to compare the reconstructed trajectory with the actual

trajectory, the HiRes event times were matched with the PC times in a semi-automated

process.

The HiRes events were first scanned to remove any non-Laserscope events. The

initial offset between the PC clock and HiRes was determined by hand matching the

first observed Laserscope event with the PC log time. A simple program to match

times assuming a t0.9 second window around this offset was then developed. This

attempted to detect the 15-20 second gap between shot sets, at which point the PC-

HiRes offset was recalculated. This worked well for the data from the 12th but was less

successful for the 15th due to drift in the PC clock and long gaps in iaserscope data.

An alternative approach for the 15th was to break the data into 10 sections - each

corresponding to a major time gap when the Laserscope was undergoing a large slew

to a scan a new mirror. This enabled confident hand matching to determine the clock

offset at the start of each event subset. These offsets allowed a measurement of the drift

of the PC clock, which was found to be about 1 second every three hours, The clata
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Stereo Opening Angle vs HiRes 1 Track Length
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Figure 5.5: Plots of stereo opening angle vs HiRes 1 and HiRes 2 tracklength for
Laserscope data from the 12th and the 15th of October 1996 (both in units of degrees).

Note the wide range of tracklengths and opening angles obtained. The large number

of laser shots in HiRes 2 on the 15th with tracklengths around 12o are due to the loss

of mirror 2 for this night,
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HR 1 Avg Photons/PMT vs Stereo Opening Angle
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was matched in sections using a t0.9 second window and assuming that the offset

did not change, which was considered reasonable as no section was longer than 1.5

hours. As a final check on the matching program, the data set was scanned to remove

any non-Laserscope events and several randomly selected events were rechecked. At

the end of the matching process there were 4343 events for the 12th and 6811 events

for the 15th for which confrdent reference positions, azimuth angles and zenith angles

were known.

5.3 Optimising the Reconstruction Program

A trajectory reconstruction program was developed to implement the reconstruction

techniques described earlier in this chapter. This program reads in matched, cali-

brated HiResl - HiRes 2 events and reconstructs the event geometry. Reconstruction

is achieved through the use of. a y2 fit to determine the shower parameters: X and

Y core location in the Z : 0 plane, and the ZeniLh and Azimuthal angles from this

point. The program consists of modules which can be broken up into several broad

areas. These are event preparation (reading the data in, initialising variables), selec-

tion (noise filtering) and geometrical fitting. These sections will briefly be described

before concentrating on the work performed to optimise the fitting program.

5.3.1 Event Preparation

Event preparation consists of initialising variables, reading an event from a data file,

and doing any other required bookkeeping. Data is stored in bank structures (common

blocks in fortran, structures in tC'). URAW" banks contain raw data such as triggering

time, QDCA, QDCB, and TDC values for all triggered PMTs. "PHO" banks contain

calibrated information for all PMTs in the URAW' banks, such as the number of

equivalent 350nm photons collected in integral channels A and B, and the calibrated

TDC triggering time with respect to holdoff for each triggered PMT. These routines

read in the event information and do basic processing such as determining the PMT

triggering order.
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5.3.2 Event Selection

Event selection is handled by several functions. These functions look for evidence of

Cerenkov blasts, muon tracks, and noise-triggered PMTs within each mirror,, and then

decide if there are enough PMTs to warrant event reconstruction.

Cerenkov blasts or muon tracks within a mirror are identified by requiring that the

time difference between the first and last PMT to trigger in a mirror be greater than

300ns. Fluctuations in the night sky noise background will .undo-iy trigger PMTs

whilst a, more orclerecl series of PMTs will (progressively) trigger as the EAS develops.

If we time order the triggered PMTs, then those close in time shoulcl also have small

angular separations (their pointing directions should be similar). ifhe presence of

PMTs with saturated TDCs makes this identification difficult, as thejr true triggering

times are unknown. Noise triggered PMTs often have saturated TDC's. However we

do not wish to rule out all FMTs with saturated TDC's, as there ale sets of PMTs

with saturated TDC that form part of the EAS track, and their pointing directions

may still be used in stereo fitting.

The approach taken was to flag any PMTs that either had saturated PMTs, were

physically isolated triggers or rffere obviously out of time and angular sequence. This

provided a set of trusted PMTs. Fits of direction cosine against time were performed

on these trusted PMTs, and the fit parameters used to more rigorously reject out of

time and angular sequence PMTs (with the test being loosened slightly for saturated

PMTs). This approach was tested on a series of events containing noise triggerecl

PMTs and saturated PMTs forming a section of the track, and appeared to work

satisfactorily.

5.3.3 Fitting the Shower Tlajectory

The final and most important section of the program is the actual trajectory fitting

stage. The trajectory fitting was performed by first estimating the initial trajectory,

defining an approximate region to search over, and passing this information, together

with a function to calculate a y2 value to a multi-dimensional fitting program (de-

scribed in section 5.1.7). The task was thus to determine how best to estimate the
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initial trajectory and starting simplex for Amoeba , as well as optimising the X2 func-

tion used. This work will now be discussed.

5.3.3.1 Selecting the initial trajectory

The initial trajectory is estimated using a simple geometric method which is at the

heart of stereo reconstruction, Shower-detector planes (SDPs) are determined from the

good PMT pointing directions at each site, and the initial shower trajectory is defined

by the intersection of these two planes. To ensure the initial guess is reasonably

accurate, checks are made for the cases where this simple method may be sensitive to

errors. In such cases attempts were made to estimate alternative initial trajectories.

The basic method used to estimate the SDP at each site is well described by

Elbert[73] and Kidd[l15]. This method is based on the premise that the triggered

PMTs are just points on the unit sphere, and that with an appropriate transforma-

tion, the plane can be found by a straight line fit to triggered PMTs directions, The

amplitude weighted centroid direction of all the triggered PMTs is first found. The

centroid direction is the mean pointing direction of all PMTs weighted by their ampli-

tude - as bright PMTs are presumably seeing the central track and should be weighted

accordingly. Given that the initial guess is quite important for the later fitting pro-

cess, the effect of different weightings (such as the square root of the amplitude) were

considered. For most tracks any reasonable choice of the weighting factor was found

to work well. Amplitude weighting was chosen as it found to work the best with some

of the more difficult tracks. For long tracks (tracklengths > 60"), the centroid used

was the just the midpoint of the track.

The pointing directions of the PMT form an arc on the surface of the unit sphere

- figure 5.7 (a). If these PMTs are projected into the plane whose normal is per-

pendicular to the centroid vector, the arc formed is nearly straight - figure 5.7 (b).

PMT directions are projected into this plane, and each PMT is now defined as a (s,p)

cartesian point with s along the projected arc and p perpendicular to this as illus-

trated in figure 5.7 (c). By performing a simple linear fit in this coordinate system a

refrned estimate of the track direction can be obtained. The plane normal can then be

estimated as it is simply the cross product of the centroid and the track direction.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.7: Determining the initial shower trajectory. (a) Projection of PMT pointing
directions onto the surface of the unit spher". (b) Projection of PMTs into the plane
whose normal is perpendicular to the centroid direction. (c) The new coordinate
system defined by the basis vectors.

The plane normals are found for each shower-detector plane and the cross product

taken to give the initial trajectory. The core location is then estimaied by assuming

the two sites lie in the x-y plane, and solving for the intersection of the vectors defined

by the intersection of the SDP and the x-y plane. This provides a reasonable estimate

of the initial trajectory in most cases.

5.3.3.2 Optimising the Fitting Process

The optimisation of the fitting process was a complex process. To ensure the recon-

structed trajectory is the true trajectory, we require the y2 function to be as accurate

as possible. Developing a composite ¡2 function thus required examining each com-

ponent carefully to ensure that the fitter worked reliably on a wide range of data.

Laserscope data from the 12th of October consisted mostly of stereo events with open-

ing angles > 10o (see figure 5.5) and provided a useful dataset for optimising the ¡2

function. Laserscope data from the 15th was concentrated at small opening angles

(see figure 5.5), where the size of the initial simplex \/as more crucial in accurately

reconstructing events. 'l'his data provided a further test oT the fitting process under

tougher reconstruction conditions. This section describes the effects that were taken

into account in optimising the fitting process, and the final set of parametels used in

the fitting process.

centroid
<_
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The Stereo Component Stereo amplitude weighting and amplitude fitting were

initially investigated and compared. Amoeba passes the trial trajectory to the X2

function, and the trajectory is converted into two SDPs for each site from which the

stereo X2 components are calculated. With either stereo method, it is necessary to

restrict the use of PMTs far from the trial plane as they unlikely to be part of the

track, and are more likely to be due to noise, or large scattering effects. An off-plane

cut of 2.1o (seven 0.3" off plane angular bins - see section 5.1.1.1) was found to work

well. A smaller value could be used, but the fitter then tended to push the trajectory

to one side of triggered PMTs rather than centering it. Presumably this effect arose

because in some cases it could then use substantially fewer PMTs in the fit and thus

get an overall reduced ¡2 value.

The effective use of amplitude fitting required some optimisation. As was discussed

in section 5.1..1.2, amplitude fitting requires scaling of the estimated PMT response

to the actual flux incident over the mirror when integration time of the PMT (it is

assumed that the flux is constant over this time period). To obtain an estimate of

the actual flux, the average flux over several PMTs surrounding the given PMT was

calculated. Averaging over all PMTs in a mirror was initially investigated but was

found to perform poorly, presumably due to a significant change in the flux between

light triggering the first and last PMTs in the mirror. The best results were found

when the flux was averaged over all PMTs within a 3o space angle (radius) of a given

PMT. Presumably this angular range is large enough to provide a reasonable number of

PMTs to average over, but is not so large that the flux is likely to changes significantly.

There were also occasional large differences between the estimated amplitude and

the actual amplitude in a PMT. In such cases the X2 component could be extremely

large, potentialiy excluding an otherwise good trajectory (trajectories could be pushed

off the centre of the track in a bid to avoid a problematic PMT). Thus individual X2

components for each PMT were limited to the 7ø level (Xflrt i : 49). This value was

large enough that bad trajectory estimates, would still give large overall ¡2 values, but

not so large that otherwise good fits would be rejected.

Recent work with Laserscope data has also indicated that the response profiles from

the Monte Carlo deviate slightty from those measured (work is underway to improve
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the response profile estimates)[6]. Thus the overall reduced y2 will not provide a true

reduced y2 value because, strictly speaking, we do not have the true expected function

(our function is also likely to include some error due to the normalisation used). This

has the net result that the reduced stereo ¡2 component in equation 5.4 were generally

around values of 5 rather than 1.

Stereo reconstructions using amplitude weighting and amplitude fitting \4rere com-

pared, with the two techniques achieving a similar level of reconstruction accuracy.

When stereo-timing reconstructions using amplitude weighting and amplitude fitting

was compared, amplitude fitting was found to provided greater reconstruction accu-

racy. An amplitude weighted, amplitude fit was also investigated. ln such a fit, the

amplitude fitting X2 component for a PMT (equation 5.2) was weighted by its relative

amplitude (the weighting factor ø¿ in equation 5.1). This amplitude weighted, am-

plitude fit was found to slightly reduce the tail of the error distributions over those

obtained with amplitude fitting, and thus was chosen as the stereo ¡2 function in

stereo-timing fitting.

The Timing Component The optimisation of the timing section of the tolal y2

is a more clifficult task. Steleo-timing fitting was never successfully implemented on

Fly's Eye data. This was largely due to the poor timing synchronisation between

the two sites (1ms) but it was also due to trigger time slewing effects which are also

present in the HiRes prototype data. Trigger time slewing arises due to the variation

in triggering time due to the shape of the light pulse in the PMT. If we are viewing a

bright track, the pulse will be large and so the PMT will trigger early. Alternatively

if we are viewing a dim or distant track, the pulse will be small urrJTo, long and so

the PMT may take some time to rise above the threshold level.

Attempts were made to assume that the PMT triggered at some fixed time (such as

when the track passed through the centre of the PMTs field of view) with some error,

but results were found to be no better than pure stereo reconstrnction. Essentially

the problem was that the error had to be large enough to account for t,riggering before

and after the assumed point, and this large error meant that the tirning component

had very little weight in the overall fitting process. Hence an attempt to parameterise
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time slewing was made, so that more accurate estimates of the PMT triggering times

could be made,

Investigating Time Slewing Time slewing was investigated through a set of laser

shots taken on the 6th of May 1997. They were taken using the Laserscope at the

site of the 8km-north flasher in the HiRes 2 flasher array (this position was known to

within a metre - see section 3.2.5.1 and Bird et al.l38]). The Laserscope was triggered

by the 1PPS output of a GPS receiver allowing easy identification of Laserscope events

in the HiRes datastream.

The laser shots were all taken in the same shower-detector plane as is indicated in

figure 5.8. Laser shots were taken at elevation angles of 10o to g0o in 10o steps. Time

slewing was investigated through the use of transmission filters placed in front of the

Laserscope beam. At each elevation angle, 50 shots were taken with no filter, 50 shots

with a 40To transmission filter and 50 shots with a 10% transmission filter. The use of

the filters allowed the effect of amplitude to be investigated, and the different elevation

angles allowed the effects of PMT crossing time to be investigated.

90" Elevation
Laser Shot

PMT Field of View

30" Elevation
Laser Shot

PMT Field of View

60" Elevation
Laser Shot

L-

HiRes2 8km LaserscoPe

Figure 5.8: Geometry of Laserscope shots taken for the investigation of trigger time

slewing. The Laserscope was located 8km to the north of HiRes 2 and laser shots were

taken at elevation angles from 10o to g0o in 10o steps. 50 laser shots were taken at each

elevation angle and using no filter, a 40% transmission filter and a 10% transmission

filter. The triggering time of a set of PMTs was then studied as a function of amplitude

and the time taken for light to cross the face of the PMT.

The data was analysed by choosing a set of PMTs from HiRes 2, mirror 3 that
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Laser Shot
Elevation

Mirror Time ns Amplitude Range (350rrm Fhotons)
no filter 40To I0To no filter 40% IjYo

300 1485ns 1674ns 1662 ns 3836-7527 1488-3004 5r7-1012
400 2273ns 2301ns 2333 ns 2389-4553 955-1806 304-672
500 2875ns 3033ns 162r-2947 668-1 169

600 3794ns 3864ns r225-2t43 49t-825
700 4761ns 4853ns 1004-1617 373-625
80" 5891ns 5996ns 904-1378 3L4-545
900 7240ns 7413ns 830-1414 323-553

Table 5.2: Obser-ved average crossing times (ns) and average amplitude ranges in
HiRes 2 mirror 3 for time slewing laser shots taken with no filter', 40% and I0%
transmission filters. Laserscope was 8km from HiRes 2 and all shots rvere in the same
shower-detector plane. Only PMTs within 0.5" of the SDP were considered. The
mirror crossing time were the time difference between the average triggering time of
the lowest and highest elevation PMT in the mirror. Average amplitudes were used
to determine the amplitude range (using the dimmest and the brightest PMT in the
mirror). Laser shots taken with the 10% transmission filter were only able to trigger
the detector at elevation angles of 30" and 40o.

had off plane angles of no more than 0.5o to ensure they were directly viewing the

track. The mean triggering time and amplitude (expressed as the numbel of 350nm

photons) measured by PMTs was calculated for each set of 50 shots. Standard errors

in the mean for PMT triggering times were in the 10-15ns range fol rnost amplitucles

and geometries, whilst the 1o variation of amplitudes varied from around 4% at high

amplitudes (- 6000 photons) to 75% at low amplitudes (- 400 photons). Table 5.2

summarises the observed mirror crossing time (the difference between the average

triggering time of the lowest and highest elevation PMT in the mirror) and amplitude

ranges (the number of 350nm equivalent photons).

It had been hoped that for a given elevation angle the triggering delay between

the start of the second and the laser triggering would be constant (so that the time

at which light entered a given PMT would be the same for a given elevation angle,

and diflèrent filters could be directly compared). However the different intensity laser

shots were taken at different stages of the night and it was found that the jitter in the

laser triggering time was large (500-1000ns) and such a comparison \\ras not possible.

The jitter was thought to arise due to jiiter in the actual time of lasing after the laser
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received the trigger pulse (which is thought to have a temperature depenclence) as

well as some jitter in the circuit that produced the triggering pulse for the laser (flom

the GPS IPPS). The triggering time of each PMT for a set of 50 consecutive shots

was generally quite stable - with most PMTs having standard error in the mean of

10-15ns.

Knowledge of Laserscope position and pointing direction allowed the expected time

for light to enter a PMT, and the PMT crossing time to be calculated. This calculation

provided a set of reference times that light would enter each PMT in the mirror for

a given elevation angle (ignoring the finite spot size). These times were referenced to

when light entered the first PMT, so there was an unknown offset between when light

entered the first PMT and when it triggered.

To look for time slewing effects, the absolute triggering times for all elevation angles

and filters were plotted. For the larger elevation angle shots, it could clearly be seen

that for the same set of PMTs, lower amplitudes corresponded to later triggering (as

would be expected). Plots of the reference times were overlaid, and slid forwards

and backwards in time in an heuristic fitting method. Essentially one tried to fit

PMT triggering time as a function of crossing time for different amplitude ranges by

adding a (fixed) absolute offset to the calculated time at which light entered each PMT.

PMTs with large amplitudes could be expected to trigger soon after light entered their

field of view (the 100ns low pass filter had to be taken into account though) whilst

progressively lower amplitude PMTs would trigger at progressively larger fractions.

The fitting method is illustrated in figure 5.9, where the time at which light enters each

PMT (relative to light entering the first PMT) is plotted below the mean triggering

times of the PMTs using three different absolute offsets. The requirement of fitting a

set of 16 PMTs at different elevation angles and amplitude ranges tended to restrict

the range of possible time slewing parameterisations. However it is acknowledged that

this technique is heuristic, so two different parameterisations were estimated for use

in the fitter programs.

The two parameterisations differed in estimating the fractional crossing time at

which PMTs would trigger for a given amplitude. In the "fast" approach, PMTs were

allowed to trigger quickly, with the lowest amplitude PMTs (< 300 counts) triggering
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Figure 5.9: Plot showing average triggering time of 16 PMTs viewing a set of 50 laser
shots taken with at an elevation angle of 70". Standard errors in the mean triggering
time are not shown but they were generally about 15ns. The average number of
350nm photons for the first and last PMT in the mirror are indicated. Note that
as the amplitude decreases, the time between successive PMTs triggering increases
(compare the end points between the two data sets). A simulation was performed
to determine the expected time at which light should enter each PMT. The absolute
offset was unknown and the three sets of data below the actual mean triggering times
(marked as data) represent three different values for this offset. We are attempting to
estimate how a PMT triggers soon after light enters it. Thus, by varying the absolute
offset, noting the amplitude range of the data, and through applying this technique
on different elevation angle data, it was possible to roughly estimate possible trigger
time slewing parametelisations.
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at a fractional crossing time of 65%. In the "slo\ry" approach, the fractional crossing

times at which PMTs triggered was larger with the lowest amplitude PMTs tliggering

at a fractional crossing time of 90%. Both parameterisations were compared, with

the "slow" parameterisation performing consistently better than the "fast'. The final

"slow" parameterisation used is:

¡ PMT amp < 300 : triggering time : 90To of PMT crossing time

¡ PMT amp ( 600 : triggering time : 60To - 90% of PMT crossing time

¡ PMT amp < 1000 : triggering time: 50% of. PMT crossing time

o PMT amp ( 1500 : triggering time : 40% of PMT crossing time

¡ PMT amp ( 3000 : triggering time: 30% of PMT crossing time

o PMT amp > 3000 : triggering time : 20% of PMT crossing time

Time fitting used the time slewing parameterisation to improve its estimates of the

expected PMT triggering time. The error in the triggering time for each PMT was

fixed prior to calling the timing fit. Due to the problem of not knowing the shape of

the pulse in the PMT, it was difficult to estimate the true uncertainty in the triggering

time. It was decided to fix it to 10% of the PMT crossing time, with a lower limit of

25ns. A problem arises because we wish to have the error fixed for the entire fitting

process (so different trajectories can be compared under standard conditions). Hence,

prior to calling stereo-timing fitting, a stereo amplitude weighting fit was performed

to improve the estimation of the true trajectory. This trajectory was then used to

estimate PMT crossing times and thus PMT triggering errors. Due to the difficulties

involved in estimating triggering times, a tighter off-plane cut of 0.45o was used for

the timing component of the ¡2 . This ensured that for a given trajectory, only PMTs

directly viewing the track would be considered. This cut restricted any slightly off-

plane PMTs that may include a scattered light contribution (which complicate the

time of triggering issue) from being used'

It is also worth considering the choice of the timing synchronisation error d1-2 offser:

which effectively limits the range of timing synchronisation offsets between HiR.es 1
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and HiRes 2 (as value much larger than this will have Iarye yzr-roo"", values in eqn 5.4).

Large choices of the error (- 5¡rs) tended to occasionally allow large values of the time

synchronisation parameter that corresponded to a bad overall fit. In this case the

timing information became nearly useless, providing little constraint on the fits and

occasionally allowing bad overall fits. Small choices (- 100ns) tended to prevent larger

synchronisation values (200ns or more) from being consideled as their- ¡2 components

would be large, and the fitter could usually find a trajectory that was close to the true

trajectory and had a smaller time synchronisation error. A timing synchronisation

error estimate of 500ns was found to perform the best. For the Laserscope data

this produced a distribution of timing synchronisation values centered on Ons with a

FWHM of 190ns.

Determining the Initial Simplex Size Prior to calling Amoeba to find the best

trajectory, we must set the size of the initial simplex about the initial trajectory (see

section 5.1.7). The size of the initial simplex loosely corresponds to the range of

parameter space that Amoeba searches over. The larger the space, the greater the

risk of Amoeba finding some local minimum rather than the global minimum, hence

choosing the size of the initial simplex passed to Amoeba was carefully examined.

Optimisation of the search space was performed in conjunction with optimising the y2

fitting function.

The choice of the size of the initial simplex is usually not crucial, provided that it

is not too large. However as the opening angle and the effectiveness of stereo fitting

decteases, the sensitivity to the choice of search size increases. Several different simplex

sizes were investigated before it was decided to take an iterative approach. The simplex

size about the was initially set to be small, and was progressively incleased. The final

simplex sizes used were:

1. 1" zenith angle range, 1 km in x and y coordinates

2. 3o zenith angle range, 3 km in x and y coordinates

3. 10" zenith angle range, 10 km in x and y coordinates

4. 10" zenith angle range, 15 km in x and y coordinates
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5. 40" zerrith angle range,50 km in x and y coordinates

6. 90" zenith angle range, 150 km in x and y coordinates

The azimuth angle search space was based on the zenith angle search size, but corrected

for zenith angle effects (the azimuthal range was increased as zenith angle decreased

to maintain a constant solid angle search size). The ¡2 value and fitted trajectory was

recorded after each search. If the smallest y2 was less than 50 after trying the first

three simplex sizes, the corresponding fitted trajectory was recorded, and the larger

simplex sizes were not tried. The larger simplex sizes were generally only useful at

small opening angles or large zenith angles when the initial estimate \ryas poor.

Given a initial simplex and trajectory, Amoeba was called in a two step process.

Amoeba was first called in stereo amplitude weighting mode to refine the initial tra-

jectory. If the refined estimatewas good (defined as X2 < 50) it was used as the initial

guess for the next stage, otherwise the original guess was used. Amoeba was then

called using the refined trajectory as the initial guess to perform an amplitude fitted

stereo-timing fit. Note that in both cases Amoeba was called twice, with the result

of the first fit used as the input to the second fit, in an attempt to ensure a global,

rather than local minimum is found. The decision to perform a stereo fit prior to the

stereo-timing fit was based on the experience gained in optimising the program, and

the need to provide good error estimates for PMT triggering times as discussed above.

The downhill sìmplex method requires a goocl choice of the initial trajectory.However,

when the opening angle between the two SDPs is small, small errors in the plane nor-

mals can have a large effect on the initial trajectory. Similarly in cases where the

zenith angle is large (highly inclined showers), errors can cause large shifts in estima-

tions of the the core location. Hence if the initially estimated zenith angle was greater

than 85o or if the opening angle between the plane normals was less than 15o, further

estimates of the initial trajectory were made.

Handling Situations where the Initial TYajectory may be Poor The downhill

simplex method requires a good choice of the initial trajectory.However, when the

opening angle between the two SDPs is small, small errors in the plane normals can
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have a large effect on the initial trajectory. Similarly in cases where the zenith angle is

large (highly inclined showers), errors can cause large shifts in estimations of the the

core location. Hence if the initially estimated zenith angle was greater than 85o or if

the opening angle between the plane normals was less than 15o, further estimates of

the initial trajectory were made.

New estimates of the trajectory were made by adding a random error to the normal

vectors for the IIiRes 1 and HiRes 2 shower detector planes and recalculating their new

intersection. The errors were selected so that the space angle between the old and new

plane normal were sampled from a gaussian with a standard deviation of 1.0". This

sampling was done 15 times for both the HiRes 1 and HiRes 2 plane normals and the

resultant trajectories calculated. The trajectories with the maximum and minimum

zenith angles (as these were generally the most different from the original trajectory),

along with the original estimate of the trajectory, were then stored.

The next step was to decide upon the best initial trajectory to be used by the

main fitting process. It was decided to use Amoeba in a stereo-timing mode using

appr-oximate triggering time errors. Triggering time errors for each PMT were simply

set to be l0% of the time difference between the current PMTs triggering time and the

next FMTs triggering time, with a lower limit of 100ns. The initial simplex size (about

the initial trajectory) was set to 10o in zenith and azimuth angles (with the azimuth

range adjusted for large initial zenith value), and 20km in the x and y core parameters.

For the cases where the initial zenith angle was large (> 85"), small changes in zenith

angle could move the core location by tens of kilometres. Thus to allow Amoeba full

freedom to alter the trajectory such that the zenith angle might change slightly whilst

the core location may change significantly, the x and y search space was set to be the

stze of the initial x and y core guesses. For each of the three initial guesses, Amoeba

was called to search for the trajectory that minimised the stereo-timitrg X' function.

The initial trajectory that resulted in the smallest ¡2 value was then used as the initial

trajectory in the main fitting stage.

This method achieved some degree of success, but was by no means guaranteed to

recover all poor initial guesses. Often the poor trajectories were associated with short

tracklengths in the top elevation ring of the HiRes 1 mirrors. It was then possible to
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have degenerate situations where a trajectory that had a very large zenith angle and a

core location 200km from HiRes 1 was as acceptable as a trajectory that had a smaller

zenith angle and a core location 5km from HiRes 1. With further work, it should be

possible to develop more robust techniques for these cases. However, as the number

of cases in which the initial trajectory is poor is not large, it was decided to leave such

work to another time.

5.4 Reconstruction Results

The optimised reconstruction program was used to reconstruct the two nights of Laser-

scope data. The Laserscope data provide a wide cross-section of events whose position

and trajectories were well known, allowing a good comparison between stereo, tim-

ing and stereo-timing reconstruction techniques. The reconstructed trajectories were

compared with the Laserscope data to obtain space angle error distributions which

provide a direct measure of the reconstruction accuracy (these distributions were used

to optimise the reconstruction techniques). Space angle integral error distributions

for the different reconstruction techniques applied to data from the 12th and 15th of

October are presented in figures 5.10 and 5.11 and summarised in tables 5.3 and 5.4

respectively.

Distributions of the component ¡2's and the total ¡2's (equation 5.4) were also

obtained with results for the total ¡2 summarised in tables 5.3 and 5.4. Well re-

constructed events had small ¡2's and approximately balanced components. These

reduced X2's were generally larger than 1, indicating that the expectation functions

used were not perfect. Poorly reconstructed events generally had large X2's, allowing

quality cuts to be made on the data by rejecting events with large X2 values. Placing

a cut of X2 ( 50 on stereo-timing data was found to suppress the tail in the space

angle distribution as seen in figures 5.10 and 5.11 and tables 5.3 and 5.4. Such a cut

reduced the number of reconstructable events from 4343 to 4110 (5%) on the 12th and

6811 to 5743 (16%) on the 15th.

Stereo fitting performed quite well for large opening angles, with the accuracy

degrading as opening angle decreased. This opening angle effect is clearly visible
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Figure 5.10: Space angle integral error distributions for different fitting techniques
based on the nominal directions of the Laserscope for data taken on the 72lh of Octo-
ber 1996. Note how stereo and timing perform equally well, and how reconstruction
accuracy improves when they are combined in stereo-timing fitting.

when comparing space angle distributions from the two nights. Reconstruction of

data taken on the 12th has a much tighter space angle distribution than data taken

on the 15th. Apart fi'om any opening angle effects, the distribution from the 15th is

expected to be slightly worse than that from the 12th as it corresponds to the use of

the Nitrogen laser. As was discussed earlier in section 5.2.1, the pointing accuracy of

the Nitrogen laser was worse than that for the YAG laser, an effect contributing to

the space angle error'.

At small opening angles stereo fitting was found to systematically shift the core

location away from the detectors (by as much as lkm in the data from the 15th) in

conjunction with increasing the zenith angle (with respect to the Laserscope value

0.0 2.O 0.5 1.0 1.5
Space Angle Error
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Figure 5.11: Space angle integral error distributions for different fitting techniques

based on the nominal directions of the Laserscope for data taken on the 15th of October
1996 (predominantly small opening angles). Note how stereo-timing fitting once again

improves on either stereo or timing fitting. Also note how application of a y2 < 50

cut suppresses the tail of the distribution.

resulting in a larger space angle). The reasons for this effect were investigated but no

other correlation (apart from that with small opening angle) were found (this effect

was present over a wide range of tracklengths and amplitudes - see figures 5.5 and

5.6).

Timing fitting was also investigated, and found to be slightly \ryorse than stereo

in most cases. Whilst timing fitting was not subject to opening angle effects present

in stereo fitting, uncertainty in the PMT triggering times meant that timing fitting

generally did not perform significantly better than stereo in the case of small opening

angles. It is interesting to note that the results from October 12th presented in table 5.3
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Fit Type Space Angle X,¿

50% 90% To>2" Max Bin FWHM
Stereo 0.65" 2.50 r3% 6 I

Timing 0.80 2.30 12% 8 8

Stereo-Timing 0.40 0.90 1.7% I4 10

Stereo-Timing Xz < 50 0.4' 0.85" 0.7Yo t4 10

Table 5.3: Reconstruction results for stereo viewed laser shots taken on the 12th
of October 1997. The space angle error is the angle between the fitted and actual
trajectory. Integral error distributions were obtained and the values containing 50%
and 90% of the data are presented. Note how stereo and timing produce similar results,
and that by combining the two in stereo-timing greatly increases the reconstruction
accuracy. Placing a cut of X2 < 50 enabled rejection of poorly reconstructed events

$% of the total number of events).

Fit Type Space Angle X"
50% 90% To > l0' Max Bin FWHM

Stereo 2.75' 11.5" t3% 10 72

Timing 3.30 14.7" 17% 8 I

Stereo-Timing 0.9' 2.go 3Yo 19 l2
Stereo-Timing ¡z < 50 0.80 1.go 0.05T0 19 72

Table 5.4: Reconstruction results for stereo viewed laser shots taken on the 15th of Oc-
tober 1996. The space angle error is the angle between the fitted and actual trajectory.
Integral error distributions were obtained and the values containing 50% and 90% oT

the data are presented. Note the poor resolution with stereo and timing reconstruc-
tion due to small opening angles, and how stereo-timing improves the reconstruction
accuracy. Placing a cut of X2 < 50 enabled rejection of poorly reconstructed events
(16% of the total number of events).

(with opening angles generally greater than 10") are comparable to those obtained with

the Monte Carlo simulation presented in table 5.1. Thus one conclusion that we can

draw is that the time slewing corrections being used are probably reasonable.

As was suggested by the preliminary Monte Carlo trials, stereo-timing fitting over-

comes the systematic shifts present in stereo fitting to provide generally more accurate

reconstruction. This improvement occurs because the fitter is restricted by the PMT

triggering times - moving/twisting the trajectory away from the detector will have a

detrimental effect on the timing X2 component thus preventing such behaviour. The
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Fit Type ( Xcore )
È1ø (km)

( Ycore )
t1o (km)

R Core Error
50To % > 0.25

True Posn 7.459 6.708 km (k-)
Stereo 1.451 + 0.06 6.659 + 0.11 0.065 e%

Stereo-Timing r.452 +0.04 6.682 + 0.08 0.050 3%

Stereo-Timing Xz < 50 r.452 +0.04 6.682 f 0.08 0.050 2.5%

Table 5.5: Reconstruction results for stereo viewed laser shots taken on the 12th of

October 1996. Fitted mean and 1ø X and Y core locations are shown compared

to the true position. Integral error distributions were obtained for the radial error

(A : JXT+W) and the distances containing 50% and 90% of the data points are

presented.

reconstruction accuracy as a function of opening angle for stereo-timing is presented

in figure 5.12. These figures plot the median space angle and the 0-95% range as

a function of opening angle (this range is effectively the 2ø error), before and after

applying a X2 < 50 cut. The y2 ( 50 cut was used to reject the occasional cases that

failed the fitting process. After application of the X2 < 50 cut it can be seen that

the median error is almost always less than 1o, and is generally around 0.4o for open-

ing angles greater than 10o. The 95% error is also generally less than 1o, increasing

slightly as opening angle decreases (at small opening angles the poor performance of

stereo does have a limiting effect on the performance of stereo-timing fitting). Encour-

agingly, these results are not much worse than those obtained with the Monte Carlo

simulations (table 5.1) which were performed with a much more favourable opening

angle range and assuming that time slewing effects were completely compensated for.

These results thus give us confidence that we can accurately reconstruct the arrival

directions of trAS to within one degree 95% of. the time.

5.5 Reconstruction Accuracy for HiRes Stage 1-.0

The configuration of the stage 1.0 HiRes detector is significantly different from that

of the prototype. HiRes Stage 1.0 consists of a single ring of mirrors at HiRes 1

(3" - 16.5" in elevation, 360" in azimuth) and two rings of mirrors at HiRes 2 (3" -
80" in elevation, 360' in azimuth) designed to maximise the high energy aperture,
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Figure 5.12: Space angle error as a function of opening angle for stereo-timing fit
for combined Laserscope data from 12th and 15th of October 1996. Application of
a, Xz < 50 cut reduces the g5% error level so that most events are reconstructed to
better than 1o.
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Whilst the reconstruction programs were written for reconstruction of prototype data,

it is obviously of interest to examine how they perform on data from the stage 1.0

configuration. Such an analysis \ryas performed, by rejecting all information from the

top four elevation rings of HiRes 1. All information from HiRes 2 was retained. This

restriction reduced the number of reconstructible events from 4343 to 2835 on the

12th, and from 6811 to 3819 on the 15th. The space angle error distributions for

these events were calculated for both the stage 1.0 configuration and the prototype

configuration The results from the 12th of October are summarised in table 5.6 and

the results from the 15th of October are summarised in table 5.7. Space angle error

distributions for Stage 1.0 results are presented in figure 5.13 (for both nights, before

and after the y2 < 50 cut).

Space Angle Error 50% 90To To>2o
Prototype configuration
Stage 1.0 configuration

0.45"
0.50

0.9"
1 .30

2Yo

6%

er ( 50 cut
Prototype confi guration
Stage 1.0 configuration

0.40

0.50

0.80

1 .00

0.3%
L%

Table 5.6: Reconstruction results for Laserscope data from the 12th of October, Stage

1.0 configuration consisted of using ring 1 mirrors at HiRes 1 (mirrors 5 and 7) and

all four HiRes 2 mirrors. The same set of 2835 events were used to produce all the
statistics.

Space Angle Error 50% 90% To>2" To > I0o

Prototype configuration
Stage 1.0 configuration

0.750

1.00

30

57'
12%

34%
3%

22%

After ( 50 cut
Prototype configuration
Stage 1.0 configuration

0.75"
0.75"

1.30

2.0"
2.5T0

n%
0

0

Table 5.7: Reconstruction results for Laserscope data from the 15th of October. Stage

1.0 configuration consisted of using ring 1 mirrors at HiRes 1 (mirrors 5 and 7) and

all four HiRes 2 mirrors. The same set of 3819 events were used to produce all the

statistics.

The results are encouraging as they illustrate that fitting does very well despite the
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Figure 5.13: Space angle error distributions using the HiRes Stage 1.0 configuration
(only ringl mirrors at HiRes 1). Note how the tail of badly reconstructed events is
eliminated by application of the y2 ( 50 cut.

loss of 54o of the zenith coverage. The majority of events were well reconstructed but

there were a large number of events at small opening angles (data from the 15th of

October) that were badly reconstructed. It was decided to look more closely at these

events, as understanding why events fail the fitting process may allow us to develop

ways to improve their reconstruction.

Events that had large space angles (> 2'on the 12th and > 10o on the 15th) were

flagged for further analysis. These events were then broken down into those that only

failed the stage 1.0 fit and those that täiled both stage 1.0 and the prototype config-

uration (all mirrors). Following some initial investigations, analysis was concentrated

on HiRes 1 mirror 7 data from the 12th and on HiRes 1 mirror 5 for data from the

15th, since the the majority of failed events passed through these mirrors as their'fielcl
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of views were closest to the Laserscope on their respective nights.

Events that failed the stage 1.0 flt and events that failed both stage 1.0 and the

prototype configuration frts were selected. The number of times each PMT in a mirror

triggered was recorded and plotted for the two cases (using HiRes 1 mirror 7 for data

from the 12th of October and HiRes 1 mirror 5 for data from the 15th of October).

Figure 5.14 illustrates the number of times each PMT in the given mirror triggered

for events that failed only the stage 1.0 confrguration fit. Figure 5.15 illustrates the

number of times each PMT in the given mirror triggered for events that failed both

the stage 1.0 configuration fit and the normal prototype configuration frt.

To highlight observed trends, the individual PMT triggering rates for those that

failed the stage 1.0 fit and those that failed both stage 1.0 and the prototype configu-

ration fi.ts were plotied. Figure 5.14 iilustrates the PMT triggering rates for all PMTs

in mirror 7 on the 12th and for all PMTs in mirror 5 on the 15th that failed only

the stage 1.0 configuration flt. Figure 5.15 illustrates the PMT triggering rates for all

PMTs in mirror 7 on the 12th and for all PMTs in mirror 5 on the 15th that failed

both the stage 1.0 configuration fit and the normal prototype configuration fit.

Mir 7 Individual PMT Triggers Mir 5Individual PMT Triggers

r6 16

11 11

6 11 I6 6 11 16

Figure 5.14: Plots of the number of times each PMT in HiRes 1 mirror 7 (for data

from the 12th of October) and HiRes 1 mirror 5 (for data from the 15th of October)

triggered for events that were badly reconstructed by stage 1.0 configuration fit, but

not by the normal prototype configuration fit. Note the large number of events that
are clipping the outside vertical edge of the mirrors (135 from 2835 events for mirror

7 and 771 from 3819 events for mirror 5).
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Mir 7 Individual PMT Triggers Mir 5 Individual PMT Triggers
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Figure 5.15: Plots of the number of times each PMT in HiRes 1 mirror 7 (for data
fi-om the 12th of October) and HiRes 1 mirror 5 (for data from the 15th of October)
triggered for events that were badly reconstructed by both the stage 1.0 configuration
fit and by the normal prototype configuration fit. Note how the majority of events
that failed both fitters were close to horizontal in these mirrors (28 from 2835 events
for mirror 7 and 79 from 3819 events for mirror b).

Encouragingly, the majority of events that failed only stage 1.0 configuration oc-

curled when the laser shots were clipping the outside vertical edge of the mirror. Given

that stage 1.0 will consist of a full azimuth ring such gaps will not exist. This edge

clipping prevents observing the full shower width, and as the fitting is geometrically

based (it uses the offplane angle to estimate PMT amplitude) a significant loss of in-

formation, combined with noise and scattering, leads to the large fitting error. Such

clipping also limits the number of PMTs in the event making reconstruction more

difficult (as less information is available).

There were also some events which looked as though they should have been well

reconstructed but were not. By examining individual events it was noticed that there

was significant scattering occurring early in the tracks. This problem, along with the

very short tracklength in mirror 5 and any noise PMTs, may have contributed to

producing bad fits for these events.

Events that failed both fitting configurations were predominantly low elevation

tracks. They generally appeared very short and near horizontal which probably limited

the reconstruction. It is again interesting to note that many of these events were

66
5

0 I
1
I i
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clipped by the limited angular coverage of the prototype detector, and thus may be

reconstructed with the true stage 1.0 detector as such tracks would trigger adjacent

mirrors. Other events that failed both fitters often had a larger than normal number

of noise PMTs present, which probably were not correctly flagged (noise rejection

performs best when there are many more good PMTs than noise PMTs) and may

have helped distort the fitting process. Based on these observations it would appear

that with further work, many of these problems could be overcome by the time the

detector begins operation in Stage 1.0.

5.6 Summary

In summary, a program to reconstruct stereo viewed EAS has been successfully de-

veloped for use on prototype data achieving a reconstruction accuracy of one degree

95% of the time for opening angles down to a few degrees. The results of recon-

struction of Laserscope data support the results of Monte Carlo analysis, namely that

stereo-timing reconstruction performs the best. This represents a significant achieve-

ment over the Fly's Eye, where stereo-timing reconstruction was not possible and only

events with track lengths greater than 40o and opening angles of at least 20o were

reconstructed. In the next chapter, the reconstruction programs developed will be

applied to approximately two years of stereo data from HiRes prototype.
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Chapter 6

Analysis of Stereo Observed EAS

The HiRes prototype collected almost two years of stereo observations with the GPS

clocks. This chapter is concerned with the analysis of the stereo data obtained over

this period. This covers the extraction of the cosmic ray candidates events from

the dataset and their processing through the trajectory fitting program discussed in

chapter 5. There follows a discussion of reconstruction of the shower light profile so

as to estimate shower parameters such as depth of shower maximum and energy.

A profile fitting program previously developed for the analysis of coincident HiRes

1 and Michigan Muon Array (MIA) events[l15] was modified for use on the stereo

dataset. These modifications included updating the aerosol model, and thus a compar-

ison of the effect on profile fitting and energy of different aerosol models is presented.

Finally a brief summary of results of profile fitting the stereo dataset is presented

together with a comparison of the reconstruction using the HiRes prototype and the

Stage 1.0 configuration of HiRes.

6.1 Extracting Candidate Cosmic Ray Events

Approximately 880 hours of stereo data was obtained between January 1995 and

November 1996 when the prototype detector \ryas shut down in preparation for the

stage 0.5 detector. The author was directly involved with collection of nearly - 18%

of this data and was responsible for matching the data from the two detectors and

then extracting any cosmic rays present.

183
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6"1-"1- Event Matching

The two HiRes detectols are operated independently, so events from the two detectors

must be matched offiine to obtain the stereo dataset. The matching program which

was developed used a two pass timing filter (similar to that described in section 4.5.1)

on the raw data to match events. The first pass checked that the Julian day event

times at both sites were within one millisecond of each other. The second pass checked

that the difference in holdoff times between the first mirror to trigger at each site, were

within a specified time window.

The choice of the time window had to take into account the light travel time between

the two sites (42ps), and that the different detectors may view different sections of an

EAS. A process of trial and error led to a time window of -50¿ls ancl 150¡zs for the

HiRes 2 - HiRes 1 first mirror holdoff time difference. This was found to be sufficiently

wide to allow reliable matching of all stereo events. This process matched a total of

462,,254 events from the 880 hours of stereo ontime (from over 42 million HiRes 1 and

84 million HiRes 2 events). These events were calibrated and then filtered to reject

non-cosmic ray events.

6.'i,"2 Rejecting Non Cosmic Ray Events

The matched stereo data set comprised in excess of 400,000 events due to stereo triggers

on random noise, aircraft, lightning, ground based atmospheric laser-and Xenon flasher

shots and cosmic rays. As very few of these events were cosmic rays, filtering was

necessary to obtain the set of candidate cosmic ray events. Such filtering utilised the

different characteristics (such as the pattern or order of triggered PMTs) possessed by

the different event types. Examples of stereo triggers on non-cosmic ray events are

presented in figures 6.1 and 6.2.

Most triggers due to random noise, aircraft, lighting and flares (the detector is

located on a military base) could be removed using a filter based on the Rayleigh

test which looked for a (non random) spatial and temporal progression in the PMT

triggering. Triggers on ground based atmospheric shots from the fixed Yag laser,

Xenon flashers and the Laserscope could be identified based on their upward going
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Coincidental Stereo Trigger on Noise
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Figure 6.1: Examples of stereo triggers on noise and light from an aeroplane.
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Stereo TrÍgger on 0.4mJ Laser Shot
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Figure 6.2: Examples of stereo triggers on atmospheric la,ser shots
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nature, the standard PMT triggering patterns and the triggering frequency (they all

fired at rates of - IHz).These filters, and their effectiveness will now be described.

6.L.3 Rayleigh Filtering

The Rayleigh filter essentially compares the track length of the event with that ex-

pected from a two dimensional random walk for the same number of PMTs. The

Rayleigh probability distribution function[147] describes the probability of obtaining

a vector of total length between r and r * dr when summing r¿ random vectors in

two dimensions. One can use this function to estimate the probability of obtaining a

vector of length ,R, when adding n random vectors, through random chance alone.

In practise the program developed was a slight variant of the Rayleigh test. PMTs at

each site were first time ordered. For each PMT, Rayleigh vectors (the vector difference

between two PMTs pointing directions) were calculated between the current PMT and

any PMTs that subsequently triggered and were within a space angle of 2.5'. This

process is performed for all PMTs in the event (at each site) and the r¿ vectors are

added to obtain a vector of total length .R. In noise events, the n individual vectors

should be uncorrelated leading to a random walk based Rayleigh vector of length

- Jn. In real tracks, the individual vector directions should point in the approximate

direction of the track, so that the sum of the n vectors approaches a length r¿. Hence

events may be filtered by choosing a random chance probability and only accepting

events which have a Rayleigh probability less than this value (ie they are unlikely to

have a length ,R through random chance alone). It should be noted that the probability

levels used are not the true probabilities since strictly the vector was not calculated in

a two dimensional plane (in which the Rayleigh distribution was calculated). However,

the surface of a sphere over a 2.5" solid angle is a reasonable approximation to a plane

so that the probability levels used are close enough to be effective in selecting cosmic

ray like events.

Cosmic ray like events were selected by requiring chance probabilities of less than

5% at both sites, and a downward pointing vector in at least one site. The Rayleigh

filter was very effective in removing the vast majority of events due to triggers on
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noise, aircraft and upward going atmospheric laser and Xenon flashers shots present

in the data. The Rayleigh filter was only moderately effective on events in which very

large numbers of PMTs triggered (at least half of PMTs at a site). Such events were

usually due to lightning, bright aircraft or high intensity laser shots (20mJ). There

were also occasional events comprising a downward going cosmic ray track in HiRes 1

and a upward going Xenon flasher in HiRes 2. Thus events passing the Rayleigh filter

were scanned by eye to remove any obvious non-cosmic ray events.

6.L.4 Rejecting Ground Based Atmospheric Laser/Xenon

Flasher Shots

A large percentage of the stereo dataset comprised triggers on atmospheric laser and

Xenon flasher shots. The YAG laser (located at Fly's Eye II) was fired at the start of

each hour in a regular set of geometries at intensities of 0.4mJ and 20mJ. The 0.4mJ

intensity shots were used for atmospheric monitoring (see section 3.2.5) and such shots

would generally trigger between 100 and 300 PMTs at HiRes 1 and form long upward

going tracks in both sites. The intersite Xenon flasher (see section 3.2.5.1) fires every

7 minutes and ploduces upward going stereo tracks. Event times for intersite flashers

events had been previously flagged in atmospheric studies and were thus easily removed

from the dataset (these were also effectively filtered by the Rayleigh filter)

The high intensity 20mJ shots were taken from January to July 1995 whilst the YAG

laser was being tested as a LIDAR system (see section 3.2.5.2). The high intensity

nature of these shots, coupled with the closeness of HiRes 1 to the firing location

(Fly's Eye II is - 3km distant) meant that light scattered out of the beam was intense

enough to trigger large numbers (sometimes all) of PMTs at HiRes 1. HiRes 2 was

distant enough that it only triggered on the main beam (see figure 6.2).

The high intensity events events were somewhat problematic as they were not ef-

ficiently rejected by the Rayleigh filter and produced extremely large and somewhat

unwieldy datasets (the stereo dataset from the first six months of 1995 is approximately

3.5 Gigabytes whilst the corresponding dataset from 1996 is only 0.5 Gigabytes). Thus

it was decided to try to extract the laser shots from the dataset - both to produce a
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more manageable dataset and as a check on the Rayleigh filter.

The task of selecting and removing laser shots from the data set took advantage of

two basic properties of the laser shots - that the laser was firing at a constant rate

of. IHz and that the laser shots were upward going from a fixed location. Summary

information was obtained for all events and the events were split split into two groups -
those in which more than 100 PMTs triggered in HiRes 1 (lasers, intersite flasher, and

cosmic rays) and those in which less than 100 PMTs triggered (noise, and cosmic rays).

The events with less than 100 PMTs at HiRes 1 were filtered using the Rayleigh test on

the assumption that they were mostly noise triggers. Laser identification concentrated

on the dataset in which morethan 100 PMTs triggered at HiRes 1'

Time differences between successive events for this dataset was then determined.

All events with time differences between 0.95 and 1.05 seconds were flagged as laser

shots. To ensure that these truly were laser shots and not cosmic rays that by chance

slipped in, the events before and after each event were examined and 15 point running

means of the number of PMTs that triggered in HiRes 1 calculated in both time

directions from the current event (the current event was excluded from the mean

calculations). Any events in which the number of triggered PMTs in HiRes 1 was

more than 3 standard deviations from the mean in both directions were flagged and

the events visually scanned. This cut worked on the assumption that sequential laser

shots should have identical trajectories and any cosmic rays that slipped in would

trigger a different number of PMTs to the local average. No cases were found in

which cosmic rays were by chance within the 0.95 to 1.05 second time window (these

events were generally laser shots in which a mirror did not trigger). Events with time

differences outside 0.95-1.05 seconds were scanned by eye and consisted of triggers

on the first laser shot of each geometry, aircraft, lightning and candidate cosmic rays

which were flagged.

This process enabled identification of almost all laser shots as well as providing

a check on the effectiveness of the Rayleigh filter. The cosmic rays found with this

method were checked with those found by a Rayleigh filter for the 1995 dataset and

the two methods were found to be equivalent. Occasionally the current method found

a few more candidate events, but they were generally only track-like in one site, and
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marginal in the other (possible triggers on cosmic rays at one site and an aircraft or

Cerenkov blast at the other). Thus only the Rayleigh filter was used to produce a set

of candidate events for the 1996 dataset.

6.2 Shower Profile Fitting

The stereo-timing fitting program discussed in chapter 5 was used to estimate bra-

jectories for the candidate cosmic rays. Since the classification of candidate cosmic

rays was fairly loose (see section 6.1) roughly one quarter of events failed the noise

and time filtering tests (251 of 1020 events). A further 15% (L07) events then failed

the stereo-timing fitting process, where a fail was defined as a failure of one of the y2

components of equation 5.4. As some of these failures were due to timing alone it was

decided to attempt to recover some of these events through the use of the stereo fitting

technique. Thus events where the tracklength was greater than 15o in at least one site

were chosen and the stereo fitting technique used. This resulted in the recovery of 20

(of the 107) events. Hence the tlajectoly fitting process reconstlucted a total of 682

events from the 880 hours of stereo operation (- 0.7¡ events per hour).

The next stage of the analysis was to use the fitted trajectory and the observed

shower profile of light as a function of atmospheric depth to estimate the EAS pa-

rameters X*o, (depth of shower maximum), N^o, (number of particles at shower

maximum) and primary particle energy.

The procedure consists of first binning the PMT signal data to calculate the light

flux (in pe / (deg m2)) from the shower arriving at the detector. The fitted trajectory

is cut into 1 degree t¡ins and each PMT is assigned a bin. When more than one PMT

is assigned to a bin, their light signals are added statistically so that each bin contains

a single estimate of the shower flux (and error) at the detector. A program to perform

this binning operation was developed by Kidd[l15] for work on analysis of events

simultaneously detected by HiRes and the Michigan Muon Array (MIA)[115]. This

program required only slight modifications (made by the author) to use trajectories

from stereo-timing fitting, and to perform the binning operation on HiRes 2 data.

These observed fluxes are compared with those expected based on an EAS where
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the particle number at each atmospheric depth is determined using the Gaisser-Hillas

function (equation 2.72 in section 2.1.2) for some parameterisation of Xo' X^o, and

N^o,. Estimating the expected flux at the detector also requires knowledge of the light

production physics (how many photons due to fluorescence and Cerenkov processes will

be produced by each shower particle), a model of atmospheric behaviour (to account

for scattering of light towards the detector and absorption of light from the EAS to

the detector) and a few other detector parameters (such as filter transmission and

PMT quantum efficiency) . A X'fitting process is then used to determine the shower

parameters X^o, and -fú-o, which minimise the difference between the observed and

expected light fluxes. The shower proflle may then be integrated to obtain the energy

of the charged particle component which is then corrected for the undetected energy

to give the total energy of the primary cosmic ray (see section 2.2.2 and Green[90] for

a comparison of different theoretical corrections and experimental results).

6.2.1" Light Production Physics and the Effect of the Atmo-

sphere

The light arriving at the detector from the EAS comes from four main sources. The

first component is the isotropically emitted fluorescence photons from shower particles,

the second is directly viewed Cerenkov photons, and the remaining two components

are due to scattering of Cerenkov photons (from earlier sections of the shower) through

the Rayleigh and Mie (aerosol) processes. The physics and equations to clescribe the

production of light due to atmospheric fluorescence and Cerenkov radiation are well

described in Fly's Eye literature[2l][90], and thus will only briefly be described here.

6.2.L.1 Atmospheric Fluorescence light

As was briefly discussed in section 2.2.2, atmospheric fluorescence in our region of

interest is dominated by the 2P and lN bands of ¡ú2 and .ð[2+ respectively. The total

yield of photons in the 300-400nm range is approximately 4 photons per metre per

electron at sea level, with a slight temperature and pressure dependence. As fl.uores-

cence light is isotropic we obtain an expression for the number of photons emitted by
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the EAS per unit length (d/) per solid angle (dO) of

d, N¡ _ N1(T,h)N"
(6.1)d¿df¿ 4tr

where N.r(T, å) is the numbel of fluorescence photons per electron and lr/" is the number

of electrons generating the light [21][g0].

6.2.1.2 Direct Cerenkov Light

Relativistic electrons in the EAS will generate Cerenkov photons, primarily in the

forward direction (see scction 2.1.2.2). Calculation of the total number of Cerenkov

photons per unit length and per solid angle can be considered separately

d, N" d^t d^t
(6.2)d/dç¿ d/ d0

The number of Cerenkov photons per unit length is given by [21j[S0]

d¡ú"

d/ : 2,raN" I a¡¡4 ll xo (ru -#) r" (6.3)

wher-e a is the fine structure constant, ) is the wavelength of the photon, f @) is the

fractional number of particles in the shower above an energy -E and E1 is the threshold

energy for Cerenkov photon production by a relativistic electron in air'. The threshold

energy depends upon the index of refraction in air, n, according to

E,: ** 
(6.4)

\/2ó
where ó is 1 - n which exponentially decreases with altitude.

Of more importance to a detector such as IIiRes is the angular distribution of

Cerenkov light, which is given by[21]:

d¡'/" _ exp(-ï10s)
(6.5)df-¿ 2r0ssin0

whele d is the angle with respect to the shower axis (generally we are only interested

in angles that point towards the detector) and ds depends on the threshold energy for

Cerenkov production, parameterised by

oo: o.834to'67 (6.6)

It is typically about 5"[90]. Hence for viewing angles of less than about 25" the

Cerenkov component will dominate the weaker fluorescence signal making estimations

of shower size less straightforward.
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6.2.1.3 Rayleigh Scattering

Rayleigh, or molecular scattering of photons will have two effects on the light signal

arriving at the detector. The first, which will be discussed later, is attenuation of the

light signal from the shower due to scattering by atmospheric molecules. The second

is scattering of Cerenkov photons from the shower towards the detector. Generally,

these constitute a small fraction of the total signal observed by the detector (only the

Cerenkov photons along the shower axis need to be considered as they constitute an

intense beam and so dominate any other potential indirect light source).

The number of Cerenkov photons scattered out of the shower beam per unit length

and solid angle by Rayleigh scattering is[21][130]

#* :*#r^(d) : [o^Ø)u.,(i)n r*(r) (67)

where Pn(O) is the normalised phase function for Rayleigh scattering given by

Pn(o): |(t 1 cos2 d) (6.8)'4'

for a scattering angle o10, À is the wavelength of light in nanometres and the Rayleigh

scattering coefficient is

o^(h):#:on(o)*r(#) (6e)

The Rayleigh scattering length ¿R(0) at sea level is 23km at 400nm and 7km at

300nm. It is stable with only a small seasonal variation causecl by a change in the

mean atmospheric density profile.

6.2.L.4 Aerosol (Mie) Scattering

Aerosol (Mie) scattering is the scattering of light by small particies and, like Rayleigh

scattering, will both contribute to the attenuation of light signals from the shower

as well as enhancing the signal through scattering of Cerenkov photons towards the

detector.

Aerosol scattering is modeled using the Mie scattering approximation, in which

the aerosol particles are assumed to be dielectric spheres. Mie theory is used to
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develop equations for the scattering phase function P*(0) (which describes the angular

distribution of scattering) and the extinction length L¡a (or Lo.,o) which is the inverse

of the extinction coefficient a¡a. The number of Cerenkov photons scatteled out of

the shower beam per unit length and solid angle by Mie scattering is [21][1J0]:

d,/ü": 1d¡/r_ . I
d/df-¿ 4tr dt P^(0): 4rrN'o'(h)P*(0) (6'10)

where P^(0) is the normalised phase function for Mie scattering and cv¡a(å) is the Mie

scattering coefficient given by

ou(h):;@: a¡¿(o)""r (#) (6.11)

where H¡ø :1.2km is the Mie (aerosol) scale height and L¡a is the aerosol extinction

length (the Fly's Eye used a value of 1lkm at 400nm).

6.2.1"5 Attenuation

The previous equations describe the number of photons produced at the shower due

to the different mechanisms. We now need to consider the effects of attenuation on

these photons as they travel from the shower to the detector.

Atmospheric attenuation is generally divided into Rayleigh, Mie and Ozone attenu-

ation, with Rayleigh and Mie being the most important factors for distant showers[90].

The total transmission factor (Tn¡ø) can be expressed as:

Ttru : TnTuTo (6.12)

where 7p is the Rayleigh transmission factor, T¡a is the Mie transmission factor and

7o is the ozole transmission factor.

The Rayleigh transmission factor has a la dependence and is given by

rn _"", 
i_ ( Xa )(ry)'l

Xt - Xrl
(6.1 3)

where X1 and X2 are the source and receiver slant depth and X¿ is the Rayleigh mean

free path (X^:2974gcm-2 for light at À : 400nm).

As the aerosol concentration falls off exponentially with height the transmission

factor for Mie scattering is primarily a function of height. For light ernitted at height
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h1 and detected at height h2,the Mie transmission factor is[21]

195

(6.14)

6.2.L.6 Calculating the Expected Light Signal

Our aim is to now estimate the amount of light arriving in a 1o bin at the detector

for a given trajectory and shower parameters Xs, X^o, and lú-or. To calculate the

expected signal from the EAS, we must first determine the individual light signals from

fl,uorescence light, direct Cerenkov light, Rayleigh and Mie-scattered Cerenkov iight.

Each component is then multiplied by a transmission factor to account for attenuation

losses in traveling from the shower to the detetector. Finally, we must include the

effects of mirror area, filter transmission and PMT quantum efficiency to convert the

number of photons arriving at the detector, to the number of photoelectrons measured.

These processes are illustrated in figure 6'3'

Cerenkov Beam Builds Up Along
Extensive Air Shower Axis

Mie Scattered
Cerenkov Light
Rayleigh Scattered
Cerenkov Light

Direct
Cerenkov Light

r¡a_",.e1_("",(#) _",.0 (*)) (+#)]

Atmospheric
Attenuation

HiRes

PMT

Figure 6.3: A summary of the factors that affect the light signal measured by the

detector. Light is generated by the EAS and is attenuated as it travels to the detector'

The actual signal measured will further depend upon detector parameters such as the

transmission filter and PMT quantum efficiency. Note that most cases the light signal

will be dominated by the fluorescence component.

It is also important to take into account the wavelength dependence of the different

parameters (from production of the light to conversion to photoelectrons). Thus the

Fluorescence
Light
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signal is calculated for each of sixteen 9nm wide wavelength ranges (covering 276nm to

419nm) so as to cover the full range of the HiRes transmission filter (see figure 3.15).

These sixteen wavelength bins are then added to provide the total expected signal

for a given track bin. The profile fitter compares these expected light fluxes with the

observed light fluxes for a series of bins along the track, and a ¡2 fitting process is

used to obtain the shower parameterisation that best fits the observed light fluxes.

Figure 6.4 illustrates an example profile fit to an event seen by HiRes 1.
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Figure 6.4: An example profile fit. The top plot illustrates the contribution to the
expected light profile at the detector due to fluorescence tight (thick solid line), direct
Cerenkov light (thin solid line), Rayleigh scattered Cerenkov (dashed line) and Mie
scattered Cerenkov (dotted line) light. The lower plot illustrates the total light signal
and the the measured light signal in each bin (pe/(deg m2) with 1o errors as a function
of the slant depth along the track. Also note that the fl.uorescence light profile does
not necessarily maximise at X^o, (shower maximum) due to geometrical effects and
changes in the fluorescence yield with temperature and pressure.
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6.2.L.7 Modifying the Profile Fitter

Much of the development work for the profile fitter was performed by Kidd[l15] for

analysis of coincident HiRes 1 - MIA events, and was based on programs developed

for analysis of Fly's Eye data. The profile fitter used the Polak-Ribiere version of

the Fletcher-Reeves conjugate gradient method discussed in Numerical Recipes[139]

to fit for the shower parameters X^o, arrd N^o, from which shower energy was then

calculated. Errors for X*o, and N*o, were determined through examination of the ¡2

space (see Numerical Recipes [139] for a discussion of this technique) and these errots

were then propagated to obtain the error estimate in the energy. The atmospheric

model used was based on the U.S standard atmosphere, and assumedflt5][90][21]:

¡ a constant ground temperature of 10oC

o a isothermal decrease in temperature with height of 6"C per km"

. a exponential decrease in mass overburden with a scale height of 7.5km.

. an exponentially decreasing distribution of aerosols with a scale height of 1.2km

an aerosol extinction length of - 1lkm at 400nm (with a ll ), dependence).

The profile fitter was tested by Kidd[115] on Monte Carlo data and the effect of

modifying the different parameters (such as an temperature decreases or changes in the

aerosol scale height) investigated. For the HiRes I/MIA analysis this model was found

to be quite appropriate, and fairly insensitive to changes in the different atmospheric

pa¡ameters. This is not surprising, as MIA is located 3km from HiRes 1, so most

coincident showers will be relatively close to HiRes 1 and not be significantly affected

by atmospheric effects.

The author undertook the necessary modifications to enable use of the profile fitter

on HiRes 2 data. These modifications allowed independent profile fitting utilising

either HiRes 1 or HiRes 2 data, as well as a combined HiRes 1 / HiRes 2 fit which

used data from both HiRes sites. Thus for each stereo event one could obtain three

estimates of shower energy and parameters such as X^o, and -|y'-o'.

All three versions of the profile fitter are executed in the same way - for a trial

shower parameterisation (given by Xo, X^o, and ly'-o'), the expected fluorescence)
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direct Cerenkov, Rayleigh and Mie scattered Cerenkov light signals are calculated at

the shower. These light signals ale then attenuated for the distance travelecl from

the shower to the detector and the total signal (from adding the four components)

compared with the actual signal" The ¡2 components for each bin are then added to

give the total y2, and a fitting process is used to determine the shower parameters that

minimise the total X2 to give the best shower development profile. 11, is worth noting

that for the combined HiRes 1/HiRes 2 fit one must keep track o{ which detector

each bin is located at so that the correct amount of attenuation is applied. This also

means that in many cases identical sections of the shower are being viewed at two

different distances, which should make the combined fit more sensitivc to atmospheric

conditions. Finally, with the extra samples provided by combining data from the two

detectors, the combined fit should be more likely to bracket the region around X^o,,

which is the basic requirement for a good profile fit (since the ligJrt profile should

maximise in this region which is what the Gaisser-Hillas function is looking to fit).

The code was also rechecked and some modifications made. This included updating

the calculation of the heights (and slant depths) to take into account the effects of

the earth's curvature - previously heights were calculated with respect to the plane

tangential to the surface of the earth at HiRes 1. This change ensured that for distant

showers the correct heights were used in the calculations of effects such as attenuation

(see equations 6.13 and 6.14). The most significant change made was in hanclling

the effect of the atmosphere. The motivation for such changes, the changes made and

their effects will now be discussed.

6.3 Aerosol Models

As can be seen from the equations in section 6.2.I, we must correctly account for scat-

tering and attenuation of light to accurately determine the primary cosmic ray energy.

This is reasonably trivial when dealing with Rayleigh scattering but is potentially more

difficult when dealing with aerosol scattering due to its variability. The distribution of

aelosols in the atmosphere may change by orders of magnitude ovel lery short spaces

of time (normally associatecl with a weather event), whilst at other times it can be
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remarkably stable[27]. For HiRes, the most important effect of the aerosol variability

is to change the aerosol extinction length which, as can be seen from equation 6.14

affects the amount of light attenuated in traveling from the EAS to the detector. In-

correct estimates of the extinction length, can potentially lead to large errors in the

estimation of EAS energy for distant (and thus high energy) showers. For this rea-

son, significant work has gone into understanding and attempting to characterise the

aerosol content of the atmosphere in the vicinity of Dugway (see section 3.2.5). This

section discusses the different aerosol models considered, and their effects on analysis

of HiRes data.

Aerosol models are used to describe the distribution of aerosol particles in the

atmosphere so as to derive (via Mie scattering theory) estimates for aerosol extinction

lengths ancl the normalised scattering phase function. Luo[130] compared the standard

Fly's Eye phase function with phase functions from the Longtin wind dependent desert

aerosol model[129] and the D'Almeida desert aerosol model[63]. The major differences

between the Fly's Eye model and the two other models is that the Fly's Eye model uses

a po\Mer law size distribution of particles whilst the other two models use log normal size

distributions. The Longtin model assumes there are three major components (each

with their own log normal size distribution) and calculates atmospheric parameters

under different wind speeds, with \ms-r corresponding to a constant background

level of aerosols. The D'Almeida model was based upon measured size clistributions

of desert aerosols which were classified as either background, wind calrying dust or

sandstorm distributions according to the horizontal visibility measurements taken at

the same time. The different aerosol size distributions lead to different estimates of

the phase function, aerosol extinction coefficient, and the wavelength dependence of

the aerosol extinction coefficient.

Luo used laser shot measurements and Monte Carlo simulations to investigate the

Mie scattering phase function most applicable to Dugway. He concluded that a log-

normal distribution, and in particular the phase function for D'Almeida's background

aerosol distribution, \ryas most appropriate (this is reasonably similar to the Longtin

0rns-1 function). The different phase functions are presented in figure 6'5 for compar-

lson
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Figure 6.5: Normalised phase functions for the Longtin wind dependent aerosol model
(0 rns-1 case), D'Almeida desert aerosol model (background case), Irly's Eye model
and for molecular (Rayleigh) scattering[130][27]. Note how the Longtir and D'Almeida
functions have strong forward peaks.

Luo also studied the variation of the aerosol extinction coefficient and made mea-

surements very similar to the quality ratio measurements discussed in section 3.2.5.

He also obtained estimates derived from visibility measurements made by the Army

Meteorological Team at Dugway. These measurements were then comparecl with those

expected using the Longtin model and found to be in reasonable agreement. Luo also

studied the wavelength dependence (from - 200-700nm) of the aerosol extinction co-

efficient obtained using the different aerosol models. He found that for the Fly's Eye

power law size distribution of aerosols, the extinction coefficient has a 1/) dependence

whilst for a log normal size distribution there is almost no dependence[l3O]"

Of most importance to HiRes, Luo found that by making quality ratio type mea-

surements, it is possible to obtain a good estimate of the atmospheric conditions and

specifically the atmospheric extinction length. This is the atmosphelic parameter of

most interest to HiRes as it affects the attenuation of ail light signals traveling from

the EAS to the detector (see equation 6.14).

Luo's work has been followed up by Bircl et al.l27l who have studied the effects

Longtin
Fly's Eye

D'AImeida
Molecular
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of scattering and atmospheric attenuation. They used HiRes observations of light

scattered from the intersite flasher (ISF) to produce quality ratio measurements at

seven minute intervals for the stereo dataset (see section 3.2.5 or Bird eú al.l27) for more

details). These measurements were compared with the Longtin wind dependent aerosol

model to obtain a relationship between quality ratio and atmospheric extinction length

which is presented in table 6.1[28]. Note that the atmospheric extinction length LAr*o,

is related to the aerosol extinction length (Loero )and Rayleigh extinction length (,L¿)

according to If L¡¡*," : llLn I IlLo",".

Longtin Model
Wind Speed (-"-t)

Quality
Ratio

Extinction Length t km
Aerosol Atmospheric

Rayleigh
0

10

15

20

1.5

2.8
3.2
3.7
4.5

oo

16

13
ù
I

4

l8
8

7.2
5

3

Table 6.1: Relationship between quality ratio, aerosol and atmospheric extinction

lengths using the Longtin wind dependent aerosol model[28]. Values are also provided

for a Rayleigh atmosphere which has no aerosol component. The Rayleigh extinction

length is the value at 400nm, and aerosol extinction lengths are an average over the

300-400nm range. Note that llLt *o" : IlLn I IlLo",o.

Given the high time resolution of the quality ratio (QR) measurements, it was de-

cided to incorporate the measurements into the profile fitter. This however required

deriving a relationship between quality ratio and aerosol extinction length, based on

the results of Bird et all27l[28]. Such a relationship was necessary, because the major-

ity of the stereo data set was obtained when the atmosphere was somewhere between

the Longtin aerosol background (0rozs-1 windspeed) and a pure Rayleigh, or Molecular

atmosphere (81% of QR measurements were less than 2.8, and 90% were less than 3.5).

Several different functional forms relating Loero and QR were considered and com-

pared against the values in table 6.1, with the best results found using a form

br(*): e+ B(QR- 15) - #* (6 15)

Choice of the parameter s A, B and C was performed by using a non-linear least squares

fit. However, due to the lack of data points between QR values of 2.8 and 1.5, this
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fitting method was not overly effective. Thus a heuristic fitting method was used by

slightly varying each of the three parameters and plotting curves of atmospheric and

aerosol extinction length as a function of QR. The "best" values (based on minimising

the deviation of data points and producing a smooth curve that satisfies limqR*r.s :
æ) for A, B and C were thus found to be -3.8, 0.85 and 1.25. Comparisons of the

atmospheric and aerosol extinction length as a function of quality ratio are presented

in figure 6.6 along with the values from table 6.1.

The profile fitter was modified to read in a file containing the quality ratio mea-

surements, choose the value closest in time to the current event and convert this value

to an aerosol extinction length tr¡a. Events with quality ratios greatel than 5 were

rejected on the basis of poor atmospheric conditions (such nights corresponded to high

relative humidity and aerosol extinction lengths of less than 2.5km).

To allow further testing of the effect of aerosol scattering, the normalised phase

function for the D'Almeida background aerosol distribution was also included. Thus

events could be analysed using the standard Fly's Eye phase function and aerosol

extinction length (fixed at 11km at 400nm with a 1/l dependence), the Fly's Eye

phase function with quality ratio (QR) based aerosol extinction length and finally

using the D'Almeida phase function with quality ratio (QR) based aerosol extinction

length.

Evaluation of the best atmospheric model to use is a difficult subject" Initially

energy estimates from HiRes 1 and HiRes 2 profile fits were compared but neither

aerosol model performed consistently well. Thus the combined HiRes 1/ HiRes 2 profile

fit was developed to investigate if utilising all available information would improve the

situation. This approach appeared to work well, as the combined fitter was able to

produce good fits for events that were previously poorly fitted by one of the sites. Thus

it was decided to use to the combined HiRes 1/ HiRes 2 profile fit to compare different

atmospheric models for the lalger dataset, together with a comparison of HiRes 1 and

HiRes 2 energies for a small set of events that are well viewed in both detectors so as

to interpret the effectiveness of the different models, However before we can perform

a comparison some quality controlling of events is necessary, and this issue will now

be discussed.
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6.3.1- Quality Controlling

The events which successfully passed stereo-timing fitting \ryere passed through the up-

dated profile fitting program, with three different atmospheric cases being considered

separately:

r Fly's Eye phase function and fixed aerosol extinction length (- 11km at 400nm

with a 1/) wavelength dependence)

o Fly's Eye phase function ancl quality ratio (QR) based aerosol extinction length

(using the parameterisation of equation 6.15 presented in figure 6.6), and

¡ D'Almeidaphase function and quality ratio (QR) based aerosol extinction length

In each case HiRes 1, HiRes 2 and the combined HiRes 1 / HiRes 2 profile fits were

performed. In order to obtain a reasonable set of events for considering the effects of

the atmosphere on leconstruction, events in which either the HiRes 1 or HiRes 2 profile

fit failed were rejected. This ensured that there were three indepenclent estimates of

shower energy for each event. However, this did not guarantee that the estimates were

reasonable, so the correlations between estimated energies were investigated. Of most

interest was an examination of the correlation between the combined HiRes Il2 frt
which, given that it generally has more information should provide the best energy

estimate, and the HiRes 1 fit, where atmospherics should have a relatively small effect

on energy (as the majority of showers are quite close to HiRes 1 with -Ro distances of

less than 6km). The energy correlation for the fit using the Fly's Eye Phase function,

and the QR based aerosol extinction lengths is presented in figure 6.?.

Figure 6.7 shows that in most cases there is good agreement between the combined

HiRes I l2 frt and the HiRes I fit (most point are close to the dotted line in the figure).

However it was noted that there were quite a few events where the HiRes I energy was

quite large but the combined estimate was much smaller, by ,tp to a factor of - 1000.

Thus it was decided to closely examine all those events in which the HiRes 1 energy

was estimated as more than 7.5EeV.

ç
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Figure 6.7: Energy correlation for events fitted using the combined HiRes 7f 2 profrle

fit and HiRes 1 profile fit utilising the Fly's Eye Phase function, and the QR based

aerosol extinction length. The dotted line represents a 1:1 agreement. All events

with HiRes I energies greater than 7.5 EeV were flagged for closer examination. Note

the number of cases where the combined HiRes 1/2 predicted a substantially smaller

energy than the HiRes 1fit (and that the opposite case occurred more rarely).

Table 6.2 presents more detailed information on each event examined. In general,

the events in which the HiRes 1 energy was considerably larger than the HiRes 1/2

energy, had quite large errors. In many cases failures seem to be associated with poor

bracketing of X*o* which probably leads to the large error in the HiRes 1 energy

(error estimates were based on the X2 surface). In most cases it appears that the

inclusion of HiRes 2 information improves the profile fit, reducing the energy estimate

and importantly, the relative error. This is illustrated in figure 6.8 which presents the

same data as that in figure 6'7 but includes 1o error bars'

It was decided to place a quality cut on the data by requiring that the relative errol

in energy from the combined HiRes 1/2 profile fit be less than 20%. An additional

cut requiring that the X^o, - Xo difference was greater than l00gcm-2 was also

applied to ensure reasonable profiles. This cut was applied as it was noticed that the
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in EeV 1ø error Description
HiRes 1 HiRes 2 HiRes 1 regarding event in HiRes 1)

8+43 088 + .004 150 + .004 Top ring, observed prior to X^o,
I +22 1.2+r 4.2 +0.4 4o Tracklength, observed prìor to X^o,

8.1 + 0.2 7 +.t 8.0 + 0.2 Good, well observed EAS
I +32 1.13 + 0.04 0.29 +0.02 Cerenkov contamination, poor trajectory fit
II +2 27 +70 10+1 Good, well observed EAS

13.5 + 0.4 10+3 t2.4 + 0.4 Good, well observed EAS
16+18 3+2 2,6 +0.4 10' Tracklength, observed prior to X*o,
17 +44 0.37 + 0.05 0.49 + 0.07 h, observed prior T,o X*o,

18.2 + 0.4 29 +6 77 .9 + 0.4 Good, well observed EAS
22 +r 28 +t 32+2 Good, well observed EAS

47 +340 0.8 + 0.2 0.7 + 0.4 Noise Contamination Poor noise filtering
61 + 120 0.11 + 0.01 .081 +.008 o to naax)

104 + 280 0.4 +0.2 L +.2 Top ring, observed prior to X^o,
105 + 280 .154 + .005 .132 + .004 Top ring, observed prior to X^o,
170 + 520 0.29 + 0.07 0.37 + 0.07 60 o to X*o,
243 + 440 t.7 +0.2 2.3 +.0.2 Top ring, observed prior to X^o,
393 + 380 0.24 + 0.04 1.3 + 0.8 Excessive Cerenkov contamination

Table 6.2: Case study of events in which HiRes 1 energy was estimated as more than
7.5EeV. The estimatedenergy (and 1o error) for HiRes 1, HiRes 2, and the combined
HiRes 1 / HiRes 2 profile fits are pr-esented together with a description of the event.
Note that those events seen only in the top ring of HiRes t had tracklengths ranging
from 6o to 18o.
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Figure 6.8: Energy correlation with 1ø error bars for events fitted using the combined
HiRes 1f 2 ptofrle fit and HiRes I profile fit utilising the Fly's Eye Phase function, and
the QR based aerosol extinction length.
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fitter occasionally produced poor fits where the parameter Xo wandered towards X^o,

(often, but not always, when there was a reasonable direct Cerenkov component). A

total of 309 events passed these quality cut and were used in the following comparison

of acrosol models. The HiRes I - HiRes 1 / HiRes 2 energy correlation for these events

is presented in figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Energy correlation (with and without error bars) for events passing quality

cuis that the relative error in the HiRes 7 f 2 eneryy estimate be less than 20% and the

X^o, - Xo difference be greater than I00gcm-2. Results are those from the profile

fitter utilising the Fly's Eye Phase function and QR based aerosol extinction length.

The dotted line represents a 1:1 agreement.
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6.3.2 Comparing the Aerosol Models

Profile fits were performed on the 309 events that passed the quality cuts for the three

different aelosol cases. To allow compalison between two aerosol models, the flactional

energy difference, defined as,

I
(6.16)

was calculated for each event and the values histogramed. The range of the fractional

energy difference is between -1 and 1, with a value of -0.5 implying that the model 2

estimate is a factor of three times the model 1 estimate, a value of -0.2 corresponds

to a factor of 1.5 and a value of -0.1 corresponds to a factor of I.2 (and vice versa for

positive values).

Figure 6.10 plots histograms of the fractional energy difference for HiRes 1 profile

fits for the three different aerosol cases. Similarly figure 6.11 are HiRes 2 profile fits

and figure 6.12 are the results frorn the combined HiRes I / HiRes 2 profile fit.

The first point to note from the three figures is that in all cases the energy estimate

using the Fly's Eye phase function and fixed extinction length is consistently larger

than either of the two aerosol cases (the histograms are centered around a value of

-0.1 - a factor of L.2). Importantly, this effect is often quite large, as is indicated by

the tail of the distlibutions towards a value of -1.0. This effect is quite severe for the

HiRes 2 profile fit and is even worse for the combined HiRes 1 / HiRes 2 profile fit.

This behaviour is well understood due to variation in the aerosol extinction length.

From the quality ratio measurements, we know that close to g0% of the nights had ex-

tinction lengths longer than the fixed value used in the Fly's Eye model (see table 6.1).

Thus for a given light signal, the profile fitter would estimate a larger value fol the

energy of the shower as the fitter was overestimating the effects of attenuation. We

expect this effect to be worse at HiRes 2 than HiRes 1 due to the extra - 10km that

light must travel to reach HiRes 2. It is also interesting to note that the tail is more

populated for the combined HiRes 1 / HiRes 2 profile fit (figure 6.12) than even the

HiRes 2 profile fit case (figure 6.11). This effect is presumably due to the increased

sampling of the profile, leading to a, in principle, better estimate of the shower profile

F.actional Energy difference : *t1*-1lttt-gte - Model 2 Estimate
Model 1 Estimate * Model 2 Estimate
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of different aerosol models for HiRes 1 profile fits. The
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identical phase function, the middle plots is a comparison of different phase functions
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and energy. However the effects of over estimating the attenuation leads to signifi-

cantly larger energy estimates compared to the other models. Finall¡' we should note

that our results clo not prove that our variable extinction length values are correct.

Rather, we have shown that the aerosol extinction length has a lalge effect on en-

ergy and that based on our understanding of the atmosphere, they should be more

appropriate to use than a fixed value.

The second point to note is the relatively minor effect of using different phase

functions (the lower plot in figures 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12). In the majority of the cases

the use of a different phase function has no effect on the energy estirnate (unlike the

effect of a fixed extinction length). The distributions are slightly skewed towards

higher energies for the D'Almeida phase function though, with this effect worse for

the HiRes 2 profile fit and the combined HiRes 1 / HiRes 2 profile fit, This increase in

the energy estimateis mostly less than afactor of 1.5 (again significantly less than the

effect of a fixed extinction length). This increase in energy might be cxplained due to

a decrease in the estimation of the amount of Mie scattered Cerenkov light. For most

scattering angles, the D'Almeida phase function is smaller than the Fly's Eye phase

function, only overtaking the this function for scattering angles qf less than 10" (in

which case direct Cerenkov light will dominate the signal).

6.3.2.L Case Studies

To further answer the question of the best atmospheric model to use, a small subset

of events was examined in detail. It was decided to examine the agleement between

HiRes 1 and HiRes 2 energies using the different models to see if any particular model

was favoured. This required the selection of a set of events well observed by both

HiRes sites and cases when the measured quality ratios were small and large were

considered separately.

For the cases when the quality ratios were small (Qn < 2), three criterion were

used to select events. The first two criteria required that each of the three profile fits

had an energy resolution o125% and a minimum Xo and X^o, separation of 700gcm-2

(occasionally the profile fit performs poorly due to an incomplete view of the shower

and Xo approaches X*o,). The final, and possibly most important criteria required
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that both sites viewed the region around X*or. A further cut requiring that the

HiRes 2 -Ro distance was at least 15km was applied to ensure that light had to tlavel

significant distances (and thus allow atmospheric effects to take effect).

After applicabion of these tight quality cuts, \rye were left with a total of 3 events.

The ratios of HiRes 2 to HiRes 1 energy for the 3 events with the different models are

presented in table 6.3 in order of increasing (quatity ratio estimated) aerosol extinction

lengths (L"",o). From this table we can see that the models using the quality ratio (QR)

based aerosol extinction lengths (L"",o) perform consistently better than the Fly's Eye

model using a fixed value of. Lo",o (with aIlÀ dependence). There is also tentative

evidence that the energy estimates using the D'Almeida phase function provide slightly

better agreement than those with the Fly's Eye phase function (which is what we

expected based on Luo's work). However as all ratios are larger than 1.0, it implies

that, not surprisingly, there are still some problems in the profile fitting and energy

estimation analysis. Some optimisation of the quality ratio - aerosol extinction length

relationship was performed (notably varying C in equation 6.15) but this was found

to have only a very minor effect (implying the problems are deeper within the fitting

and/or the calibration processes).

However aerosols have only a very limited effect on these events, so to more fully

investigate these effect of atmosphere it was decided to concentrate on a set of events

when quality ratios indicated the presence of aerosols. Thus the set of events taken

when quality ratios were larger than 2.8 (implying at least a background level of

aerosols) were filtered to produce the best 10 events. The filtering process consisted

of visually scanning all candidate events to obtain the set of best viewed events, with

the basic requirement being that events were reasonably well viewed in both detectors

(essentially that the region around X*o, was viewed in both detectors and there was

no large direct Cerenkov light contamination). The ten candidate events will now be

discussed in the captions of table 6.4 to table 6.13, in order of increasing quality ratio

(and thus decreasing Lo"ro) measurements. Profiles fits using the quality ratio based

Lo",o and. Fly's Eye phase function are presented in frgures 6.13,6.14 ancl 6.15 for each

of the l0 cases. The different aerosol models produce different frts, and we should note

that the fits presented are not always the best fit to the data.
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HiRes I R, - 7.0km, HiRes 2 Rp : 17.6krn) Loe,o: 465km
Aerosol Model Energy r EeV) HiRes2/IiiResl

Lo"ro Phase Fn HiRes 1 HiRes 2 Energy ll.atio
QR based Fly's Eye 5.0 + 0.2 6.6 + 0.4 L.7 +Q.2
QR based D'Almeida 5.0 + 0.2 6.6 + 0.4 1.6 + q.2

Fixed Fly's Eye 5.7 + 0.3 9.6 + 0.6 1.9 + 0.2

Table 6.3: Ratio of HiRes 2 to HiRes 1 energies assuming different atmospheric models
for a set of distant, well viewed events. Note that the models using the quality ratio
(QR) based aerosol extinction lengths (Lo",o) perform consistently better than the
frxed (L"",o) case, although not entirely without problems as the FIiRes 2 estimate
seems to be systematically larger than the HiRes 1 estimate. Energv estimates from
the combined HiRes 1 / HiRes 2 fit tend to between the HiRes 1 and HiRes 2 estimates.

Case l: Quality Rat lo 3.0
HR1 3.7km HR2 8.6km Lo"ro :13.6km

Aerosol Model Energy HiRes2/HiResl
Lo"ro Fhase Fn HiRes 1 HiRes 2 Energy Ratio

QR based Fly's Eve 0.17 + 0.02 0.37 + 0.10 2.2 +0.8
QR based D'Almeida 0.17 + 0.02 0.40 + 0.11 2.3 + 0.9

Fixed Fly's Eye 0.20 + 0.02 0.62 +0.22 3.0 + 1.4
No Aerosols 0.18 + 0.02 0.43 + 0.15 2.4 + r.r

Table 6.4: We can firstly note that there is poor agreement in all cases due to the
large errors in the HiRes 2 energy estimate. The QR based cases seem to provide best
agreement.

HiRes I Ro- 10.8km , HiRes 2 Ro - 22,2km, Lo",o :43.0km
Aerosol Model Ee HiRes2/F-IìRes1

L o.ro Phase Fn HiR.es 1 HiRes 2 Energy $,atio
QR based Fly's Eye 3.1 + 0.1 5.3 + 0.3 1.3 + q.1

QR based D'Almeida 3.4 +0.2 5.4 + 0.3 1.3 + 0.1
Fixed Fly's Eye 4.3 !0.2 8.0 + 0.5 r.7 +0.2

HiRes I R, :16.2km, HiRes 2 Ro - 28.4km, Lo.,o :87.5.km
Aerosol Model Energy t EeV HiRes2/IliRert

Lo"ro Phase Fn HiRes 1 HiRes 2 Energy Ratio
QR based Fly's Eye 7.3 + 0.2 8.6 + 0.7 1.2 + 0..1

QR based D'Almeida 8.0 + 0.2 9.2 + 0.8 1.1 + 0.1
Fixed Fly's Eye 16.0 + 0.5 25 +4 1.6 + 0.3
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Case 2: Quality Ratio 3.0
HR1Æe 9.6km HR 2 ,RE 20.6km Lo"ro:13'5km

Aerosol Model HiRes2/HiResl
Lo.ro Phase Fn HiRes 1 HiRes 2 Energy R,atio

QR based Fly's Eye 2.5 + 0.1 4.9 + 0.3 1.9 + 0.2

QR based D'Almeida 4.5 + 0.1 8"2 + 0.8 1.8 + q.2

Fixed Fly's Eye 13.1 + 0.6 19+4 1.5 + 0.4
No Aerosols 7.6 +0.2 5.9 + 0.5 0.8 + 0.1

Table 6.5: This event was taken not long after the operator noted that the weather had
improved from being bad at the start of the night to being almost perfect. We note
that the best agreement is obtained with the no aerosols case. A possible explanation
is due to the presence of low ground fog (this had been explicitly observed two nights
previously) which would bias the QR measurement and thus underestimate Lo",o.

Case 3: Quality Ratio : 3.1
HRIAe 4.8km HP"z Re 15.8km Lo.ro : l3.0km

Aerosol Model Ener Ee HiRes 2 iRes 1

Lo"ro Phase Fn HiRes 1 HiRes 2 Energy Ratio
QR based Fly's Eye 0.34 + 0.02 0.42 + 0.06 t.2 +0.2
QR based D'Almeida 0.45 + 0.03 0.7 + 0.3 1.5 + 0.8

Fixed Fly's Eye r.2 +0.2 4+3 3+3
No Aerosols 1.0 + 0.2 1.5 + 0.8 1.5+1

Table 6.6: The best case appears to be using the QR based Lo",o and the Fly's Eye
phase function. The other models appear to be worse, but they do have larger errors
due to the poor coverage at HiRes 2. It is also interesting to note large differences
between the energy estimates of the different models (due to the different models
predicting different amounts of aerosol scattered light).

Case 4: Quality Ratio : 3.1
HR1 3.7km HR2 5.5km Lo.rn : 12.8km

Aerosol Model Ener Ee HiRes 2 HiRes I
L o"ro Phase Fn HiRes 1 HiRes 2 Energy Ratio

QR based Fly's Eye 0.21 + 0.03 0.18 + 0.01 0.9 + 0.2

QR based D'Almeida 0.21 + 0.03 0.25 + 0.01 1.7 +0.2
Fixed Fly's Eye 0.24 +0.04 1.27 + 0.05 5.2 + 1.1

No Aerosols 0.21 + 0.04 0.95 + 0.04 4.4 + 0.9

Table 6.7: The QR based Lo",o profrle fits appear to perform the best, although the
tIiRes 2 fit does seem to be overestimating the aerosol scattered Cerenkov component.
This results in a lowered energy estimate as less of the total light is assigned to flu-
orescence. Even though the profile fit for this case in figure 6.13 appears to be quite
poor, it does however perform substantially better than the no aerosols case.
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Case 5: Qu Ratio : 3.8
HRlfre 3.2km HP"2 Re 8.5km Lo"ro :6'9km

Aerosol Model Energy Ee HiRes2/HiResI
Lo"ro Phase Fn HiRes 1 HiRes 2 Energy Ratio

QR based Fly's Eye 0.13 + 0.02 0.17 + 0.01 1,3 + 0.2

QR based D'Almeida 0.14 + 0.02 0.20 + 0.01 1.4 + 0.3
Fixed Fly's Eye 0.17 + 0.03 t.7 +0.2 10+3

No Aerosols 0.15 + 0.03 0.99 + 0.08 7+2

Table 6,8: Best results are again obtained with QR based Lo",o profrlehts. However it
does appear to attribute the majority of the observed light at HiRes 2 to the aerosol
scattered Cerenkov component, thus reducing the fraction of the total light assigned
to fluorescence (and thus probably underestimates the true energy).

Case 6 ty Ratio : 3.8
HR 1 .Re 5.3km HRz Re 9.5km Lo.ro :6.4km

Aerosol Model Energy V HiRes 2 1

Lo.ro Phase Fn HiRes 1 HiRes 2 Energy Ratio
QR based Fly's Eye 0.32 +0.02 0.36 + 0.05 1.7 +0.2
QR based D'Almeida 0.36 + 0.02 0.46 + 0.12 1.3 + 0.4

Fixed Fly's Eye 0.42 + 0.03 1.02 + 0.16 2.4 +0.6
No Aerosols 0.37 + 0.03 0.72 +.0.r7 2.0 + 0.5

Table 6.9: This event was taken approximately two hours after the previous case. Best
results are again obtained with QR based Lo",o profrle fits.

Case u Ratio : 3.8
HR1 HR2 7.2km Lo"ro :0.4km

Aerosol Model HiRes 2 Res 1

Lo"ro Phase Fn HiRes 1 HiRes 2 Energy lìatio
QR based Fly's Eye 0.3 + 0.2 0.2r +0.02 0.9 + 0.7

QR based D'Almeida 0.3 + 0.2 0.24 + 0.07 0.9 + 0.9
Fixed Fly's Eye 0.3 + 0.3 1.1 + 0.4 4+4

No Aerosols 0.3 + 0.2 0.8 + 0.2 3+3

Table 6.10: This night was noted as clear, but with high (6a%) hum.idity. As would
be expected due to the high humidity (water droplets will act as aerosols) the QR
based Lo"ro profrle fits appear to perform the best. However the poor X^o, coverage
at HiRes 1 leads to large errors in the energy estimate making the distinction between
models less clear.
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Case 8: ty Ratio : 4.0

HR 1 ,RE 4.8km HR,2 Rp 6.4km Lo"ro :5'5km
M HiRes2/HiResl

Lo.ro Phase Fn HiRes 1 HiRes 2 Energy Ratio

QR based Fly's Eye 0.19 + 0.01 0.37 + 0.03 2.0 + 0.3

QR based D'Almeida 0.20 + 0.02 0.46 + 0.03 2.3 +0.4
Fixed Fly's Eye 0.21 + 0.04 0.84 + 0.08 3.9 + 1.0

No Aerosols 0.19 + 0.03 0.62 + 0.06 3.3 + 0.9

Table 6.11: All models appear to perform poorly on this event. The operator noted

the presence of fog and high humidity in the log. A possible explanation may be that

ground fog is biasing the QR estimates ol Lo"ro by making it too short. However due

to the high humidity aerosols are still having an effect leading to the poor estimates

with the no aerosol case.
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Figure 6.15: HiRes 1 and HiRes 2 profile fits using quality ratio based -Lo"'o and Fly's

Eye phase function the for the two cases discussed in tables 6.12 and 6.13' These two

events were taken within 3 hours of each other. For each site (and each case) the light

due to each component is presented followed by a plot of the fitted light profile (the

sum of the four components) to the measured light profile at the detector. In the plots

of the four light components, the fluorescence component is the thick solid line, clirect

Cerenkov is the thin solid line, Rayleigh scattered Cerenkov is dotted line, and Mie

(aerosol) scattered Cerenkov is the dashed line'
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Case 9: Quality Ratio : 4.6
HR 1 ,R?, 10.6km HRz Re 18.5km Lo.ro :3.;lkm

Aerosol Model Energy (EeV) HiRes2lHiResl
Lo"ro Phase Fn HiRes 1 HiRes 2 Energy Ratio

QR based Fly's Eye 7tt2 2r +70 2+7
QR based D'Almeida rt +.2 22 +700 2t9

Fixed Fly's Eye 7+1 9+15 r+2
No Aerosols 6+i 6+5 1+1

Table 6.12: This is a particularly interesting event due to the large distance the event
was observed at, whilst the QR based Lo",o was very small. The opelator noted that
the weather vr'as good apart from the presence of ground fog. The presence of ground
fog would seriously bias the value of the aerosol extinction length from the QR, pushing
up the energy estimates due to the large distances involved. Not surplisingly, the best
agreement is obtained with the no aerosols case, although error in HiRes 2 is still
rather large (again due to poor X*o, coverage).

Case 10: ty Ratio : 4"7
}IR, 1 .EE 9.7km HP,z Re 19.5km Lo.ro : {,Okm

erosol Model Energy V 2 HiRes 1

Lo"ro Phase Fn HiRes 1 HiRes 2 Energy Ratio
QR based Fly's Eye 3.45 + 0.09 6 +2 1.8 + 0.6

QR based D'Almeida 3.50 + 0.09 6 +2 1.8 + 0.6
Fixed Fly's Eye 2.44 + 0.06 3+1 1.3 + 0.5

No Aerosols 2.06 + 0.05 2.4 +0.8 r.2 +0.4

Table 6.13: This event was taken approximately 2.5 hours earlier than the previous
night and thus suffers from the same problems due to ground fog. Not surprisingly,
the best agreement is obtained with the no aerosols case. These last tlvo cases indicate
the need to account for ground fog.
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A common failure is to attribute too much of the observed light to one source such

as aerosol scattered Cerenkov light. In this case, less of the total observed light is

attributed to fluorescence which then results in a reduced energy estimate. This also

explains why the energy estimates using the D'Almeida phase function tend to be

larger than those with the Fly's Eye phase function (assuming the same QR based

Loero). If we examine fi.gure 6.5 we note that for scattering angles larger than about

10o, the Fly's Eye phase function is larger than D'Almeidaphase function, and thus

will scatter more Cerenkov light towards the detector. Hence we should expect the

profile fit using the D'Almeida phase function to assign larger energies than the profile

fit using the Fly's Eye phase function.

In conclusion, these case studies serve to reinforce our earlier conclusions - that

the quality ratio based aerosol extinction lengths are more appropriate than the fixed

values used by the Fly's Eye. No clear distinction between the two phase functions

was possible. However based on the work by Luo[130] the preference should probably

be the D'Almeida or a similar phase function based on a lognormal size distribution

of aerosol particles. The case studies indicate the need for further work into the area

of atmospheric models. It appears that quality ratio type measurements can provide

useful information on the aerosol extinction length but they do have limitations that

must be addressed. Namely, one must be aware of the presence of ground fog which will

bias the value. We should also note that in this study we assumed a zeto height mixing

layer, an assumption that may not always be true and should thus be investigated (in

fact one could view the presence of ground fog as a mixing layer). Further analysis

of results from flasher atrays and cloud detectors[29] (which can be mounted on the

actual flashers) should provide the necessary information to allow effective monitoring

of the atmosphere.

Finally we should note that the results of these case studies indicate the need for

further work on the profile frtter and possibly on the calibration so as to obtain closer

agreement between the HiRes I and HiRes 2 profile fits. Further work is also neecled

to understand the performance and any biases within the combined HiRes 1/ HiRes 2

profile fits.
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6.4 The HiRes Prototype Stereo Dataset

This section presents some preliminary results of the anal5rsis of the HiRes prototype

stereo dataset, and evaluates the likely performance of HiRes stage [,0. Only those

events that passed the quality cut discussed in section 6.3.1 wereconsidered and based

on the work done on aerosol models in section 6.3, it was decided to use the combined

HiRes 1 / HiRes 2 profile fitter with the D'Almeida phase function and quality ratio

based aerosol extinction length.

The distribution of energies in shown in figure 6.16 and the distribution of X^o,

values in figure 6.17. Zenith angle, tracklength and l?, distributions are presented

in figure 6.18. A plot of the zenith angle distribution compensatecl for solid angle

effects, dN(d)ldç¿, is also plotted. The zenith angle distribution fol a detector such as

HiRes is vastly different from that of a ground array, which is of the form dN(d)/df¿ :
cos8'3 0[91] and is plotted as the dotted line in the figure. This difference relates to the

design of the cletector - HiRes detects the isotlopic fluolescence light; from the trAS,

and thus maximises its aperture by observing at low elevation angles. Ground arrays,

must directly detect the passage of the EAS, so dN(d)/dCI monotonically decreases as

zenith angle increases due to atmospheric absorption of showers (which goes as secd).

Ilowever a detector such as HiRes detects the isotropic fluorescence light from the

EAS, and attempts to maximise its aperture by observing at low elevation angles. We

thus have a selection effect towards inclined showers as we are more likely to view the

development of these shower (needed to for accurate reconstruction) than for those

with small zenith angles.

Ideally we would like to compare these results with those from Monte Carlo Sim-

ulations. Howevet, no such simulations are available for this two site configuration of

the HiRes detector (most simulations have been per-formed assumin$ HiRes stage 1

or 2 configurations). Such simulations have been left for further wolk. However we

can still interpret these results to see if they are reasonable. The fifst point we can

note is that the distributions of energies and X*o, appears reasonable. Given the B-3

nature of the energy spectrum and our elevation coverage we not surprisingly see that

the majority of events have energies between 1017 and 1018eV. If we now examine the
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Figure 6.16: Distribution of energies of from combined HiRes 1 / HiRes 2 profile fit
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tracklength and ,Ro distance distributions we see that the majority of events have small

tracklengths and A, values. Again, this is what we expect given the large number of

showers around 1017 - 1018eV. These showers generate less light than the higher energy

showers so we expect shorter tracklengths and smaller -Ro distances.

If we examine the distribution of tracklengths in HiRes 2 we see a large bias to-

wards tracklengths below about 20" indicating that most showets were detected in

one or possibly two mirrors. This is approximately what we expect as low energy

showers produce less light, so are likely to have small tracklengths, and higher energy

showers are likely to be more distant which also contributes to the population of small

tracklengths in HiRes 2.

One of the aims of the HiRes project is to detect significant numbers of high energy

(,8 > l018eV) showers. Of the 309 well reconstructed showers considered, a total of 84

(- 27To) events had energies above 1018eV, and 5 events had energies above 101eeV.

The highest energy event observed had an estimated energy of 5.0 + 0.5 x 101eeV and

is displayed in figure 6.19. It is also worth noting that almost all the showers with

HiRes I R, ) 8km and HiRes 2 R, ) 17km had energies above 1018eV, quite clearly

d.emonstrating an important property of fluorescence detectors - that their aperture

increases with energy. A calculation of the actual aperture and energy spectrum has

been left as further work.

A skymap (in right ascension and declination coordinates) of the arrival directions

of the 30g cosmic rays are presented in figure 6.20. This plot shows the exposure bias

of the northern hemisphere site (- 40"N). Further work to calculate the total exposure

of the detector is needed before an anisotropy study may be performed.

6.4.L comparison of Prototype and stage 1 Results

The HiRes prototype detector has been shut down and is currently operating in the

stage 0.5 configuration, in preparation for stage 1.0 operation (see chapter 3 or Abu-

Zayyad, et at.fll for details). It is obviously of interest to examine how profile fitting

performs when the elevation angle coverage is reduced from that of the HiRes 1 pro-

totype to the stage I configuration of a single elevation ring of mirrors at HiR.es 1.
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Thus the full stereo dataset (1020 events) were passed through the stereo-timing

fitter, and reconstructed assuming a stage 1 configuration of mirrols. These events

were then passecl through the tight binning program and finally the profile fitter (using

the D'Almeida phase function and quality ratio based aerosol extinction length). A
total of 40 events were reconstructed with 25 passing a quality cut that the relative

error in the energy estimated by the combined HiRes 1 / HiRes 2 profile fit be less

than 20T0. These events were then compared with the corresponding events in which

the full elevation angle coverage of the HiRes 1 detector was used..

Figure 6.21 shows the energy correlation between the HiRes prototype and HiRes

stage 1.0 configuration for the HiRes l profile fit. Similarly, figure 6.22 presents the

correlation for the HiRes 2 profile fit and figure 6.23 presents the correlation for the

HiRes 1 / HiRes 2 profile fit.
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Figure 6'21: Energy correlation between the HiRes prototype and HiRes stage 1.0
(single elevation ring) configurations for the HiRes 1 profile fit.

For the case of the HiRes 1 profile fit (figure 6.2I), we see the stage I configuration

tencls to underestimate the energy compared to the estimate using the full prototype
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Figure 6.22: Energy correlation between the HiRes prototype and HiRes stage 1.0

(si-ngle elevation ring) configurations for the HiRes 2 profile fit. Energy differences are

due to differences in fitting the EAS trajectory'
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X^o,' However stage 1 will generally only view X*o, for distant high energy showers.

Hence for the majority of showers, which are nearby showers ancl/or lower energy

showers, we should expect poorer profile fits and thus energy estimal,es

As would be expected, there is a good correlation in the HiRes 2 profile fit (fig-

ure 6.21)" The only difference between the two profile fits arises dues to differences

in the estimation of the shower trajectory. As the correlation is quite strong we can

conclude that any such differences in the trajectory had a very minor effect on the
profile fit. However we should note that this is probably just a selection effect of our

energy resolution cut, from which \.ve can infer that in events with poor trajectory fits,
the plofile fitter also failed.

Finally, for the combinecl HiRes 1 / HiRes 2 profile fit (figure 6.2J) we see a reason-

able correlation between energy estimates for the two configurations. We once again

see that the stage 1 profile fit tends to predict lower energy than the prototype profile

fit (as was the case in the HiRes 1 profile fit). A case study of the 25 events indicated

that this reduction of energy by the stage 1 profile fit was generally due to viewing the

tail of the shower after X^o,. ln general the more clistant the shower the better the

fit (which is why the inclusion of HiRes 2 information in this combined profile fit was

able to improve the agreement between the two configurations over tfat of the HiRes

1case.)

Thus to conclude we can infer that the loss of the elevation angulal coverage between

the Hires prototupe and the stage 1.0 detector should not adversely affect energy

estimates of the more distant high energy showers. Provided the region around X^o,
is well viewed by either site, the energy estimate should be reasonable.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and F\rrther'Work

7.L Summary and Conclusions

The HiRes detector represents a step forward in the use of the air fluorescence tech-

nique in the study of extremely high energy cosmic rays (discussed in chapter 1). It

builds upon the success of the Fly's Eye detector and will detect larger numbers of

high energy extensive air showers at greater distances and finer resolution. To achieve

these aims has required the development and testing of new detector units, and has

brought new problems and challenges.

This thesis presents work performed by the author on the prototype HiRes detector

described in chapter 3. Whilst much of the development of HiRes \ryas based on both

past experience with the Fly's Eye detector and the use of Monte Carlo simulations,

the author has sought to demonstrate that we have developed the necessary expertise

to solve many of the expected problems on erperirnental dala However on such a

large project, it becomes necessary to limit one's scope to a subset of all the probiems

and tasks associated with the development of a new detector. With this in mind the

author has concentrated on the development and application of high precision timing

information to allow the coherent use of information from both detector sites'

In chapter 4 the author details the development of Global Positioning System

(GPS) based. clocks to provide high precision reiative timing accuracy between the

two HiRes sites. As a result of this work, the relative timing accuracy of the two sites

23r
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is less than 50ns the majority of the time, with occasional degradations in the timing
accuracy to around 100ns. Absolute timing accuracy is within 340ns of UTC g5% of

the time. As part of this work the timing system was checked and calibrated giving

us confidence in our ability to correctly assign triggering times of pMTs.

The implementation of high precision relative timing accuracy between the two

HiRes sites allowed the development of a stereo-timing air shower reconstruction pro-

gram which is discussed in chapter 5. The lack of high precision relative timing ac-

curacy had previously prevented the use of this technique on the Fly's Eye detectors.

However Monte Carlo simulations had indicated that if one had high precision relative

timing between the two sites, and one could account for ali timing systematics, then

the technique should provide reconstruction accuracy better than any other method

in use' Thus the author undertook the development and testing of a stereo-timing

reconstruction program.

Testing and optimisation of the reconstruction program utilised the Laserscope, a

portable telescope mounted UV laser which can be steered and fired to produce a

beam of UV light in the atmosphere capable of triggering the HiRes detectors. The

Laserscope thus provided a large dataset of cosmic ray like tracks with known positions

and trajectories. The Laserscope data was also used in attempts to parameterise pMT

trigger time slewing, a known source of systematic error in assigning PMT triggering

times. The results of this work indicated that for EAS observed with opening angles

greater than about 10" (where the opening angle is the angle between the two shower

detector pianes) the median reconstruction error was 0.4" with g5% of events being

reconstructed with errors of less than 1o. For EAS viewed at small opening angles, the

reconstruction accuracy is worse, with a median error of 0.8o and gb% Ii¡¡it of 1.8o.

An evaluation of the performance of the stereo-timing reconstruction program on data

from the stage 1.0 detector configuration \^/as also performed by reconstructing showers

using only the lowest elevation ring of mirrors at HiRes 1 (and the two elevation rings

of mirrors at HiRes 2). Encouragingly results indicated only a small increase in the

reconstruction error despite the loss of 54o of elevation angle coverage between the two

configurations.

High precision relative timing accuracy between the two HiRes sites allowed the
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development of an accurate stereo-timing reconstruction program. An accurately re-

constructed trajectory is the important first step in determining EAS parameters such

as depth of shower maximum and primary particle energy. These parameters are esti-

mated through the use of a program to compare the measured light profile of the EAS

with that expected assuming a Gaisser-Hillas shower deveiopment function. Chapter 6

thus describes the compilation of the stereo dataset and the development of a profile

fitting program for use on this dataset.

Fitting the measured light profile to a Gaisser-Hillas function is a well understood

problem. However application to the HiRes stereo dataset brings with it new probiems.

EAS are now being viewed at much larger distances than those detected by the Fly's

Eye. The effect of the atmosphere, and in particular aerosol scattering and attenuation

of light, is a much more signifrcant problem than it was for the Fly's Eye. This has long

been recognised, so that nightiy monitoring of atmospheric conditions is performed.

These nightly measurements were incorporated into the profile fitting program'

and a comparison made of the use of different aerosol models. The most significant

atmospheric effect is attenuation due to aerosol scattering of iight, which is partly

characterised by an aerosol extinction length. The comparison indicated that the use

of the Fly's Eye fixed aerosol extinction length tends to signifi,cantly overestimate the

primary particle energy. This was due to measured extinction lengths being consis-

tently longer than the Fly's Eye value, which, due to the signifrcantly larger distances

involved with the detection of light by HiRes 2, results in over estimation of primary

particle energy. Care must be taken with the use of these nightly measurements to

ensure that they are not biased by the presence of ground fog or an aerosol mixing

layer. Evaluation of different aerosol scattering phase functions \474s moÍe difficult,

with the comparison being largely insensitive to the different phase functions consid-

ered. However it was noted that energy estimates using a phase function based on a log

normal distribution of particles were systematically higher than those using the Fly's

Eyes phase function which is based on a power law distribution of aerosol particles.

previous work indicates that a phase function based on a log normal distribution of

particles should be more appropriate, so until further evidence is obtained preference

should probably be given to a lognormal based phase function
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From analysis of the stereo dataset, it appears that ihe HiRes detector is achieving

the desired aims. We are able to well reconstruct EAS at very large distances from

the detector' Energy and depth of shower maximum distributions appear reasonable,

with the expected increase in aperture with energy being observed. The performance

of event reconstruction assuming a stage 1.0 configuration was compared with results

using the prototype configuration. This comparison indicated that, provided the region

around shower maximum was observed, the energy estimates should be reasonable.

Given the elevation angle coverage of the stage 1.0 detector this condition will only be

met for the more distant (and in general more energetic) showers.

7.2 Further Work

Whilst the author has performed significant work to ensure the HiRes detector reaches

its potential, there is always further work that may be performed. Thus in this section

I will highlight any remaining problems or follow up work that should be performed.

It is obviously important that we maintain the high precision timing system cur-

rently in place. Thus it is important that we maintain checks, such as recording

satellites being viewed by the GPS receivers at each site, and analysis of Laserscope

shots (which has now been synchronised to fire on the GPS 1PPS output) to ensure

we are maintaining our timing accuracy. One couid also test the absolute timing ac-

curacy by developing a stable clock (such as that based on the Rubidium oscillator

used in this work) which could be synchronised to some time reference signal änd then

transported to the HiRes sites for comparison with the output of the GpS clocks.

Such a device could also be used to ensure the two GPS clocks are synchronised to the

sub-microsecond level. That is, assuming one clock is functioning and within B40ns of

UTC, the other should also be within 340ns of UTC at the time of the measurement

(which is of course different to the time of the first measurement and hence the reason

we cannot test the relative timing accuracy of the system in this way).

It would also be interesting to use the GPS ciocks 1PPS output to either drive or

trigger a blue LED placed at the mirror surface so as to trigger an entire PMT cluster.

The lPPS is used to latch central timing (providing a reference trigger time), so that
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provided one measures cabie delays and the rise time of the LED's pulse, we can check

directly check the accuracy of the PMT calibration process. Instead of a blue LED

it might be possible to trigger the YAG or a Xenon flasher on the GPS 1PPS output

instead.

Moving onto the stereo-timing fltter, there is also much scope for further devel-

opment. When work on characterising PMT profile responses is completed, the new

profile responses should be used to repiace the oider Monte Carlo responses. It is also

desirable to more fully investigate the problem of trigger time slewing through the use

of Laserscope shots. More Laserscope shots at a greater range of distances and inten-

sities would allow us to further refine the time slewing parameterisation developed in

this thesis. It wouid also be interesting to further investigate why certain geometries

fail, and how to improve the initial guess used by the stereo-timing fltter. Finally, it

will be worthwhile to test the reconstruction accuracy on Monte Carlo generated data,

both as a comparison with the accuracy achieved using Laserscope data, and to allow

further investigation of problematic events such as those at small opening angles or at

the edges of the detector.

The HiRes prototype stereo dataset provides much scope for further work. Firstly

the exposure of the detector should be calculated to enable spectrum and anisotropy

work to be performed. It should also be possible to perform a cluster analysis through

combining the high energy events in this dataset with those from other datasets such

as the Fly's Eye and AGASA. Secondly there is more scope for work on atmospherics.

This thesis investigated the use of an aerosol model with an exponential decrease in

density with a frxed scale height. It would be interesting to examine how this changes

with difierent conditions. The approach taken in this thesis was to vary the aerosol

extinction length, but it might also be appropriate to consider variations in the scale

height or even the presence of a mixing layer. Results from comparison of different

aerosol models indicates there is still further work to be performed on the profile fitter,

and possibly the absolute calibration. Further work on the newly developed combined

HiRes 1/ HiRes 2 proflle fitter is also needed to understand its the performance and

any biases that may be present. Finally one could use the stereo dataset to follow up

the comparison work between the prototype and stage 1 configuration of the detector'
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One could further investigate why events \4/ere poorly reconstructed and possible ways

to ovetcome this (such as fixing the depth of shower maximum and fitting for shower

size).

In conclusion, the operation of the prototype HiRes detector has provided us with a

wealth of information on the challenges facing the HiRes project. Significant advances

have been made in allowing us to accurately reconstruct the trajectories and energies

of large numbers of high energy cosmic rays. With further work we can improve

and refine our understanding of the HiRes detector, and begin to solve some of the

remaining questions on the nature of these extremely high energy particles.



Appendix A

The Global Positioning SYstem

The Global Positioning System (GPS) was developed by the U.S.A's Department of

Defense (DoD) to allow accurate determination of position, velocity and time anywhere

in the world. It consists of a active constellation of 21 satellites (plus at least 3 spares)

in 12 hour orbits distributed in 6 orbital planes (inclined at 55o to the equator) and

at altitudes of approximately 18000 km. The distribution of satellites was designed so

that 4 or more satellites are visible 24 hours a day, anywhere in the world, to allow an

accurate determination of position. Excellent reviews of the global positioning system

may be found in Hofmann-Wellenhof et aI.lI}5] and Dana[64] and this appendix will

cover some of the important aspects of the system.

4.1- Obtaining a Position

To uniquely find the position of a unknown point in three dimensional space requires

that we know the location of 3 other points in space as well as the distance from each

of the known points to the unknown point. This can be mathematically expressed as

solving the ranging equations for the unknown point (tsr,", !sp", zsp") when we know

the distances pi to each of three points (r;, y;, z¿):

P¿-t,z,s: (*nr" - r¿)2 + (ynr" - a¿)' t (znr" - z;)2 (A.1)

This has direct application in GPS as the orbits of the GPS satellites are accu-

rately known. Thus the satellites act as sources of known position by continuously

237
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transmitting their locations to GPS receivers on the ground. Of course for this to
be useful there must also be a way for the time and the satellite receiver distance to

be accurately determined. To satisfy these requirements each satellite is fitted with

an atomic clock (Cesium or Rubidium) that operates at a fundamental frequency of

10'23MHz' The satellite clocks are monitored by ground control stations and are daily

synchronised to within 100ns of UTC by the master control station which has the

primary reference for GPS.

The satellite receiver distance is determined by the receiver mea-"uring the travel

time of a radio signal sent by the satellite and converting this time i,o a distance by

multiplying it by the speed of light. This distance is called a pseudora,nge, since it is a

combination of the true distance along with errors due to relativistic and atmospheric

effects.

To measure the pseudorange distance each satellite transmits a signal called the

coarse/acquisition (C/A) code on the Ll carrier frequency of L575.42MH2. The C/A
code is a pseudorandom noise (PRN) code sequence (repeated every millisecond) with

different sequences being generated by different initial conditions. 'fhis allows each

satellite to have a unique identification code. There are 37 such codes used and

satellites are refelenced by which code sequence they use (e.g. satellite PRN i). In

addition to the C/A codes, the satellites also transmit another psendorandom noise

sequence known as the precise, or P code. The P code is encrypted and this sequence

is then known as the Y code. The ability to decode the Y sequence is only available

to military users of the system. The P code is a 267 day pseudorandom noise code

and has been divide up into 37 seven day sections. The PRN number of the satellite

(and the PRN of the C/A sequence) refers to which week of the P code the satellite

is using' The P code sequence repeats weekly (starting at midnight on Saturday) and

its use allows more accurate position determination. The generatiorr of P and C/A
codes will be discussed later.

GPS receivers are able to generate their own version of the C/A codes. Receivers

will track satellites and compare the received code sequence with their locally gener-

ated versions to identify satellites. Satellites are either tracked on dedicated receiver

channels (the Leica receivers used in our GPS clocks have 6 independent channels)
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or track multiple satellites on one or two channels, rapidly switching between satel-

lites (the GpS receiver used by the CASA expereiment tracks up to 6 satellites on 2

channels and switches satellites every 20ms).

The GPS receiver attempts to solve for receiver position by measuring satellite-

receiver distances. The satellite-receiver distance is obtained by measuring the time

offset between the received C/A code sequence and the locally generated C/A code'

This offset is multiplied by the speed of light to give a pseudorange distance (p) which

can be used to solve the ranging equations. However since the satellite and receiver

clocks are not synchronised there is a clock bias that is introduced in the pseudorange

estimate. The receiver clock bias is thus another variable in the ranging equations

(4.1) so the full ranging equations that must be solved are:

(p; - Clocle Bias x c) - (*no" - n¿)2 + (anr" - ai)2 + (znr" - zr)2 (4.2)

where p¿ is the pseudorange distance which still includes atmospheric, relativistic and

selective availability effects and i : I,. . . ,4. The pseudorange distance will also be

affected by satellite clock errors. The sateliite clocks are monitored by the master con-

trol station which determines the bias in each satellite's clock. Correction parameters

are uplinked to the satellite, and the satellite broadcasts them as part of the 50Hz

navigation message discussed in section 4.5. These correction terms are then used to

adjust the measured pseudoranges. Selective availability (SA) only affects the C/A

code and is a technique used to deny non authorised users (as determined by U.S.A.

DoD) the full accuracy possible with GPS. Selective availability is discussed in more

depth in section 4.9. An important effect we should note, is that solving the ranging

equations for the receiver positions has the byproduct of synchronising the receiver's

clock with UTC. An important corollary is that if our position is well known', we need

only track a single satellite to solve for the receiver bias to synchronise it with UTC.

In summary, to obtain a position we must solve the ranging equations for four

unknowns - 3 spatial coordinates and the bias in the receivet's clock. This is achieved

by tracking four satellites to obtain 4 pseudorange estimates which allows us to solve

equation A.2 for all the 4 unknowns. Commercial GPS receivers are able to obtain

accuracies of
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o horizontal positioning to within 100 metres with a 95% probabiliiy, and to within
300 meters with a 99.99% probability.

¡ vertical positioning to within 140 metres with gb% probability, and

o timing accuracy to within 340 nanoseconds of UTC with a g5% probability

4,"2 Coordinate systems

GPS uses a coordinate system based on the Worlcl Geoclectic System 1g84 datum

(WGS-84). This datum defines both a cartesian system (Earth Centered Earth Fixed

or ECEF coordinates) and ellipsoidal (or geodectic) system having a cornmon geo-

centric origin and is shown below in figure 4.1. The cartesian ECtrF coordinates are

defined such that the Z axis is aligned along the mean position of the earth's rotational
axis as defined by the Conventional International Origin[lOb]. The Xy plane lies in
the equatorial plane of the earth with the Y axis passing through the rnean Greenwich

Meridian and the X axis orthogonal to the other two axis with the origin at the centre

of the earth. The ellipsoidal coordinates have the same origin and ale defined in terms

of latitude, longitude and height above a reference ellipsoidal surface defined by the

WGS-84 datum[83][64]. GPS receivers use the WGS-84 ECEF rectanfular coordinate

system as the basis for position calculations and use on board software to transform

coordinates into other desired geodectic datums. Thus care must be taken when using

or comparing coordinates as the use of different datums can result in positional errors

of up to a kilometre.

It is also useful to define a surface based on a gravitational equipotential, and such

a surface is known as the geoid (note this is surface is different from the ellipsoid

previously discussed), It is designed to closely apploximate mean sea level, and is

supposed to be the surface that would exist over the entire earth if the land and sea

surface resulted from gravity alone (ie the surface if the sea was freely allowed to pass

through land). This surface is usually approximated by spherical harmonics and is

stored in the GPS receiver software so that heights can be expressed in terms of height

above mean sea level (rather than height above the ellipsoid surface). Thus when

I
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comparing or specifying positions' cale must be taken to ensure are being referenced

to the same surface. The simple relationship between heights using different reference

systems is given by h: d + A where

å. is the ellipsoidal height (WGS-S4 coordinates)

d is the geoidal height (difference between the WGS-84 ellipsoid and the geoid)

A is the altitude above mean sea level.

Strictly there may be some d.eflection between h and A (due to local gravitational

anomalies) although this does not usually exceed 30 arcseconds.

Zi?

Figure 4.1: Earth Centred Earth Fixed (ECEF) Cartesian (X,Y,Z) and Ellipsoidal

Co--ordinates[10b]. Eltipsoidal coordinates are based on a reference ellipsoidal defined

by a semi-¡¡u;o. áxi. ø and a flattening factor from which the semi-minor axis ó can be

d.ätermined. nlipsoidal coordinates are then specified in terms of latitude À, longitude

{ and geod.ectic height h. N is the normal to the ellipsoid'

The Leica receivers used in the HiRes detector provide measurements of latitude,

longitude, altitude above mean sea level and geoidal height allowing a determination of

position in terms of rWGS-84 ellipsoidal coordinates. Details of the conversion formulas

between ellipsoidal and rectangular coordinates can be found in Hofmann-Wellenhof

et al.lL}1l or Dana[64].
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4.3 Tirning Systerns.

The GPS system maintains its own time system known as GPS time. The primary

reference clock is maintainecl by the GPS master control station located in Colorado

Springs. GPS time and UTC time are very similar with the only difference being that

GPS time does not count leap seconds whereas UTC does. This results in GPS time

drifting away from UTC every time a leap second is added to UTCj. The epoch fbr

GPS time is January 6.0 1980 at which time GPS time and UTC were coincident. The

difference between UTC and GPS time is broadcast by the GPS satellites as part of

the 50Hz navigation message (see section 4.5).

Each Satellite carries an atomic clock (plus three spares) that operate at a fun-

damental frequency of 10.23MH2. The stability of these clocks is at least one part

in 10-13 or better over one day and their stability is monitored by ground stations.

The master control station analyses this data and synchronises the satellites to within

100ns of GPS time each day. The timing accuracy obtainable with GPS is clue pri-

marily to selective availability effects which leduces the acculacy lo rvithin 340ns (2ø

- e5%) of UTC[6aj.

^.4 
Orbits, Ephemerides and the Almanac

The nominal orbits for the satellites are 12 hour orbits distributed in 6 orbital planes

inclined at 55o to the equator and at altitudes of approximately 18000 km. However

due to the rotation of the earth the satellite ground tracks have a period of a sidereal

day (ie it takes 23 hours and 56 minutes for a satellite to return to the same point in

the sky). The actual orbital positions are monitored by five control stations around

the world, and data are analysed at the master control station (in Colorado, USA) to

produce a reference orbit which is passed through a process known as lialman filtering.

This improves the accuracy of the initial orbit and allows determinisl,ic extrapolation

of the orbit so that it remains valid for up to four hours after it is uplinked to the

satellite.

The orbit is described by a smooth keplerian orbit which is definecl by six parameters
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knows as the ephemerides, together with some secular and periodic correction terms.

The satellites constantly transmit their ephemeris information to the receivers via the

navigation message (taking 30 seconds for a full transmission; see section 4.5) and

provide each satellite's position needed to solve the ranging equation'

Almanac data, detailing general orbital parameters, satellite clock correction pa-

rameters and other information such as satellite health status, are upioaded to the

satellites which continuously broadcast this information. The orbital ìnformation is

less accurate than the ephemerides, but is provided for all satellites and is accurate

for 1g0 days.This allows rapid satellite searching and acquisition by receivers as the

receiver has information upon what satellites should be visible. The almanac is sent

in parts via the navigation message taking 12.5 minutes to be fully sent'

A'.5 Satellite Signals

The atomic clocks on board the satellites are used to provide a fundamental frequency

/s of 10.23MH2. From this frequency, the two carrier frequencies Ll (1.57542 GHz

: I54fù and L2 (I.2276 GHz : l20fo) are produced. Information is transmitted

through the use of binary code sequences where a high state causes a 180o phase shift

in the carrier phase.

Three types of messages are sent on the carrier waves:

r the 10.23MH2 Precise (P) pseudorandom noise (PRN) code,

o the 1.023MH2 Coarse/Acquisition (C/A) PRN code and

o the 50Hz Navigation message.

The p code and the Navigation message are sent on both the Ll and L2 carrier

frequencies whilst the C/A code is only sent on the Ll carrier rvvave. The C/A code

is also phase shifted by 90" (quarter wavelength) with respect to the P code (ie if the

L2 wave is described by a pure cosine term then the L1 comprises the L2 cosine term

and a sin term due to the C/A component)'

The p code and the C/A code are produced by a device called a tapped feedback

shift register. The register contains a series of bits which are right shifted each clock
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tick. Thus the register acts as a pipe - each clock tick a new value is pushed into the

first bit, and the final bit from the previous clock tick is popped out. The new value

of the first bit is determined by XOR'ing the bit values of two different bits known

as the defining pair. In this way, the initial state of the register define the output bit
sequence. By way of example, consider the following 5 bit register using bits 2 and 3

as the defining pair:

which after a clock tick right shitTs everything and produces an output of 0 and a new

bit 1 value of XOR(bit 2 þ, bit 3) : XOR(l&l):0.

after another clock tick an output of 0 is produced and the new value of bit 1 is
xoR(0&1):1.

Thus the resultant output would be 0011001010... . The size of the register length,

the initial values of the bits, and the choice of the defining pair allow many different

codes to be generated.

The P code is generated by binary adding the bit sequences of from two registers.

The first sequence repeats every 1.5 seconds leading to a length of 1.b34b x 107 bits.

The second sequence has 37 more bits which when combined with the first sequence

leads to a bit sequence that takes 266.4 days to repeat. This code sec¡uence is divided

up into 37 unique 1 week sequences ancl each satellite is assigned a specific week. The

PRN ID of the satellite is determined by which week it is given thu." leading to only

37 valid satellite PRN IDs. Thus every time a satellite is clecommissioned its pRN ID

becomes available for new satellites ensuring that there are always codes available to

the system.

The P code is restarted at the beginning of every GPS week (which starts midnight

Saturday)' Currently this P code undergoes a technique called anti-spoofing in which

ç
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the public P code is encrypted to prevent someone transmitting false signals that could

confuse a receiver. The encrypted P code is relabeled the Y code and the decryption

algorithm is only supplied to authorised users (as defined by the US Department

of Defense - normally this means friendly military forces only). Authorised users

receive undegraded signals and can achieve the full positioning accuracy of the system

known as the precise positioning service (PPS). The 2o (95%) accuracy of the precise

positioning service system is defined as

o 22 meter horizontal accuracY

o 27.7 meter vertical accuracy

o 100 nanoseconds time accuracy

The coarse/acquisition pseudorandom code is generated by using two 10 bit registers

whose binary output is added to produce the PRN code. The PRN of the satellite

determines which bits are used as the defining pair and what the initial register setup

is. This information is public knowledge so that commercial receivers can use the

C/A code to determine receiver position. The reception of just the C/A code which

is affected by selective availability is known as the standard positioning service (SPS).

The 2o (95%) accuracy of this system is defined as

o 100 meter horizontal accuracy

o 156 meter vertical accuracy

¡ 340 nanoseconds time accuracy

The final type of message sent by the satellites is the 50Hz navigation message. This

is used to send information about the satellite clock, orbit, health status and other

correction data. The total message is 1500 bits long (taking 30 seconds to transmit)

and is broken up into a series of 5 subframes used to transmit different pieces of

information.

subframe(s) information

245
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2d and 3"d satellite ephemeris information (valid for 4 hrs)

4rå Military, atmospheric, UTC and other general information. Almanac data of spare

satellites.

5¿å Almanac and health status of the primary 24 satellite constellation.

Note that the satellite ephemeris is for that satellite only and that subframes 4 and b

are changed each message so that it takes 12.5 minutes for the compJete transmission

of all data.

4.6 Receivers and Antennas

Antennas used by GPS receivets are generally omnidirectional antenn¿rs and should be

insensitive with respect to rotation and inclination. The antennas have gain patter.ns

designed to reject satellites with low elevation and multipath signals. The signals are

passed through a pleamp and sent to the RF section of the receiver. An incoming

signal is assigned to a channel and thus the more channels a receiver has the more

satellites that can be simultaneously tracked. Older receivers tend to have few channels

and cycle satellites through the channel (they track each satellite for short periods

(- 20ms) rather than continuously tracking a single satellite). Multichannel receivers

are more accurate and less sensitive to loss of signal lock.

^.7 
Atmospheric and Relativistic effects

in addition to satellite clock errors, elrors arise due to atmospheric and relativis-

tic effects which âre compensated for by receivers. The atmospheric effects are due

to ionospheric and tropospheric refraction. Ionospheric refraction arises due to the

dispersive nature of this region (50-1000km) which arises from the presence of free

electrons. The net effect is that the pseudorange overestimates the true range. This

effect is dependent upon the number of free electrons so this effect ranges from 20-J0m

during the day down to 2-3m at night (due to recombination of electrons with ions

in the ionosphere). Ionospheric refraction is wavelength dependent so dual frequency
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receivers can eliminate it. Tropospheric refraction is due to the neutral atmosphere

and is generally much smaller than ionspheric refractions. Receivers use atmospheric

models to attempt to eliminate such delays and atmospheric parameters are sent by

the satellites in the 50Hz navigation message to improve the accuracy of the models

(The receivers used in our GPS clocks claim to be able to almost completely eliminate

tropospheric d.elays provided the satellites are at elevations above 5 degrees).

Relativistic effects arise due to the satellites being in accelerated reference frames

when compared with the earth based frame which is at rest. There are essentially four

relativistic effects that affect pseudorange estimations. The first two effects are due

to the earth,s gravitational field. The field causes a relatively minor effect of inducing

perturbations to the satellite orbit as well as space-time curvature of the satellite

signal. The latter effect requires a small correction (always less than 20mm) to be

applied to pseudorange estimates to obtain euclidean ranges. The third relativistic

effect is a small shift in the frequency of the satellite clock due its motion and the

difierence in the gravitational field between satellite and receiver. These effects would

cause a shift in 10.23MH2 fundamental frequency of 4.55mH2. The satellite clocks

take this into account by using a frequency offset from /s by this amount. The final

effect is a frequency shift in the receiver clock due to its rotation with respect to the

stationary geocentre reference frame. This gives rise to a frequency shift of one in

10-12 (about 10 ns over 3 hours) which is taken into account by receiver software. All

such relativistic effects are well understood and their effects are taken into account

when determining psuedoranges.

4.8 Ditution of Precision (DOPS)

The positioning accuracy achievable with GPS is dependent on the geometry of the

satellites used to determine the receiver position. The quality of the satellite ge-

ometry is measured by a quantity known as a dilution of precision or DOP value.

positioning accuracy is given by o : DOP x ø6 where oo is the standarcl deviation

in position. To obtain a DOP we must look at the sateliite geometry. First con-

sider a unit sphere centred on the receiver. Now work out what volume of the unit
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sphere is contained by using the satellite positions as the vertices for this volume

(rather similar to determining the solid angle definecl by the satellites). The geo-

metrical dilution of precision (GDOP) is then defined as the inverse of this volume.

Thus the larger the volume then the smaller is the GDOP (a low GDOP thus im-

plies the satellites used are well distributed in space). Several other DOP's can be

defined. We have position and time DOPS (PDOP and TDOF respectively), which

arerelatedtotheGDoPbyGDoF:@.ThepositionDoFcanbe
further broken down into horizontal and vertical DOP's (HDOP ancl VDOP) where

PDOP : oP2 + HDOP can also then be broken down into a east and a

northDoPwhereHDoP:ffi.DoP'scanbeworkedoutusingthe
almanac or can be determined in real time by the receiver using its measured positions

of the satellites.

4.9 Selective Availability

The global positioning system was designed and implemented by the US Department

of Defense primarily to give its military forces a tactical battlefielcl advantage. It
was realised that proposed system would have application in many civilian fields so it
was decided that two levels of support to the system would be provided, namely, the

Precise Positioning service and the Standard Positioning Service.

The Precise Positioning Service (PPS) is designated for military and military ap-

proved users only. The dual frequency receivers have the capabilitv to decode the

encrypted Y code (thus turning it back into the P cocle) and to use t,his for accurate

navigation. The transmitted signals are also harder to interfere or jam than the signals

used by the standard positioning system.

The Standard Positioning Service (SPS) is designated for civilian use and has its

accuracy deliberately degraded from that obtainable with the PPS. Single frequency

receivers are used to receive the C/A code for navigation (the C/A code is only trans-

mitted on the L1 carrier frequency). The accuïacy degradation is achieved by the use

of a technique known as selective availability (SA).

Ç
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Selective availability is a two fold attempt to degrade accuracy. Firstly, the em-

pherides sent by the satellites in the 50Hz navigation message are truncated to reduce

the accuracy of these empherides. The full, accurate version is released to the public

two weeks after they are determined. The second effect is a dithering of the satellite

clock frequency to introduce noise in determining the range to the satellite. The effect

of these errors is that the satellite is not in the location it is transmitting, and thus

the solution to the ranging equations will be incorrect. Selective availability is the

dominant error source for commercial receivers, with positional spread about the true

receiver position of 100m (2o) and 300m 3ø horizontally, 140m 2o veúically and a

timing accuracy of 340ns (2ø) with respect to GPS or UTC time.

At present selective availability is applied by all block II satellites (the original

block one satellites did not have the hardware to implement SA, but all have now

been retired). On a presidential directive, selective availability may be used to fur-

ther degrade the accuracy. However during the Gulf 'War (1991) and the invasion of

Haiti (1gg4) selective availability was actually turned off to allow military users to use

civilian receivers. Selective availability is due to be phased out within the next ten

years[135].

A'.9.L Reducing the effects of Selective Availability

Selective availability is the dominant error source in civilian use of GPS' Thus tech-

niques to circumvent its effects can greatly increase the usefulness of GPS receivers.

The efiects of seiective availability may be greatly reduced by the use of a differential

GpS system. In such a system a receiver at a known, fixed position receives signals

from the satellites and calculates individual satellite biases. These corrections are

either stored for post-processing or maybe transmitted to all GPS receivers within

range (typically 100km). Remote receivers receive the satellite corrections, which are

then applied in real time to reduce position errors to - 15m (3o).

GpS receivers used for surveying are able to measure relative distances to mm

acculacy over distances as large as 30km. These systems typically measule the car-

rier phase and use phase difierence changes to determine three dimensional distances
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between a reference station and a remote receiver.

Absolute timing errors due to selective availability are more difficult to overcome.

However high relative timing accuracy (- 10ns) between two leceivers is possible

if receiver locations are well known. This technique, known as common view time
transfer, requires receivers to track a single common satellite. As receiver positions

are known, the ranging equations need only be solved for receiver clock bias. Thus

if two receivers are close (up to 30km), SA and atmospheric effects are common, and

excellent relative timing accuracy is possible (a variation of this technique is used by

the HiRes detector). If a reference site has a calibrated time source, it can calculate

timing corrections which may be transmitted to remote receivers whose positions are

well known. In this way, the remote receivers clock can be synchronised to within 10ns

of the reference clock over distances as large as 2000km[64][51].
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